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“From havons of peace above the
storm,
God’s blessing still shall fall
On Love that
binds, on Love that heals,
On Lave that conquers all.”

It was a cold and stormy
night. The wind
hlew in fitful gusts, sometimes rising into perfect fury as if it meant to be heard above al]
other sounds, and anon, dying away in low
shuddering moans like the lament of a lost

spirit.
The rain, which had held up for awhile,
now fell in torrents; and the pedestrian whose
homeward way led to the suburbs of the busy
town, found it difficult to distinguish one object from another so intense was the darkness.
Out in the cold and rain, facing the pitiless
wind that nearly took away her breath,a young
and delicate looking woman quickly threaded
her way through the almost deserted streets
till she came to one where dwelt the poorest of
the poor people of W.
Down this dreary
street turned the young woman, but with a visible shudder. She quickened her steps as the
sound of loud laughter and coarse, profane
language fell upon her ears. Partly, to screen
her face from the cold wind, and
partly, to shut
out all evidence of her rude
surroundings, she
had drawn her hood closely around her
head,
while her thick veil just allowed her to see
her way, and for these reasons, she did not
know that she was followed till a rough hand
was laid on her shoulder, and a man’s voice
said in quick petulant tones :
“Where away now. my beauty ? I’ve waited for you to come back tbese two hours, Miss
Clary; and Pm not the man that’s to stand patiently and be fooled in this manner. Will you
go hack with me, or shall I havo the plcasuie
of escorting you to your residence?”
I cannot return with you, John Lyman ; neither do I desire your company home,
bo you may release me at once, if you please.”

“No;

“Thank you.

I didn’t much expect you
would‘desire’it;but it often happens in this
world that folks can’t

always have their choice
they keep. At any rate,

to the company
we won’t waste words about this matter. You

as

know the ‘Silver Lake’ sails
ask

you—mark mo, Clary,

next

week, and

I

it is the last tune—

if you rill be my wife before I go ?

Will you
?”
They had walked along till they reached a
large, dismal looking tenement, when the woanswer me now

man

stopped,

and

said m a tone of

treaty

turning
mingled

to her

companion

firmness

and

en-

:

already answered that question,
John;
only say to you now, that
were I ten times more lonely and friendless
than I am to-night, I would not give myself
and my happiness to your keeping.
Let this
It is the only
reply suffiee, and for all time.
one I can give you.”
t “But it shall not suffice;” said Lyman, hoarse
with passion. “I have those around me who
are not afraid to do my bidding, and if fair
words won’t prevail, we’ii see what will. I’ve
waited long enough.” There was something in
the manner of this man that compelled.attention, however opposed one might be to what
he said; for he spoke like one accustomed to
“I have

and I can

obedience!
“Do you dare to threaten

me

thus, John Lyscomftxlly and

man?” answered the woman
with a half defiant air, as if she could save

herself by assuming

little courage.

a

“Oh!

what a heroic man!”

“Hush, Clary, hush!

taunt,
But when I leave this port,

Irom you.
you will go with me
even

I will not bear

a

I am

_PORTLAND,

child she had once applied to some of her
wealthy relations living in the city for a little
assistance, but they had coldly refused to help
her in her time of need, and how since then
she had come to live with Mrs. O’Neil, and had
barely succeeded in keeping the wolf, Want,
from her door in spite of all that she could do.
And, indeed, she continued, “There were
times when I was so afraid that darling Willie
would suffer for food, that I went supperless
to bed, yet happy in the thought that my child
It was only last night, dear,
was provided for.
that he ever cried for hi3 accustomed bowl of
bread and milk. I went out to carry some
work home, hoping to receive the money due
me, which was but three dollars; but it was
not convenient for my employer to pay me till
to-day, so I came back, and begging a little
cake for Wille, I took him in my arms and
sung him to sleep.”
She then told him of her

acquaintance with

Lyman; that he had urged her to become his
wife, till, maddened by her refusal, he had that
night left her with threats which she was too
frightened to comprehend.
The husband's story, also, was soon told.
He, with a dozen or more of the passengers and crew of the ill-fated “Hudson” had

saved themselves in a life boat, which was
seen and hailed the next day by a merchantman bound for California.
Allured by the
dazzling prospect of speedily acquiring the
fortune which in other parts of the world
might have been the work of many years, he
soon determined to remain there; and going
into the interior, he had realized more than he
had ever dared to hope for. In the meantime
he had written again and again to Clara, and

ethers, but receiving

no

reply',

he at

length

concluded that his letters never leached their
destination, as indeed they did not. Unable
to bear further suspense, and fearing the worst,
he started for New York city, and arrived
there just two months before, but on hastening to the house of his wife,he.fuund to his great
surprise that she had gone, none knew whtiher.
Business had called him to W., and while
there, partly to gratify an old friend who was
a policeman, and who wished to leave the
city
for a few day3, and partly tor a change from
the weary monotony of his life, he had consented to take his friend’s place, and it thus
happened that he noticed Lyman and marked
his strange demeanor.
“Little did I dream that it was my long
lost wife for whom 1 felt so much sympathy,
and such a strong desire to interfere,” said
Herman as he tenderly brushed back the curls

from her face. “But how thin and pale you
have grown Clara. The past has been a .nighttime of sorrow’ to us both, truly, but if the roses do not bloom again on your white cheeks,
it shall be through no fault of mine, now that
I have found you once more. And here, of
all places.” He spoke cheerfully, but his voice
and his eye3 were dim as they fell
upon the scanty furniture, and the carpetless
floor ol her little room.

quivered,

“But where is our boy, Clara? In the
of your kind landlady ?”
“Yes, dear I will go and get him.”

care

But as she opened the door, she saw Mrs.
O’Neil coming up stairs with the little fellow
in her arms, who was wide awake and calling
out

playfully:

“Willie’s tummin’ mama.”
Clara met them at the top of the stairs, and
taking her child from the kind hearted woman
who had cared for him so long, she thanked
her and returning to her room—oh how different it

in her husband’s arms, saying as she
did so,—“It is your father, Willie, your own,

bGy

papa.”

The child looked at him

ment, and then,

as

steadily, for

a mo-

if satisfied with hb scruti-

ny, he wound his arms around his neck and
pressing his lips to to the bronzed face seen
for the first time that

night,

he said very soft-

ly:
“Dear, darling papa.”
There wa3 no response in words, but the
father’s eyes now overflowed with tears as he

the door.

“Poor creetur! au’ it’s a burnin’
shame to thim that’s her kin that she should
be left to die in the streets.”
“She is not dead, my good woman; but you
mu3t do what you can for her quickly, or I
am afraid she will not live long;” was the re-

ply.
They took off the wet hood and shawl, and
as the light fell upon the face of their patient,
the policeman started back and an exclamation of surprise burst from his lips, now, ns
pale as her own. He grasped the arm of the
woman who was busily at work in her efforts
to restore her charge to life, aud tried to speak.
“Tell me,” he said, in a strange, husky voice,
“Tell me about her, what is her name ? and
how came she here ?
Mrs. O’Neil looked up with eye3 full of wonder. “An’ sure, is it beside yerself that ye
are ? Whativer can her name be, savin’ Clara
Sanford? and didn’t she come here wid the
little boy because she was poor, an’ had no
fren’s but the rich cousins who don’t
spake to
the likes of her. She’s a3 good as
aDy of ’em,
though, poor dear; but they’ll get their reward

for sieh cruel treatment, I know.”
The latter part of this communication

unheard by
surprise of

was

the young man,
who, to the great
Mrs. O’Neil, had thrown

himself
on his knees by the bedside, while his whole
frame shook with suppressed emotion.
“Oh ! Clara, Clara! have I found you at
last 1 Oh! my darling; my wife I”
As if in answer to this

passionate appeal,
the dark blue eyes of his Clara slowly opened,
and fell upon the face bending jo tenderly
For one moment she gazed upon
over her.
the well remembered lineaments, and then
with a low, thrilling cry of—
“Herman ! My own dear husband 1” she
threw her aims around hi3 neck, while her
overburdened heart found relief in tears,—
tsars of joy too great for utterance.
Mrs. O’Neil slipped from the room unobserved by either in the fullness of their happiness.
When she had somewhat recovered her
told her husband bow
she had mourned for him a3 dead since she
had read the loss of the “Hudson” with all on
board,—how in the course of a few months
their little boy was bom. and she had wept to
think that one who would have loved him dearly slept in an ocean grave, how it took nearly
all of her slender means to defray the expenses of a long illness; how for the sake of her

calmness, Clara Sanford

to

if the

see

room

which served alike for

parlor was in company array.—
Ah, yes 1 it was “always as neat as two little
pins,” Mrs. O’Neil frequently averred. But
she would just change her dress, as the one

kitchen and

she had on wa3 too sombre in color for such an

occasion;

she went into the little

sleeping
room from whence she soon emerged neatly
attired in a blue and white delaine, while her
rich auburn hair was gathered back and confined by ribbons that matched her dress. It
was his favorite color—you might have known
that by the sudden light in his eyes as they
so

fell on her when he returned.

ble.
But the little fellow, wearied with play, and
unaccustomed to such late hours, was nodding
in his

her, an exclamation of delight
burst lrom the lips of
Clara, and she stopped
suddenly like one who by accident had taken

chair,

taking

him up, Herman sat
down with the child in his arms, where he
so

fell asleap with both little hands tightly
clasped around his father’s, as if fearful that he
might lose him again. When supper was
over, and the tea-things washed and put away,
Clara sat dcm by her husband to hear his
plans for the future. He was to leave her the
next day for a large and thriving town near
New York city, where he had determined to
settle on his return to the States if all was
soon

tenderly:

“Welcome home, dearest! welcome homef’
“And such a home! Oh, Herman, can this
Eden of beauty be our own ?”
“It is our very own, I assure
you, dear,” he

replied, smiling at her enthusiasm, and gratified to find how truly his efforts to make it
pleasant and attractive were appreciated. He
led pier from one object to another, each of
which she pronounced perfect in its way. After everything in the parlor had been duly admired, Hermrn opened a door that led to the

library.

Here

new

wonders awaited

our

Cloths of the Best

calling “Mamma, Mamma;” recalled her to the
actual present, unreal no longer; for, with Willie

came

SHADE

the woman who had received them

eat in this mattcr-of fact

world of
ple
ours; so with lover-like gallantry, Herman
Sanford offered his arm to Clara, and giving a
hand to Willie he led them to the diningroom, and placed them at the well-spread ta-

At short notice, in the BEST

“Tills is Tuesday,” he said in conclusion;
“next week I shall return for you and Willie,
and then iareweil to this old tumble-down tenement. In the
meantime, do not leave the
louse if you can
will probfor

ably be

help it,

Lyman

the watch for
you, villain that he
an(^ f°T a moment
the
man’s face
on

i’
young
darkened with passion. “If
he dares to call
here, let Mrs. O’Neil tell him that
you are under your husband’s
protection
and can
now,

manner,

]

to

dtt

Furniture!

iPjSSySS

The undet signed would respectihlly
tpirny announce to the citizens of Portland and
are

INVOICES
-OF-

All

and Varieties

Descriptions

First

-OF

Lowest Possible Cash
Every endeavor will he made

retain this as a
your patronage.

to establish and
House.
We invito

First Class

701 192 25

BESOCBCE8.

Loan,.

977
19
62
576
64
6
4

Specie,.
E. P.

Oct 10—dlw

249
000
432
5)0
334
676
039

12
45
86

custom work in

In such popular use for food, has been counterfeited
by some unprincipled parties, and a spurious article
put up in imitation of their style of packages and
trade-mark to deceive the public.
Dealers and customers, to avoid deception, will seo
that every package is marked
plainly,

Kingsford’s Oswego

business, I

BEING

IXRY

GOODS !

At GREATLY REDUCED PRICES, until all sold

out, commencing

New and

SCHOOL BOOKS,
SCHOOL BOOKS,

Possession given immediately it desired.
Please call and examine.

Aug. 1—eodtrvtl

56

chasing.

WM. M. TOBEY,
Agent tor Maine.

HOLES!

Ojokinp,

The BEST Machine For Fauilt Use

is

BARNUM’S SELF SEWERS. Needles, Twist,
Colton, Oil, and all kinds of Machine Trimmings.
New Machines Exchanged for old.
Machines to Let and Repaired.
W. S. DYER,
No. 137 1-2 Middle Street,
oct3eodlm
(up one flight qf stairs.)

EL1PHALET WEBSTER & SON.
Sept 18—edlw t eodtf

Dr. Fred A. Prince,
No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress St.,

fey1- Fares from $1 to $7 lower via. the Grand

|

jE.
90

SALE !
one

the most
Cumberland

of

flourishing Towns in
County; cont sins between forty and
fifty aere3 of excellent land, good
Buildings, good Orchard. &c., &c.
Persons wlsamg to purchase, or having City property to exchange, would do well to inquire oi the subscriber for particulars, and get a description of said
A good bargain
form, belorc looking elsewhere.
guaranteed if sold within thirty days.

C. A.
dispense with his attentions.”
KENNARD,
46 Green Street, Portland, Maine.
The next day Herman took leave
of his wife
Oct 16—eod2w*
and child, promising to return for
them in a
by any one with
weak if possible. Very busy was c,ara
nnnA Y£AR.m^,ie
Stencri look. No experience
aU
that time, cutting and making garments
and TreasurThe
Presidents,
Cashiers,
neoesx&ry.
for
Sent free
of three Banks indorse the circular.
herself and Willie. Lyman called once with- ers
American
the
Stencil Tool
Address
with samples.
oc6d3m
in the week, and to his great surprise learned Works, Springfield, Vermont.
that “Miss Clary” had a husband to whom she
Widows Wood Society.
could appeal for protection in case of need,
Annual Meeting of the -‘Portland Widows
THE
of
Wood
virtue
and making a
Societyfor the choice of officers and the
necessity he ceased to
of such other business os may legally
trouble' her with his unwelcome suit.
SKS
them, will take place on WEDNESDAY
at the Banking Hoom oi the
Herman
True to his promise
Sanford return- "FivT?,otC°rU0r °f Midd'e aU“
ed for his family the next week, and in le3s
SAMUEL E0LFE’ ^
than three days Clara was duly installed in
Portland, Oct W-dtd

SPPSwl«g«a»
CO.,
U. T. S. RICE &

No. 63 Commercial St.
Sept

8—dtf

WANTED!
At 148 & 150

August 10—dfim

We have adopted this principle in our business, bebelieve It the most pleasant and honorable
alike to the Merchant and the Customer, and feeling
sure that It is the only rule of business that is
eqnally
just in its operation on all, and the only one that
can build up a permanent trade and socuro the confidence of the
cause we

RICH

stock of

Comprising

Fancy

Dress

Goods!

In all the newest and most desirable

GOol>S, of the best make and finish; a choice seEMBROIDERIES, for Ladies* a d Children's
wear; a complete assortment of Housekeeping
Goods, Linens, Quilts, Blankets, Ac., Asc.. in all
their varieties. Woolen Goods, for Men’s and

lection

Boys* wov,

in seasonable

E. T. ELDE.V,
late of Waterville.

Small

JOHN WHITMAN,

late with
Brown & Taylor,
Boston.

Hogg,

Sept 12—dtf

$1,000,000

AmuJu’r 1, 1885.

Thi«
on

Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co.
this Continent, with an

ever

Edge

Black & Colored Velvet Ribbons,
Black English Crapes,
SILKS, SATINS, VELVET, FEATHERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,
DRESS TRIMMINGS.
-ALSO,A'uilStO'k ol Straw and FeU Good*, adaptoa to City ana
Country trade, now opening a ad for
sale at tlie lowest market prices to dealers
only* by

12 aud 14 Franklin Streetf
BOSTON.

QUARTERLY STATEMENT
—or—

The Canal National Bank

Dollars !

manufacturing,

as

quantities.
Also, have

hand

it does not absorb

perspiration,

or

soil a* readily.
The trade din be supplied at all times, and in any
on

as

good

an

assortment ol

Ready-Made Clothing,
Sill ts

and

GENTS*

Drawers,

FURNISHING

As can be found, which will be
the very lowest jobbing price?.

WOODMAN,

GOODS,

sold to the Trade at

TRUE &

CO.,

54 sad 5G Middle St.
Sept IS—dGw

Hundred

Coat, Pant and Vest Makers !
Wanted Immediately.
DEERI1TG, MILLIKEN & 00,
58 and GO Middle St.

Sept IC-dswtf

We are prepared to issue policies on Dwelling
Houses lor a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

C.

P.

OF PORTLAND, OCTOBER, 1803.

R E M O V A

KIMBALL,

If ANUFACT CTREE

OF

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

MARINE

INSURANCE,

Marine Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKES SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. Tbe public will find it for their interest
to give us a call.

New York Estimate of tfae International*
indication of how this Company stands AT
take the City business of 105 Companies
HOME,
and Agencies, named In the Treasurer’s Report of the
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
1804, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RECEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! This list includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fill
fhr behind the International In point of patrona e in
this City.—New Tori: Commercial Advertiser
This is a most gratifying and remarkable fart, best
understood by those who best know the real merits
and s fllftil management c 1 this sterling corporation,
which thus within two years takes the lead of scores
of other Companies that have been established from
a quarter to a half century.
As

an

we

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HJNE, Secretary.
OLIVER-A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE? 1GG Fore Street, Portland, Me*

Carpenters’, Ship-,Joiners’, Coopers'

Sale Booms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Maas.

Juneltf

TRUNKS, VALISES

Capital Stack,

*600,000 04'

Profit*,.135’,363 90

F®«-

Bank Circulation,.

assets.

195 897 01

*1,749,778

36

LV.*889,142 60
600 00
Estate.
Espensos,.... ,.««2 70
Due from auks,.
26 942 *T
Beal

,jope3

61.83,

Exchange St.,
po«tlaxd

E* C‘

*1,749,778
S°MERBy,

Figured Thibeta!
day opening,
inyoice of Floured Thibet*,
THIS
PLAID POPLINS,and GALA PLAIDS, at
an

ELDEN & WHITMAN’S
Sept 30—dtf
5 En|p St. Blook.

l

36

C“hie"

Fare Seduced to the Penobscot Siver
On and after -Tunc 1, the fare between Portland and Bangor will he
$3.00; Rockland Si®®: ether land-

ings on

■portlon,

'tolly

Traveling

Bags*

!

DURAN

&

No. 165 Middle Street.
All orders in the city

or

trom

the country promptly

ALEXANDER D. REEVES,
Tailor
and
Draper,
OS EXCHANGE STREET,
Manufactures to order and in the best manner Mill*
tary and Navy Uniforms, and Boys Garments.
—

SEWING MACHINES!
TRUE &
•

•

•

the River reduced In proper s’eamer Reyulator.

A. SOMERBY, Agent.
Portland. May 31, 18Si—dtl

j. M. Plummer,
Geo. E. Cole.

Portland, Sept. 27,

18M.

oet3-3wd&w

Fortes, among which are
Steinway <£ Sons, of New York.
Ail In.trumente lold by u. ue warranted ti
fflve
satiniaction.
Piano# to be

Middle Street.

MEASURE,
Mobtok Block.

WARREN’S IMPROVED

COMPOSITION.
Gravel

let,

AKD—

Hoofing:

FOR FUAT ROOFS.
E. HERSEY, Agents
No 16 Union Street.

AT ELDEN &

in Portland and vicinity are aware
a place of the above description has
opened at the corner of Free and Cron

people
how pleasant
F;\V
by the

Messrs. Cleaveland & Co.,

Quil s;
Quilts, all sizes, at low trices;
Bleached and Brown Linen Damasks; Towels,CrashHuckabuck, Napkins, &c., at the New Store,
No* 5 Free St*
tep£6dtf

FOR

For their special accommodation.
a tew mouths established
We keep oinstantly on hand
everything in the FRAME lino, and we have a manuw;
ero all our Frames are made
factory connected,
for ns by tho best workmen In the country to our
attention
of the public is called
The
special orders.
to the superiority of finish of our Gilt Frames, both
of
as
some
our best artists con
Mirror and Portrait,
bear witness; your attention to those is solicited.
fhrnisb
all
to
kinds of SQUARE
We are prepaied
FRAMES, in Walnut, Rose Wood. German Gilt, or
The
of
attention
Gold Gilt.
Ship-builders is also
called to the fact that we can furnish them with Gift
Work
less
than
any house in the city.
Ornamental
We have also a ftr.l line oi Oval Frames of every deor
er.
to
or
made
scription on hand
Our Frame department is un ler the special charge
had
has
who
SMITH,
large experience
of Mr. H. Q.
In Boston and New York.
We WeeD constantly on hand all goods used by Photographic Artists, of the bc3t quality at reduced riour faculties for buying, coupled with a six
ces.
years experience in the business renders us thus confident of giving perfect satisfaction.
Please call and examine for your elves.
CLKAVELA U) & CO.,
Cor. Free and Cross Sts., Second Floor.
Sept 30—d3w

Carriage Manufactory No. 20 Preble
THE
Street, wltb all the tools and appurtenances
neces-

sary to

carry
Business.

on a

AT

THIS!

first-class

Carriage Manufacturing

-also,numborof first-claw TOP BUGGIES and JENNY LINDS, and Six (6) warranted CONCORD
WAGONS.
For particulars enquire of
F. li • RAN BALL, on tbe premises.
Or of JOHN RANDALL, at Kasuoll fit w.odbury’s.
Commercial St.
Aug. 20—dtf.
A

City

of

Portland

SIX PER CENT LOAN.

City

of Portland,

I
Oofice,
March 11, 1FC3. f
OF PORTLAND SIX PER CENT. BONDS
ate for sale at this office, lu sums to suit, not lots
Poan S300, on one, two, three, Joht, and t n year»’
lime, with Interest Coupons atLachcd, payable semiTubas obex's

CITY

annually.

HENRY P. LORD, Treasarer.
March 13-d tf

Portland

celled in this State.

LOOK

SALE

AT A BARGAIN!

We have there ala business not ex-

ready in

WHITMAN’S,

es,

•

been

Goods!

may bo found:—Mill Blai kets, all
A •tees and Toilet
qualities; Lancaster, Manchester and
Bates

Mirror and Portrait

FRAMES !
recently

and ‘unfng done by exnerterced
CALV IN LLWARLS & CO.

Housekeepirg

Pattern**,
FROM

May 3—dtf

Academy!

C. O. FILES, 28 HANOVER ST.,
PRIISrciPAli.
•

_

gWen la DRAWING, FRENCH,

INSTRUCTION
GERMAN, Ac.

rep2ddtf

Please send for Circular.

PORTLAND

BUSINESSCOLLEGE
No. 8 Olapp's Block. Oongrass Street.
Institution offers to young

the best facilities for obtaining
THIS

GREAT PRICES GIVES

Of all descriptions, by

Portland. Me.

H.

I.

EAAVlSy

63 Exchange St., Portland.

Ornamental

DUPEE,

PHOTOGRAPHER!
be loand at Mo. 122 Middle Street,
where he is reailv to wait upon any one wishing for pictures of themselves or Mends, at, reasonable prices, lor aa good work as Is to be had at any
room In the dtv.
Copying done of all kinds of ic'ures, and worked up by a competent artist at the
rooms.
Kspecial attention paid lo Childrens pictmee: also to pictures of sick or deceased roisons
out of town or in the cltv.
I have the old negatives of Mr. Morrison's at my
wno
rooms, taken when he was In business; friendswhich
hail them thtre wUl And them here, from
lowest
the
at
c
can bo taken without reoopyln*.

Carving.

subscriber has opened a shoo on the corner ot
Chestnut and Congress sheets (up stairs), where
he is prepared to do all kl-.ds of Ornamental Carving
in the best manner.
All orders promptly attended
to.
Antique Chairs, Picture Frames and Window
Cornices carved In the best stvle.
THEODOR JOHNSON.
sepOWlnt

am

requested

to

f

“

"S'L^an STlbanJ

-^Yc“w»S

I am bound to make
found
An assortment of
here. Patronage
« »•«“• “ Eood “
Card Pktsrx *3.0<>
any one
MIDDLE aml UNION STS.

a»

Sept 26—d3w

Busi-

nractice,

hiles
'"onhe public

IV.

and ladle*

thorough

MAY

Trees!
Pear Trees* Pear

WEilf#

mon

e
(too
ry snd
ine Ihe “International Chain," time unlimited.
call
at the C< liege, or
Information
please
(briber
For
semi for College Monthly ami Specimens of Penmanletter stamp. Address
ship.
y’ enclosing
BBYANT, STRATTON & GRAY,

Clothing,

Second-Hand

a

comprising both theo'‘^brdarfhlps’for hilll lacoarse,
thirty-sl* College*, mstltut.

Aug 36—dhw3m

THE

oisowbero.

Piano Fortes.

MONO which

By CHARLES CC«TIS dr CO.

Picture,

Upkeep constantly on hand

*

with all the modern Improvements, which they can
soil as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, oi the
same quality.
We have ma e lur&ngomen'.s, a’so, lo
keep an assortment oi New York ana Boston Piano

CO,

maristf

jan26dtf

VLr

-FORTES.

The undersigned begs leave to tnnounce that they are manufacturing and

Tuner..
March 8—'T&v.tt

SINGER’S

•

7

aeplSsWtf

nve

Wholesale Grocery k Oommiision Bn sines*.

PIANO

BRACKETT,

PLUMMER & COLE
this day purehasod the Stock and taken the
Store recently occupied by
Messrs. CLOUDMAN & STEVENS
1U3 Commercial
Street,
Whero they intend to continue the

lylVo. 200 Fore Street.
June 16—dtf

| Manufactured and for sale Wholesale and Betail by

Agents.

Copartnership Notice.
Subscribers having formed a Copartnership
under the firm of

THE

RESSER’S

00

U. S Securities,.. 697 298 62
Cash Items,*.'.
19,942 09
Lawful Money,.
1GS^60 00

Octl3—d3t

o

5«()

Buff £av.

and Calkers’ Tools, &c„
Has Removed from his old stand in Union Street
to No. 2'X> Kobe St., where he U
prepared to til! all
orders for Carpenters’
and oilier Tools. o» tho
very best quality, al short notice and on reasonable
terms.

—

John W. Munger <£• Co.,

Circulation. 291,000 08
Deposits,.
627,427 40
slate

Joseph Bradford,
Manufacturer ol and Des 'er In

PORTLAND, ME.

—jAND

El

From 41 Union to 200 hor* st.
Opposite Manufaotubebs’ and Tbad. u#' Bank.

PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.)

Streets

Co.,

ABE

One

~~

True &

the established Agsnts for the RICH
DROTtlx&U.S*
COMPRESSED
PAPER
COLLARS, equal in every respect to any Collar
which has ever been offered to the public.
It lias the brm and space of the “Moulded” Collar, and is “superior,” from the improved method ol

Asd

Million

Importers ol

And other Norway an l Swede# Iron.
Milk Street, Be»tcn; and Cl John Slrte*. New
York.
aj3SuCm

Portland* Maine*

—

One

Cortland.

executed in every part ot the State.
juneldt*

Work

organ-

Original Capital

and Collection Office,

No. 161 Middle Street.
Jan. 13—dD

Ill

FIRE AND WATER-PROOF PELT

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

“Gem” Linen Paper Collar!

Leave Your Demands tor Collection

And

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

CUT

—dtl

-FOE THE-

Off.oe.—No. 12 Campbell'* Wharf.
Monrolk, Va.
Consignments solicited
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Me srt Lowe)’ A
SonlerjGerrish <£ Pearson; John Dennis & C'O.;
Clark, Read A Co., Portland, Mo.
may23d6m
__

ty

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Shirt

$1,201,188,10

on

Steel Manufacturers l

Agents,

paid la.

Forwarding

MERCHANT.

WM. JESSOP & 81 «,

MAINE

Woodbuet 3. Dana,

Nm> 54 and 50

Surplus, 201,188,10

ized

SARGENT, FREEMAN & CLEAVES.
Jfm. B. Sargent. Wm. P. Freeman. Poll. A. Cleaves.

Salt,

Needles and Trimmings always on hand,

all

Furniture and Carpets
bought, sold or exchanged on reasonable terms.
We would
respectfully invite all to call and examine our stock of goods before purchasing elsewhere.

GENERAL

Commission and

John A. S. Dana.

WOODMAN,

CASH CAPITAL,

22^ilu'

At B. D. Verrill's

sept2dtf64

INSURANCE COMFY

Repairing Cabinet and Upholstery work done in
all its branches. Varnishing $nd Polishing, Boxing
and Packing Furniture for transportation, ho.

Woodman,

d

n n

MR.

HENRY P. WORCESTER,

Law

CO.,

Wares, Ac,

Sets, Sofas,

Hang Draperies, Curtains, Shades, Ac.

PORTLAND

“d White-Wa:h!ng prompt?rL,^nln*
0rd°r“ dum out ol town sjl’clted.

lyllclti 64

Luthei2 Dana,

June ldtr

styles.

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

Cabins!

PLAIN AND OKNAMKNTAL

SP" Merchandise of all kinds bought and told
Northern account.

Portland, me,

PORTLAND,

Plain

styles.

and Figured WOOL* DELAINES; Figured Cotton
and Wool do. PRINTS; a fall line of WHITE

Cradles and
of all sizes; BLA1 K WALNUT and CHESTNUT
EXTENSION TABLES, Office and Writing Tables.
Also, a large variety of Children’s Chairs, Cribs,
Trundle Beds. &c.
We would also inform oar friends and the public
genei ally that we are prepared to furnish and tit up

full Stock of

Black and Colored Corded

SETS,

scriptions
Settee Cradles; Kitchen and Deal Tables

PORTLAND.

a

Lewis & Co.,

h

s

CANTON

Embracing THIBET'S,
ALPINES,
CLOTHS, COBOUBQS, Ac., Ac.

INTERNATIONAL

Lounges, Center Tables, Bureaus, Sinks, Looking
Glasses, Teapoys, What-nots, Hat-Trees, Stuffed
Rocking and Parlor Chairs, Gents’ Easy and Ladies’
Sewing Chairs, Ottomans, Crickets, Ha.«socks, &c.—
Bedsteads, Mattresses of all kind; Spring Bods,

Ships*

F i

SURGEON,

8TTTCJ00 AND MASTIO W0xiKF58,
Oak Street, between,
Congr**8# *rd Free Sts.,
I.

Chambers, N«. 1 and 2 Free Street Bloch,
(Over II. J. Libby & Co.’s)

SHAWLS, DRESS GOODS!

Of the latest and most fashionable patterns.

Steamboat and

ME.

|Bowl«; Brass St Silver Plated Cacka*

DA.IsTA&

AND

BOSS A FEES Y,

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

j:?:™!;}

SMALL,

PL AST E K KK6.

Fresco and Banner Painter,

GOOD3,

PARLOR

Chamber

our

confidently invite tho

Hosiery, Gloves,

A G- E N C Y

FALL GOODS!

Sept 4—d3m

our

£

AND FURNISHING GOODS.

And No Variation•

Mp£#dlm

C3T" Residence No. 4 Locust Ssreet.
Aug 29—<12m

READY-MADE CLOTHING

PRICE!

N.

Street.

Fores Pumps and Water Clo3ets,
NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

filled.

Exchange St.,

examine

.c

Manufacturers ami Wholesale Dealers In

BEST PARIS KID GLOVES.

1000 Families

Sept.

PRINDLE, Agent,
Exchange Street,

WILLIAM H. HORTON & CO..

City Property ;
in

Agt.,Bangor.

Temi

T.

at~Ln notieo.

H.

PHYSICIAN

P 1^ U M B E R!

J.

Portland, Me.

OFFICE EO. 193 1-2 00HQEE88 ST.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

Second-Hand

Railway, than any other route to the West.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. A«t.
1 WM. FLOWEB&.
276 Broadway, New York.
Eastern

NEW

to the

Cane and Wood Seal Chairs of all de-

Trunk

JAS.

ONE

Feather Beds, Hair and Feather Pi!low3.

General Western Ticket Office,
90 Exchange Street.

PORTLAND, ME.

Situated

IRON.

APPLY TO THE

HAS

Or Exchange for

HEAVY

RIBBONSJ
Agent, Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Ribbons,

removed from Exchange to No. 74 Middle
St., two doors west of Exchange St., and having
receivod his son, J. H. WEBSTER, as co-partner
they will insure the various classes of risks against
fire, at as reasonable rates as othor reliable companies, and would solicit a shave of the public patronage.

A FARM FOR

OP

For Tickets to all points West 4 South West,

REMOVAL!
18 Exchange Street to 74
Middle Street.

Office and Parlor Stores,

G-rand Trunk Railway.

where.

WEBSTER, Insurance

MAINE,

WORKERS

MOTTO

Plain Mourning Goods!

Consisting of the following articles: ]

}ST Orders from the Country respectfully solicited. Job Work done to order.
augOdti

And has the REVER8IBLE FEED. It will pay to
call and see these machines before pur chasing else-

apply

DR.

BJ.OCK,

PORTLAND,

I

MAINE.

&z., arranged ana set up in the best manner, and all
orders In town or country faithfully executed. AJ
kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LKAI) PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all descriptions.
aprihiti

Comprising PLAIN COLORED SILKS, in medium
and heavy qualities; BLACK, DRESS and MANTILLA SILKS, of the best makes; THIBKTS, in
all colors; black and colored ALPACCAS, in different grades; a complete line of

WISHING

And UPHOLSTERY

SON,

Magee Pinnaces and. Stoves.

the

Machine l

Makes Four Different Stitches,

E.

&

CODMAN

market square,

ELLIOT,

mccallAn, )

ar Repairing done

ANDERSON.
SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENG’NEEROFFICE,

m. r.
D. c.

nres

•f

FAR TIES

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

BUTTON

<£c.

Aug. 26—dtf

Should

Dealers In

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,
NO- 11

lor Dweldescription of Water Fix
EVERY
ling Houses. Hotels, Public Building*, Shops,

facilities for purchasing in the market,
attention of the public to
our STOCK and PRICES.
We shall keep constantly in store a choice selection

FURNITURE

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

HOLES made to order. Button Hole,
Weed, Sbaw & Clark’s Improved, and Howe
Sewing Machines.

NETS,
Clasps, <£c.,

Belt

ELLIOT £ MeCALLAR,

May

THE-

Lowest Cash Prices.

we

Goods Headquarters,
145 Middle St., Foitland.

To

FURNACES, RANGES,

the

Company. Machinos sold at thi3 oflloe will be
kept in good repair one year free oi charge. Thorough instruction given at the otiioe. Machine fittings,
Silk, Thread, <fecM constantly on hand.
Tit"Particular attention given to repairing Wheeler & Wilson Machines,
Call and see the best Family Machine, before pur-

-AT

With

Trimmings,

& 58 EXCHANGE STREET.

NOYES

PORTLAND,

a
ok-ax
2G—dti
Au£

Whole Community !

Fancy

No. 3D Exchange Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE,
Where you will find a good assortment ol all the various patterns ol Case and quality manufactured by

Sewing

N.

And

Stock

patronage.

LOR1NG,

Manufacturers cf and Dealers in

Olapp’s Block, Congress St.,

Florence

RETAIL.

PORTLAND

Wheeler & Wilson’s SewingMachine,

BUTTON

&

SHORT

Street.

-fob-

July 20—eod&w3m

BOOKS,

AND

WHOLESALE

A.

Middle

NEW AGENCY

At No. 11

BOOKS,

Aug 23—d2m

S. B. GO WELL,

HEAD

-AT-

of the bo3t situations in Portland.

129

Complete

-pre-

Commission House

Exchange Street,

SCHOOL

My stock is full and complete in every department.
family who wants any goods for the next six
Every
months to come will do well to supply themselves
immediately, as the prices arc daily advancing.
Any one wishing to go into the l>ry Goods Trade

aro now

FANCY GOODS,

Loring1,

HAVE A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

TUESDAY, AUGUST 1st'

one

and

Bought or Sold to the Best Advantage,
Sc

SCHOOL

Aro. 105 Middle Street,

MAKES 07

WOOLENS !

oun

MERCHANDISE

Corn Starch.

Aug. 7—d3m

56 and 58

Solicitor ot* Patents*

fall and seasonable assortment of

has

For variety and comprehensiveness we ihink our
equal to any in our largest cities, and will be
offend to the trade
upon such terms as will secure

PORTLAND,
about to moke a change In my
shall offer my entire stock 01

city,

this

stock

Oswego Corn Starch !

TV O T I O E !

WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

AND

ised.
REP AIRING neatly done at short notice.
Sept 12— dtf

their

Short

RETAIL,

AND

DRY GOODS!

charge of the manufacturing department.
PUNCTUALITY is the motto of this establishment, and all work ready for delivery when prom-

Beltings,

KINGSFORD’S

82

?1 701 192 25
GEBRISH, Cashier.

A

Made

None but the best workmen
employed, and tho
the best of stock, regar diess of expanse.
Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has had
long experience

I

OCTOBER, 1883.

Itcal Estate,.
Due from Banks.
U. S. Securities,.
Lawful Money and Chocks,.
Slate Bank Bills,.

Soots

Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’

000
620
865 42
030
676 83

WHOLESALE

Hosiery, Gloves, Yams,

CAUTION
Casco National Bank of Portland, CAUTION, CAUTION,

$1

WORK,

hy fire, is again in complete renair,
pared to show a

attention paid to consignment of all kinds
"Produce.
tepaodlyr

PORTLASD.

mch 17 diwtf

•hop constantly suppliod with

manufacturing

for

JOHN F.

With Fair Stitoli.

Sept 8—d3m

THE-

600
139
458
384
118

the public that they hare

ME.

-OF-

HUDSON,

No. 4 Free Street Block.

LIABILITIES.

to

No. 5 Free Street Block,

intern their friends and the Trade genWOULD
erally that their sdocIous store, lately damaged

Prices!

Statement

Capital Stock,.
Ciroula ion,.;...
Deposits,.
State Bank Circulation,.
Profits, (after October Dividend).

announce

token the Store
WOULD

MERRILL & SMALL

Which they offer at the

IBURROUGHS &

Quarterly

Dealer in

Federal St.,

Class

contrasts.

Casco National Bank.

ELDEN & WHITMAN,

For Ladies and Gentlemen, from the
very best
stock to be found in the
metropolitan and foroign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give entire satisfaction.

Furniture !

and darkness of the

storm

One Priee, anil No Variation!

APPLES, Jtc.
Portland, Me.

Wo. 3 Lime Street,

CLOAKS,

Where they trill oflor to the trade

A.II

DB1ED

cf*Maiae.

State

WHOLESALE DEALERS IE

_

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,
Ill

AMD

Butter, Clieese, Eggs, Lord, Beans.

Agouts for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES
B8 odd 00 Middle St.,
Sept 1—dtf

ALL RIGHT AGAIN!

leave her whom we found

shivering in the
lonely street, beset
by insult, faint with hunger, hopeless, sorrowful and alone.
Lite has a few such happy
can

and

Furnishing Goods!

Commission Merchants,

Manufacturers ot and Dealers in

-IB-

ble.

Here in the warmth and shelter of home, secure in the protection of a husband’s love and
in the enjoyment of affluence and comfort we

Manufacturer

in

Constantly Receiving

LARGE

STORE!

PRODUCE

of

CLOTHING AND

same.

~H. JONES,

CUSTOM
Tailor,

---

vicinity that they

Opening

Iu Great Variety*

PORTLAND,

94 Exchange Street.
Portland, Sopt. 11,1S65.

—*

2STEW

j.TdwaTogove & CO.,

& Co.,

Dry Goods, TVoolens,
And (Jcnts’

Sept. 19—d6w

B.

jobbers

in adtanc,.

Business Cards.

Bucceteonto o. 1. storer
* Co.,

THE-

-AT

Filial

FROST,

Merchant

Business Cards.
I>eerinj>, Milliken

Stock I

Received and Now

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

LATE8T.8TTLE.

■*

stock

And would bo pleased to receive orders for the

Fo.

t^-Erery Garment Warranted

Furniture!

Second.

on

For Gentlemen’s Garments,

AND IN THE

I\ B.

25th.

ALSO FOB SALE

FROCKS,
DRESS COATS,
SACKS,
BUSINESS SUITS,
VESTS AND PANTS,
MANUFACTURED TO MEASURE

SaptM—eodtl

well.

WEAR I

September

SON,

fail and winter goods,

FINISH,

AND WINTER
OVERCOATS,

exhibit

now

ELEGANT

Quality!

FALL

Misc^l'aneous._

Aliddle Street, AUTUMN GOODS !

87

Can

—FOE—

to say that “tea is ready.” It is very unromanti* sometimes, to be sure, but then, peomust

&c

x,™ w *„•

Merchant Tailors,

DE8IUABLE

he-

roine.
In one comer stood a beautiful grand piano.
Both were musicians by nature and cultivation, and when Herman sat down and played
several pieces well calculated to test his power and sweetness, Clara stood mute and motionless by his side, scarcely daring to breathe
lest the spell should be broken, and she awake
once more to the stern realities of the lonely
and destitute past.
But the last strain died
away in ripples of melody: and a little voice

L E. FERN ALD &

The Best Stock ever brought Into this Market!

another house for his own. But her husband
came forward to meet
her, and drawing her to

his side said

Miscellaneous.

IVEW GOODS !

band awaited

From

“Here, Willie, my man,” he said, “won’t we
have a famous supper to-night ?” depositing a
basket, filled to its utmost capacity, on the ta-

M iscellaneous.

woman

them.

will find this

greatly mistaken
for once;” and stooping quickly, he whispered, strained the little prattler to his heart.
or rather hissed in her ear,—“if yon dare e>
“Have you had any dinner, anything to eat,
Cape me this time, it were better for you, aye, to-day, Ciara?” asked her husband as soon as
and the boy too, that you both slept in the
he could speak.
“How thoughtless I have
bottomless depths oftbe seal dont’ forget that, been not to ask you before.”
“Never mind, dear.
Clary!”
Willie and I had a
Having uttered this threat, the man turned, luncheon at noon, and to-night I bought a
and walked rapidly away; while overcome
loaf of bread and some cakes for our supper.
with terror and fatigue, the young woman sank
But I will go out and get some tea now that I
upon the doorstep in a deadly swoon. It hap- have a guest, the first one for a long while.”
pened that a policeman was passing just as
“Nay, Clara; I cannot let you go out again
Lyman left her, and from some cause or other to-night. Tell me the name and number of
ha suspected something was wrong and concluyour street and house, and I will execute your
ded to question her, but meeting with no res- commissions to the best of
my abilityand
ponse to his inquiries, he stooped to raise her
throwing a cloak over his shoulders, he left
and found at once that she was insensible, or, the room with
lighter steps than he had enter,
for aught that he knew—dead.
ed it.
With a prayer in her heart, and a smile on
Knocking loudly to arouse the inmates, he
lifted the unconscious woman and bore her her lips, Clara went to work to prepare for
into the house, with undefined feelings of hope
supper; and very soon there was a nioe fire in
and dread—and of what ?
the stove, and the teakettle singing as it had
“Bless me! if it ain’t Miss Clara now;” said not sung before for many a long day and
a stout, red-faced Irish
woman, who opened
ni-ht; and then the happy wife loosed around
or

stood in the hall to welcome
She conducted Clara to a pretty dressing-room where a tidy-looking girl wa3 waiting to assist her and to take charge of Willie.
On descending to the parlor where her hus-

aged

looked,

since he came, it was so cold
and cheerless before—3he laid the wondering

dear

her new home. It was evening when they
arrived, but the house, a beautiful Swiss cottage, was ablaze with light, while a middle-

~

IgesT"

MORNING, OCTOBER 16,

MONDAY

nmkes.^

Sept.

1—ditwAm__
Boat-House for Sale.
Cn'toms Boat-House at Main Wharf, is for

sale.
““
The

Inquire

Oct 13-dtf

ol

CHAS. J.

TALBOT,
Surveyor of Customs,

DAILY PRESS;
PORTLAIVD.
--—■

—«» • ♦-

•-

Oct.

Monday Morning,

16,1865.

--—

i> larger than the comof the Tress
Ined circulation of all d>e ether daihcf in tlu city.
The

daily

issue

Terms~$S,00 per

in advance.

year

ty Heading Stattor

on

all Four Pases.

The President and the S. O. Delegate?.

Judge Warchaw, Alfred Huger and Co ouel
Dawkins, delegates from the South Carolina
Convention to present the memorial asking
for the pardon of J eft'. Davis and other leading rebels, had an interview with the President on Friday. The delegates appear to have
on
been sufficiently humble, and to have put
none of the usual plantation “airs.”
Judge Wardlow Wft3 the principal spokesin tone
man for the party, and was respectful
and manner, and not immodest in pressing

his suit. The whole interview appears to have
In the
been conversational and tamiliar.
course of the conversation President Johnson

said:
“If troasou has been committed there ou^ht to be
some test to determine the power of the government
to punish the crime. I am free to say it was not a

mere c mtost
as to dc facto
an we

between

political parties,

or a

question

governments. Looking at the matter
do—the laws violated and an attempt made at
the hfe of tbo nation— thore should be a vindication
ot the government and the Constitution, even if the
pardoning power were exercised thereafter. If treason lias been c unmitcecL it ought to be determined
even if
by the highest tribunal and tho fact declared,
was no
clemency should c -me afterwards. A hare
in all-, o

or

prejudice

in

carrying

To this Judge Wardlaw expressed his assent. Tlu following is the concluding and
most
portion of the report of this

interesting

,,j„

Judge Wardlaw said, altuougii not instructed by
the convention, lie was induced U> afck w ether Mrs.
JotFursia Davis, who was now confined to Georgia,
coul i njt cross into South Carolina to see her irieuds.
The President replied t'lat he had received letters
trom Mrs. Dai Is, but they were not very commendable. l’no tone ofone of them, however, was considerably improved, buUhe others were not of a character besoming one a king leniency.
Judge Wardlaw interposed by saying that she was
a woman of strong feelings.
T e President—Yes,
suppose she is a woman of
strong feedngs and temper; but there is no intention
to persecute her.
There is as much maguaniBiitv
ana independence and nobleness of spirit hi submitting as in trying to put the government at defiance.
True magnanimity takos tilings as they arc, and
when taken iu the proper way I uisconnect them from
humiliation. Manifestations of temper and defiance
do no good.
Mr. Huger remarked that they had a deep consciousness ol‘tho truth of all tho President said.
The President, resuming, observed: “The character of an individual may characterize a nation, a
nation is nothing but an aggregate of individuals,
and when a proper spirit is manbesled all can ac*

—--.--

The man who gies to tho stake is almost defied by his bearing. It lifts him above humiliation. In these cases, gentlemen. we will do the
best wo can. While there u sympathy, there is also
But I asa public judgment which must bo met.
sure you, gentlemen, no disposition exists for persecution or thirst for blood.”
Judge Wardlaw asked if the President had seen a
copy of the amended Constitution of South Carolina.
Of course he lial seen that tho
accept emancipation. lie felt i*erfectly satisfied tliat the person
and property of the negro will be protoctod, and
spoke of the great difficulty of regulating labor, restraining vagi ancy, &c.
The President thought many of the evils would disappear if they inaugurated the right system. Pass
laws protecting the colored man in his person and
property, an i lie can col!ecu his debts. He knew how
it was In the South. The question when firstpresentod of putting a colored man on the witness stand
male them shrug their shoulders, but the colored
m «n’s testimony was to be taken for what it was
▼or«h by those who examined him and the jury who
hoar ifc. After all there was not so much danger as
was supposed.
Those coming cut ol slavery cannot
do without work* They cannot Vie down in dissipation: they must work.
They ought to understand
that liberty means simply the right to work and enjoy the products of labor; and, when we come to the
period to feel that men must work or starve, the
country will be prepared to ro?civa a system applicable to both white and
black.—prepared to receive a
system necessary to the case. A short time back you
.could not enforce the vagrant laws on the
black, but
could on the white man; but get the
public mind
right, and you cm treat both alike. Let us get flic
ge leral principles, and the details and tho ollatorals
wili follow.
Jul O Wardlaw, Col. Dawkins anrl Mr. linger all
expressed to the President their conviction that their
State had qctep ed in good faith the result of the issue
which had been made, that the people felt tliat the
President had stood between them and a harsh use of
the power of the government, that they felt entire
confidence in his purposes and actions, and hope in
return to entitle themselves to his confidence as to
their feelings and actions.
The President replied that he was glad to hear it;
that, whenever such mutual confidence existed, there
would, he thought, be an open road to the restoration
oi good feelin' and to a prosperous
condition, and
that, if he knew himself, and he thought he did, he
would recommend nothing but what would advance
their interests. So iar from pandering or
looking lor
future elevation, he must be believed when he said
he had not an eye single to such preferment.
“If”
he continued, “I could l>e instrumental in restoring
the government to its former relations and see the
people once more uni led and happy, I should feel that
I had more than filled the measure of my ambition.
If I could feel that I had contributed to this in
any degree, m. heart would be more than gratified and mv
J
ambition fall.”
Judge Wardlaw.—Every man in South Carolina
would respond to that.
Mr. Huger.—I am sure there is on their
part no
Punic faith. They deserve
your confidence, and I
am suro i hey v ill earn it.
The President expressed himself
gratified wit what
had been said by these gentlemen.
Mr. Dawkins remarked that all South Carolina reposed confidence in he President, and that the memorials presente 1 by the cliairmaa of tho
delegation
representil the true sentiments of the peonle of tliat
Stats, both in regard to those whom they wished
pardoned and the feeling and position of South

harmoniously.
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The Bound Table.

%

The new series of this able and sparkling
hebdomadal ha3 now reached the sixth nnm
her, and shows a steady advance in vigor and

interest;and

we are

happy

to learn

by the

an-

nouncement of the conductors that its success
tliu3 far has exceeded their most sanguine ex-

pectations.

The subscription list not only
contains tbc names of nearly all the subscribers to the paper during it3 publication in 1963

1864, but has received large additions,
while the regular sales, notsvithstanding the
increase in the price, are greater than they evand

befbra”
We hope the enterprise may continue to
prosper. The Bound Table comes much nearer to supplying a long-felt want in our
periodical literature than any other publication has
er were

yet succeeded in doing.

youthful vim, and though at times a little rash and extravagant it i3 at least fearless
and honest in its criticisms. It doe3 not hesitate to assail an abuse or to
a
be-

fresh

pierce

folly

the former is
powerful, or the latter pop.
ular. In tlia present number we could find it
in our hearts to deprecate
of the

something

severity with which it handles that harmless
and, in some respeefs, most useful institution,

Lyceum Lecture, yet we gladly pardon all
vigorous onslaught upon the i.i,purities which
pollute the modem
stage, its keen lashing of the stupid emptiness
of the popular “Billiard Mario,” and the
deeply earnest and terribly truthful words with
the

that for the sake of its

which it uncovers one of the most
symptoms of disease in our social

alarming

system, In
treating of “the purple woman.” Wp commend
that article to the most
thoughtftil attention

■

success.

Gan. Hodsdon’8 Letter.
We have taken ail the notice of the
Argus’s
slander of the Adjutant General and of the affairs of his office, that so scurrilous and so
baseless au attack deserves, yet the closing paragraph of Gen. Hodsdou's letter—which so
effectually silenced that copperhead battery—
13 worthy of general circulation.
After quoting the accusations of the Argus about fraud
and suppression of investigation, and vaiiing
the falsehood by a statement of the facts in tbe
ease, the Adjutant General refers to the alleged suppression of
investigation in these caustic
Words:

i__tsbite.
°

r

Tliey

were
ot

as

examined by the
KK LedslaWiU

appointedto
^
ing session. If
®
at„i,t^ef.approac,n*those records, orinu
tions which tiiey perootu-t^ u^f?Uatran3a°’
ed and punished, but'if tire®.! hp
of,t^e
kind, iet there be a justification
ample and as broad as the ius?n
i®3

CrathK?

^

J?.the

contrary have been groundless
I ask to stand or m by
ous.
In the meantime, I am sure you wifi T"’
with me, that it can bo productive of no
goo!]

Udf^chKw-

but of much evil, to disturb

public confidence

by continuous accusations which have no
foundation save in the brains of their wicked

inventors.

1
1

i

orthodol

*VC

1

i

KP”A gamekeoper on a Sootch moor recentI
ly trapped a large lox, and finding it to all appearance dead, he removed it from the trap and
threw it aside while he rebaited
To
the trap.
hb astonishment
the fox scampered off up the i
pill and

escaped,

—i
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in

GALLLERY,

open to
as are the statare

■

»-•

women, the fathers and mothers of our day; and for the
Bound Table, we
wish it a continuance of all

records of this office
°f ihf public,

■■ ■

...

of the men and

worthy

■'■■■'
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It is full of talent and

cause

of the Union

of the

_

ont that duty.

conference:

ITEMS OP

STATE NEWS.
Shameful if True.
gist on an immediate restitution
Union-Again!
The Washington correspondent of a Boston
no limitation but the one new inevitable,
with
Endeavoring to show recently that the
BJr“We are very sorry-it U painful to the
their hostilipaper make3 the following statement:
President's emphatic declaration, that the re- and who have already proclaimed
loyal people of the state—to see a paper ordiblack.
These
the
“While wounded officers "and soldiers on
to
of
any political status
ty
so
bellion bpd “destroyed all civil government,”
correct
as
the
narily
Bangor Times, making crutches hobble around the streets of Washsince their obare men of
sagacity,
ascertain
common cause with the
the tine point of departure for the reconstruccopperheads to dis- ington in search of employment, returned rebas quickly a3 they
els are receiving appointments in government
parage the poor and down-trodden but now
tion of the Union, I was obliged, on account ject being to get into pswer
to
other
no
is
way
emancipated colored race, by representing offices. A few days'aince a rebel named Frank
of your limited space, to leave off abruptly, can, they know that there
them as unlit to he the equals before
Minor, who left here at the breaking out of
Eat there are others who have
the law of
without indicating the cud to which the argu- accomplish it.
the rebellion and joined the fortunes of the
not forgotten the old strain, ‘"hung up; we
the blood-stained rebels of the South
as 1
therefore,
The
and,
ment at length comes;
confederacy, was appointed to a clerkship in
Of the negro we have had
Tinas
consider
work.
want
to
to
this
in
may
perhaps
the
get
but
unkind
the Second Auditor’s; and it is reported that
have now to use another fact looking
he will make his way.
we assuroit we write in no such
alone,
him
Let
John Hart, formerly public printer, and for
be interrupted!
spirit.
enough.
same direction, and may again
us.
After
us
the
Hallowell
Granite
to
KSfThe
many years Washington correspondent of the
the future
is
deluge.”
is
What
wuat
I
quarry
being
to
expect
X wish to say in advance
Charleston Mercury, has also received a snug
extensively operated.
Must all this not have an effect in Congress ?
berth in one of the departments. Hart has
prove.
of Wiscasset are
effect
be
on
£3T*The
that
people
will
minds?
movmany
and what
again
been living South during the war.”
From all that 1 have learned from Washingin the matter of a railroad from that town
Timidity, hesitancy, doubts; always some lion, ing
Such statements a3 the above are not very
There
is
to
the
Kennebec.
ton and ether sources, there is to be in Conplenty of hoarded
some theory in the way; state rights; wore
flattering to loyal mon. They afford poor enmost vehement and radically serious
in that town to put the
capital
gress the
or
states
out
of
enterprise
in
the Union; controverthese
and then the town would take on couragment to those noble fellows who have
debate that the country has ever known, over
sies interminable. It is my object to show, if through,
new life.
periled all for their country’s salvation. If
this question of reconstruction. -Now I want
I can, that there arc no such lions m the
way
to shew, if I can, that there is no reason, ex&5?”The dwelling house of Addison Twining rewards are to be paid for treason, and rebels
OlfDERLOT.
are to fill the posts of honor and profit, it is
of Hampden, was entirely destroyed Tlmrsday
cept their own timidity and want of vigor,
afternoon. The fire took from a defective joint quite time the people should knew it. They
should
why our senators and representatives
Letter from our Travelling Correspondent.
in the stove pipe, while Mrs. Twining was in an will know it, and it
not legislate for the common good. You laugh.
may be very weU for high
Rochester, N. H., Oct. 12,1865.
adjoining room attending to a sick child. Boss officials to remember that the retribution of
is
hound
Let us see. I hold this, that Congress
To the Editor of the Press
$900. Insured for $630, at Silsby’s agency in an outraged people are sometimes terrible.
to consider first of all and beyond all, not
This beautiful and thriving village has been
W in terpor t.—[MTiig.
and
of
the
ease
safety
merely the immediate
a marked exception to the
Prompt Payment.
genera! prostration
Eaf-The Bangor Whig is assured that parties
and
progress,
The undersigned acknowledges the prompt
nation, but its enduring safety
and business dearth which has'faiien on most there are ready to erect a paper mill at Treat’s
of the full amount of his insurance
and in especial, having the power, as I contend
manufacturing towns during the past four years. Falls, as soon as a dam is built to make that payment
on the lumber destroyed by fire, on the 2d of
it has, it is its most solemn duty, which it can- The extensive woolen mills here
water
available.
power
have been taxOctober, from the Massasoit Insurance Co., E.
not disregard without infamy, to lay a foundafcjf” A man in Aroostook has invented a Webster & Son, Agents.
ed to their utmost capacity in supplying the defor
the
solid
and
and
deep
wind mill, very simple in its operations, and inperma- mand for
tion broad
N. B. Noble & Co.
army goods.
During a portion of tended to do the
nent good of the States lately in rebellion. I
sawing of wood, pumping wathe time two set3 -of hands were
and
employed
all at a small cost of madesire tp see the time when this great and inSPECIAL NOTICES.
the m ills were run both night and day. Since ter, churning, etc.,
chinery.
tegral portion ot tlie republic, shall be as free, the close
of the rebelUen, things have reBy An aged farmer requests the Biddeford
happy and prosperous as any Other part of it; verted to
their old channels, and all is busy in Union to state that the
E.
If.
R.
coming winter will be a C.
when we shall have indeed a Union; when
supplying the regular demand for peaceful severe one in this latitude. The signs winch
our motto shali be what it was intended to be,
Clooks Excelsior Hair Eestorer
consumption. Several new mills hava been he has observed for the last forty years, and Is warranted to do all that is claimed for it. Will
unum, and not as it has been- for the last forty
erected during the past three years and
which he has never known to fail, all testify to restore the
Grayest Heads to their original color,
years, duo e pluribus, and when the mischievanother very large and fine one is nearly com- the predictions
whether black or brown. Cures all eruptions of the
ous words and phrasqs,North and South, NortheyThe Smual session of the Grand Di- Scaly, frees it from dandruff, keeps the head cool, the
pleted. Just at the present great annoyance
ern and Southern rights, Northern and Southhair moist and glossy. Its perfume cannot be survision of Maine will commence at Belfast, on
is experienced from the scarcity of water conern institutions hitherto so utterly hostile to the
Tuesday, the 24th inst., at 10 o’clock, a. m., and passed by any preparation in the market. Try it. $1.
on the drought, and but a very small
sequent
par bottle; sold by all druggists.
constitution and so productive of evil, shall be
two days.
portion of the machineryis kept in operation. continue
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for
Portland,
known no more. I hold it, therefore, to be the
£'fjt"’The Ellsworth American says but very Me.
The prosperity which has attended the shoe
oc6sn6w
little lumber is being sawed at the mills on
first duty of Congress, under regard to the comn..
business in this place has been in equal conthat river on account of the low state of the
mon weal,with far reaching foresight to provide
A Fact Worth Knowing,
trast with the experience of other places. The
water.
the
State:
for the best and lasting interests of
That Rubber Goods can be repaired in a neat and
pluqk and energy of the Messrs. Wallace enThe
Chronicle says Horace Whitney, of
lately in rebellion. But it will be asked, why ibled them to continue
operations when al- Cliesterville, a boy of 12 or 14 years of age, substantial manner, at
these platitudes ? Who doubts that Congres'
HALL'S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
most every other concern in the county had
while running after game with a loaded gun,
is ready to do it. Perhaps so. But I say boldjuly21sutf
117 Middle St.
shut down. They have reaped the reward of on the 10th inst., stumbled,
the
bringing
gun
ly that if the statesmen and politicians who -heir foresight and have now oil hand orders, in contact with a
and
log,
discharging the conand
COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!
compose it, are not men of larger views
nue h in advance of their manufactured stock
tents into his hand. The hand was seriously
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal
more foresight tnen their predecessors before
Two of the fingers have been ampuThe recent change of name ot the York &
injured.
demand, la made from the choicest materials, is
the war, they will not do it. I judge from the
Cumberland E. R. to that of Portland and tated and fears are felt that a third may have mild and emollient hi its
nature, fragrantly scentei E
past. Is it not a fact that in regard to the Rochester R.
off.
to
come
and extremely beneficial in its act upon Ibe si In.
R., and its proposed e: rly compleFor tala by all Drutjyitta and Fancy Hood?a Dealer.
question of questions, for forty years before tion to this
editor of the Belfast Age has setD
B^“The
place, is exciting considerable atjuneaidlyt
the war the statesmen of the free-States fail
two squashes which were raised from one seed,
tention among the business men here. There
ed, and were uniformly driven to the wall.
weighing respectively eighty-one and a hunjeans bat on e opinion among all well informStationery & Fancy Goods.
Did they not even become objects of contempt
red and eighty pounds.
ed men; viz. that the proposed extention will
to southern statesmen? How elsedid it hapByThe Lewiston Journal says rents and
>rove greatly to the advantage of Portland and
ISTEW
labor are scarce in that city. More roofs and
pen that a South Carolinian could stand up in
if this section of New Hampshire. Many of
the Senate, and confronting representatives oi
more muscle are needed.
86 CENTRE STREET, PORTIAND,
-lie merchants here, say “give us ready coma part of the country immeasurably superioi
gy The Journal says that Dea. Elisha Bar- First liopr ftom Congress Street, where can be found
munication with Portland and we sha 11 buy ren of Greene, fell from an
in all that constitutes civil greatness, with
apple tree a few a good assortment of Paper, Pens, Pencils, lull, Hair
all our good3 there in preference to godays since and sustained severe injuries. Dea. and Tooth Brushes,
matchless impudence, with an insolence wei,
ing to Boston for them.” Not only is this Barrell is about 83 years of age, and it is feared
PERFUMERY,
nigh sublime, ask, “You say that we have rul- the
feeling here, but in all the extensive coun- his.injuries may prove dangerous.
Portmonna:e3 and Wallets: all kinds of Games to old
ed you long. Have we not ruled you wellt”
above on the line of the Cocheco and ConliyAn exchange says the Androscoggin and young.
Had our senators been what they should have ty
PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
Roads. The business on both (these lines Railroad i3 in excellent condition and doing a
way
would
a
mortal
man
have dared to make
been,
thrifty and prosperous business. It is des- in great variety, at lowest prices. Call and see
this
and by proppasses
directly
through
place,
a speech like that in such a place ?
Have we
tined to become one of the best paying railroads
H. L. BEAL.
er and judicious management may he nearly
not virtually confessed again and again the inoct7snd2w
in New England.
all directed to your city instead of passing on
feriority of our own to southern statesmen ?
By The Lewiston Journal believes Androto Boston.
It is earnestly to be hoped that
A Card.
When southern men demanded their rights,
county ha3 greater water power than
scoggin
this matter will receive that attention from
Portland, Sept. 12th, 1S03.
did wo not reply, “have you not always
any other county in the United States. The
Dear
S
commenced
xluctor
merchants and capitalists which its imusing your Reprhair
on the first of July last, at which time
three principal points are at Livermore Falls
had far more than your share of the liiost im- your
was
my
merits.
out
handsfoll.
It
has
falling
portance
by
entirely prevented
Lewiston and Lisbon Falls, eaoh on the Anportant offices in the nation, have you not dicits falling off and has left it in splendid order.
I am
The usual quiet and repose of the citizens here
droscoggin; while on the Little Androscoggin now not in the least troubled with dandruff, and as
tated its policy?” What a confession this!
it has fully restored my hair, I have no further need
was somewhat disturbed to-day by the alarm of
there is quite extensive power at Mechanic
But in what sense were our statesmen inferior
of it otherwise than as a dressing.
1 shall continue
fire.
The bakery of Mr. Frank Moore was Falls and especially in Danville. Then there to use it for that
purpose, os it is the best I have ever
to southern statesmen? In talent? No. In
found.
You
refer
one
to
me
any
may
personally.
discovered to be in flames, for a little time the
is the power afforded by the Sabattus stream,
Respectfully Yours, &c.,
general and profound knowledge of the world
Charles Alexander,
high wind prevailing threatened an exten- which is second only to the power of the Anand its history? In these respects they were
82 Vaughan Street.
sive conflagration. The exertions of the two
droscoggin. Then there are various smaller Horace H. Johnson.
far superior. What then ? In
foresight. Why fire
as in Turner, Leeds, Auburn, Durham
streams,
aided
the
citizens
and
Sold
at
Street
80 SUddle
companies,
by
(up stairs) Johnson’*
in foresight ? Because the
people would not the usual amount of
Ilair Dressing Rooms*
octl0sndeod2w
and so forth, which are capable of driving small
and incoherent
shouting
allow them to be men of
foresight. To be a
mills. The water of the Sabattus and the Anwomen
and
conordering
by
portly magnates,
man of sagacity so far as the
great underlying
E. S. WORMELL,
droscoggin will hold out through any probable
question of slavery was concerned, was for a fined the flames to the building first involved. drouth.
Mr. Moore’s loss 13 about §700. The
PHOTOGRAPHER,
building
time
almost
to
be
infamous. What war
long
{y Thursday noon Hon. Job Prince had a
Jio. 00 Middle Street, Portland.
was owned by Mr. Walter Hodgdon and was
virtually the common talk in the street and
buffalo robe and umbrella stolen from his carriinsured.
iiliy
Card Photographs at Three Dollars
everywhere else ? “I won’t hear if word of it.
while
it
was standing in front of the resiThe short but heavy rain of last night indi- age,
per DOZEN,—the BEST in the City.
sir. You are a fire-brand, sir. You are
dence of Eev. Mr. Bates, on High street, Aukeeping cates that “the
may25snd6m
drought is broken” and that burn.
the whole country in hot water all the time
e
|
the cry Jfor rain will no longer go
up from the
at
Bath
3ir. We can’t make money or do anything
subscriber
writes
:
“Please
W~A
RICE
BROTHERS,
the land.
While I write the north wind is
discontinue the Weekly Press, which is now
else, and all of you, sir. Let slavery alone, sir.
whistling about the windows and the chilly sent to me. In making this request I desire, of PEODUOE COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
It will all come right of itself, sir.” As were
09 anil 71 East Water St.,
lir reminds one that ‘-summer is over” and
all things, not be understood as expressing disthe people so were the
statesman. Instead of •‘the wintry days are coming.” Ths trees satisfaction in the slightest
WISCONSIN.
MILWAUKIE,
with
the
degree,
probing the slavery, instead of asking what have
On the conBuy for Eastern account Grain, Flour, Beef
assumed their autumn attire,rivalling in
paper, its publishers, or editor.
it’s tendency was, what its
Pork, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc.
future, they strove brilliancy and
trary the paper and its conductors are an honor
The following choice£rands ol Flour on hand
gorgeou3 coloring the finest
to ignore it, to banish it
to the state and to the world ot newspaperutterly from thecoim- works of art. Winter comes
S.
N. Warren,
apace.
Bertshy’s Best,
cils of the nation, and as far as lay in their
dom.” Thank you.
Cabinet,
Eagle,
McClelan.
power, to crush out forever all discussion upon
Champion,
Market Reports sent daily or weekly without
The Freedman in Alabama.
it.
They more than once congratulated
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.
charge.
their country that it was finally laid in its
Flour and Produce bought, stored and insured at
M^jor Charles A. Miller, of this State,
marlSeodl y
.'or several years the popular Clerk of the
tomb. But perhaps, the most extraordinary
Eiir“It appears that it was Mr. McHenry, lib & al rates.
evidence of a want of foresight was in the
House of Representatives, now attached to one of the party of English capitalists now on
REMOVAL J
adoption of the system of compromises so- the Second Me. Cavalry, recently made a re- a visit to America, who purchased for $25,000
called, by which they fondly thought they port of an expedition sent out by Gen. Swayne Bierstadt’s “Rocky Mountains.” Mr. McHenMRS. A, COLBY
ry’s collection of paintings at home is valued
could eliminate the disturbing element, but in
to investigate reported outrages against freedHas removed her stock of Millinery to rooms over
at $600,000.
which they were uniformly tricked and out- :nen in Western Alabama, and to see how the
her old Store, No. 5 Free Street Block, where she is
Wm. Wallace Mayhew, a lad of 14
witted. They did not see that they were run- people were receiving the new regime.
prepared to receive her customers.
himself
in
an
years, hung
outshed, in Manlwedtheneodtf
The Montgomery correspondent of the CinPortland, Sept. 11, lSGfi.
ning into a trap, and were taking the readiest
chester, N. H., a few days since. Only reason
means to give the oligarchy a
prestige and a cinnati Gazette says of Major Miller, who led assigned, the fear he cherished that his father
SEELE’S HAIR LIFE I
status. Between whom were these
the expedition, that he was highly competent would
compropunish him for playing truant, and the
mises made? Between the South and the
for the important duty assigned him, and that
he
felt
at
been
dishonored by
disgrace
having
A Magical Preparation
North, powers utterly unknown to the Con- every word in his report may be set down as his teacher. He was a bright, nervous boy,
-FORstitution. What was this but a virtual ac- perfectly trustworthy.
who had suffered much from ill health.
Says the report:
RESTORING, BEAUTIFYING,
knowledgement that there were such powers ?
8®P“Humphreys, who has been elected GovAt Mount Vernon I found that the freedmen
What was it but virtually saying that our mot- were generally
doing well. They were re- ernor of Mississippi, was a General in the rebel
DRESSING THE
HAIR.
to was e pluribus duo. And what were these
maining at home and generally contented.— army. His pardon warrant was signed by the
compromises then, hut treaties on the floor oi I’he only complaint they made tome was their President on Thursday.
PRICE FIFTY CENTS.
eparatien from Their wives and families. Some
|£S?—Tke shoemakers of New York city, emCongress, between two hostile powers, and a of them came away from other counties, leavFor sale at
on
custom
work, have struck for an advirtual dissolution of the Union ? Sudi were
ing their families behind, and are now afraid ployed
Wholesale
and Retail,
the deplorable consequences of the want of to go for "them. The freedmen are working vance of twenty-five per cent, on their work.
-BY—
for a portion of the crop,
New
York
the
of
toP“The
on
papers
say
profits
different
varying
foresight in our statesman, and what penalty plantations from one-tenth
the colliers, shippers and yard men amount, in
to one-l'ourth, beCHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
the people have at length suffered (or their
sides food and clothing.
the aggregate (at present rates) from four to
WHOLESALE
*
AGENTS for the STATE oi MAINE,
*
Near McIntosh Bluff I discovered
persistent ignoring of the great question let 4*
five dollars per ton—more than the whole price
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.
by the side of the road a newly made grave of coal
the war answer.
eight or ten years ago, and morp than
July 22—sndtf
near a house.
I inquired whose grave it was,
one third of its present retail price.
Now how was it with Southern statesmen ? and was informed that only a few
days before
Iiall'a Vegetable Sicilian Hair RenewEi j?”*Tho publisher of the Anglo-African, Mr.
Always watchfulness, always foresight, always one Dr. Grierson, a Union man and prominent cilizen of Washington county, had been
Robert Hamilton, an educated colored
er has proved itself to be the most perfect preparagentlescenting danger from afar, no ignoring great
basely murdered, and this was his grave. The man, who recently visited our city to secure tion for the hair ever offered to the public.
Look
issues, no shutting of eyes with them.
supposed murderers had left the county, or aid towards purchasing the
type and materials
It is a vegetable compound, and contains no injuat the singidar instances of this in South Carwere secreted in the swamps, but the citizens
for a printing office, has so far succeeded as to rious
were
to
ferret
them
properties wliatevcr.
out.
Some
months
trying
the
olina,
Mephistopliiles and master-spirit of
bo able hereafter to print his paper with his
ago a negro was shot, and these same persons
IT WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIGthe rebellion.
Why was she so vehement in are
own types. Heretofore he has hired it
supposed to be the guilty parties.
printed. INAL COLOR.
On Tuesday I reached Bladen
demanding, and urging her sisters to demand
Springs, in The publication of the paper was necessarily
It will keep the hair from falling out.
the extension of slavery into the territories?—
Choctaw county. .Here I met at my tent some
suspended for one week. We congratulate
It oleanses the scalp and makes the hair]soft, lusHad she ar.y direct immediate interest in that ? ten or twelve citizens and planters, and ex- Mr. Hamilton on his
success.
He makes a
trous and silken.
plained to them the nature of my mission, <6c.
On the contrary it was
apparently the most fhev had heard of the existence of a Freetl- good paper and is engaged in a geod work.
It is a splendid hair dressing.
suicidal policy she could
On Friday the president issued four
adopt because it might men’s Bureau, but had very imperfect ideas of
No person, old or young, should tail to use it.
increase enormously the
its workings. While two or three
for
hundred
of
slaves.
Her
to
pardons
persons residing in tl)e
aopeared
price
the existing status of the
IT IS RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE
appreciate
true policy
of
South
manifestly was the re-dpening of and manifested a decent inclination negro, States Louisiana,
Carolina, Georgia, FIRST MEDICAL
AUTHORITY.
to make
the slave trade. It was the slave-breeders onand Virginia.
the best of circumstances, the
§y Ask for Hall's bieilian Hair Renower, and
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Hall’s Rubber Emporium
do the most sagacions southern slaveholders met many who hardly knew the war was over finding of a coroner’s jury, drawn up some IS at 147 Middle Stn >et, whore every variety of Rubwho were not half conquer- thirty years ago, by a lawyer, which concludes
—certainly
many
ber Goods can be procured, at Manufacturers* prices.
now confess was one of the most
potent caus- ed.
that “the said-came to his death by the
Their assortment ot Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
I found a vast
es of the rebellion ?
That they had been opin this county
improvement
visitation of the aforesaid God.”
june23tl
Goods is really maj nifleent.
pressed? That the free states were not sincere in respect to the restoration of civil authority.
If A Scottish paper states that daring the
Their officers are ail qualified and at work.
in their determination not to interfere with
PORTLAND
Through the country over which I travelled last two years the practice of snuff-taking has
slaver}'in the states? No! But because they a different sentiment is obtaining from that been discontinued in Scotland to an almost
PHOTOGRAPHIC
foresaw that the anti-slavery spirit was gather- which existed among the people a few months incredible
extent, and continues rapidly to diing head, and at a time not far distant, back- ago. Outrages on freedmen were then fre- minish.
ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,
and
cruel.
quent
In
sections
this has
ed by the civilized
many
The descent from Jerusalem to the
world, must inevitably crush changed, but I am aware
No. 80 Middie Street,
Portland, Me.
and know that too
Dead Sea is a half greater than from Jerusaevery thing in its path, and therefore it be- muth of this oppression toward these
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the fact that
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satisfaction.
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Read Dr. Hughes* advertisement, in another
°w is t is question
honds, if this is not wuat he sincerelv bclieveV skill which this plao v may pos ess.”
Why don’t -column. In ht 3 specialty Dr. Hughes is unequalled
already met? There is, a why all these tears and lamentations,
these’
the New Brunswick people snap
party still not destitute of
up these
by any physician in this country,
strength, who in- solemn warnings and voices of distress?”
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_SPECIAL

NOTICES.

CLEARED.

';-3R)xmCr Fra:''on*1> Sbonrood,

■Photographs

i

THE largest, best, and cheapest Establishment in
the State.
Card PhotoAll work warranted.
graphs S3,co par doz.
A. M.
Oct 6—3 S eod&eow3m

McKEN'.VEY,
2S1 Congress St.

Br soli P

New York—Emery

Buko, O’lirlon. Hillsboro, rvtsler.

Si?
piS3Gmii1,Sst
'rt Baltimore. K
bob C
ampbcll,
Soule, Mot, York,

(1 Willard,
W Newhall.

13*

Ofiabcr

Steainer Montreal,
Br urig Sharon, Smith. 1'icU.ii S <■
Sch Olive Elizabel h, IUmlall
Seh Florida, 'Ihomusun. n,uatuc'
Seh Capitol, ltoberts, Boston f0J

Bangor.

Mansfield's Debility

Bitters.

lllttcrs arc not only valuable in all cases of
TO'UvrT Conptalnts, V:isp<p3la, Janncase.

ol
in all
av-fr3mLf‘¥S&dlra'1ache> 9'C., butWeakness
ot the
I‘E1!1UTY,
<cgeneral
wlioJt, syscoia,
Laaerutir. ii?,w ci*><.<i
or

Woakuebs,

icmales who ar«*
ncw

DR. W. P. MANSFIELD

MItigator.
Vn^TRaUChft °\rA\^bcld’s Vegetable
5 CLAKK/No. 27

GSnSt'.!'rSlao.i;t;rlKLI’
r™CUe

Pr““P-

View of Marrhiar:
Containing nearly 300 pages, and 133 line Platon
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Organs in a state of Health and Disease, with a Tren-

Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan ot
Treatment—the only rational and successful movie o:
cure, as shown by the report of ca** treated. A
truthful adviser to the married, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their physcn

condition. Sent freo of postage to any address,
receipt of 25 cento, In stamps or postal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,
Albany, N. Y.
The author may bo consulted npon any of the disical

on

eases upon which his book treats either personally or
by maily and medicine sent to any part of the world.
Oct 6—S N vl&wCin

EXPEUIENCED NUKSE and Female Phyto the attention of Mothers her

AN

sician, presents

Soothing
FOR

Syrup,

CHILDREN

TEETHING

which greatly facilitates
Teething, by
softening he gums, reducing all inflammations, will
allay all tain and spasmodic action, and is
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.

give

will

rest to

your-

years, and can say in confidence and truth ot it
what we have never been able to say of any other
medicine— Never has it failed tn a single instance to
NeVer did we know
cure, when timely used.
an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it.
On the contrary, all arc delighted with its operation:»
a

speak in terms of commendation of its magical
effects and medical virtues. We speak in this matter
“what we do know,” after thirty years experience;
and pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
we here declare.
In almost every Instance where the
infant is suffering from pain and exhaustion, reliel
will be found in fifteen minutes alter the Syrup is adand

ministered.
Full directions for using will accompany oach botNone genuine unless the fbe-simile of CURTIS
tTle
& PERKINS. New Yors, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Price only 35 Cents per4 Bottle.
june3snd&w6m

Barton Stock Lint.
Sales at the Brokers Board, Oct 14.
American Gol<l........
144J
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,.. 108
United States 7 3-10tlis Loan, 1st scrips. 98£
do
do

2u series....
small.

68*

68$

United States Five-twenties, old. 105
do

5 Kravis, Jones, Baltimore.
ari'.s,iJoln
Row. St John NB; Al"J !J; Jvhs Ca^wamteak.
Kew
j H
llas-

Belfast^01*11’

103

new.

United States Debt Certificates, Sept.
United States Ten-tor ties.
Ogdensburg Second Mortgage Bonds.
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds.
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens...
Vermont Central II R First Mortgage Bonds..

H8$

93?
38*

73}

25$
80

Vineyard.

In Cliesterville, Oct 8, George W Smith and Miss
Martha A Black, both of C.
In Biddefonl, Oct. It), Charles M Abbott and Miss
Mary E Thompson.
In East Fryeburg, Sept 21, Edward Dresser and
Miss Elizabeth Ann Libby, both of Denmark.
In Sumner, Oct 7, Addison F Bowker aud Mrs Axvilla K. Canwell.
In Belfast, Oct 7, Eugene Merrill and Miss Lilias L
Gilkey, both of Searsport; George L Hatch, of Belfast, ami Abby E Benner of Liberty.
In Winterport. Sept 30, Saniucl A Littlefield and
Mrs Betsey T Lrbbey.
In Lincolnville, Sept 30, Ephraim M Thomas of
Dutch Flat, Cal., mid Miss Adclia K Heal, of Hope.

f«™ Sfi;41

Ja'ikV“~^r

In this city, 15th inst., Frankie Dennett, youngest son of John L. and Frances E. Shaw, agedlG
months and 12 days.
With roses crown his baby head,
a

kiss, his tender eyes:

Strew lilies o’er his cradle-bed;
For he shall wake in paradise.
{Ci^iruncral ^ Tuesday, at 21 o’clock, from their
residence, No. 19-Eiqi Street. Friends and relatives
are invited to attend.
In tills city, Oct 14, Jason S., only son ot Jane D.
Lonibarv., aged 19 years 1 month aud 12 days.
In Windham, Oct 14, James P Lovitt, aged 20 yrs.
In Tew York, Oct 8th, D. S. Conaut, M. D., Professor of Surgery in the Maine Medical School, aged

40 years.
In Bath, Oct. 12, Annie S., daughter of John S. and
Harriet Jackson, agod 14 years 10 months.
In West Bath, Oci. 9, Miss Mary A Malcolm, aged
about 55 years.
In Phlpsburg, Oct 12, Mr Eben Jewell, aged 55

years.
At Mechanic FbIIb, Sept 1, Mrs Hannah Hussey, of
Sanford, aged 62 years.
In Hebron, Aug. 21, Mr Aaron Marshall, aged 73

years.
In Rum ford, Aug 23. H Marshall Abbott, aged 28
years 8 months, son of Hager and Hannah Abbott.
In Berwick, Oct 4, J Frank Hill, son of Oliver Hill,
29 years 1 month.
Esq.,
lie enlisted in the 1st Maine Cavalry, Co I, in Aug.
1862, and faithfully served his country until June
and
last, when be received an honorable
returned home in very feeble health. At first hopes
were entertained of his recovery, but it soon bocame
evident that consumption had marked him tor its victim. Ho endured hw sufferings with great patience,
and passed peacclully away, and we trust is fovever
at rest.
In Iutiustrv, Oct 3, b n Anna Norton, widow of the
late Samuel Norton, agod 86.
In Cliesterville, Sept 30, William D Grant, aged 27;
Oct 5, widow Rebecca White, aged 8!).
In Pittsibn, Oofc 5, Mr George W Stevens, aged 47;
Mrs Hattie A Hyson, agod 23.
In Bristol, Sept 11, Mrs Sarah J., wife of Capt D.
W. Rice, aged 43.
In Liming loin Augl9, Joseph Thom, a private of
C<j F,*31«t RegffMe
aged about 30 years ; Aug
31, very suddenly, Mr Joel Gary, aged 7/ years.
In Augusta, Sept 20, of. ciwumption, Mrs. Oariio
E, wife of RicqardfL Cuujmittgs, and daughter of Jno
and Experience Cony, aged 24 years 9 months; Emma F Littlefield, aged 16 years 10 months; Oct 11th,
Lizzie Pamelia, daughter of Charles W and Mary G
S Salford, aged 12 years.
In Searsport, Sept 1, X' B Howes, aged 33 years.
In Vassalboro*, Sept 25, oi* heart disease, Dudley
Coleman, aged about 60 years.
In Litchfield, Sept 29, David Bassett, aged 70 yrs
10 months.
In Camden. Sept 29, Mrs Sophia A, wife of E M
Wood, aged 47 years 10 months.
In Rowland, Oct 7th, Mrs Eliza B, wife of Hiram
Stevens, aged 64 years 4 months and 13 days.
In Turner. Sept 14, Lorhig Copeland, aged C7 years
3 months.
In East Eddington, Oct 12, Sarah, widow of the late
Peter Ward, aged 80 years, 11 months.

a^txl

discharge
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DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
FOB

DATE.

Cuba...New York. .Liverpool.Oct 11
Eagle.New York..Havana.Oct 12

Belgian.Quebec.Liverpool.Out 11

Lafayette.New York. .Havre.Oct .2
Edinburg.Now Y'ork. .Liverpool.Oct 14
Ocean Queen.New York. .California..Oct 18
Persia.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 18
Oity of Washington Now York. .Liverpool.Oct 21

.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct 21

North American..
Louisiana...... h.. .New York..

Liverpool.Oct 21

Bremen.New York.. Bremen.Oct 21
Vera

Cruz.New York. Vera Cruz.Oct 23

China.Boston.Liverpool.Oct 25
Borusia.New York. .Hamburg.Oct 28
Miniature Almanac.October l(i
Sunrises.8.14 I Moon rises.3.18 AM
Sun sets..5.17 | High water. 8.30 AM
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NewYOTk
bsrquuC B Hamilton, Poto, Portland
>-,m' Sak'm 1 J&n

■

<'rov,lc^)ris:

Sew YORK—At 12th. barque Reindeer,
ton. Baiba loos; brigs

WellingVirginia, Wood. Ma aga Sent
Castuie, Irom Mobile 20- set-a
ii
Tibbetts, Lipplntot WilmiirO- n NT; Vlulen McLe
-1
William E Burden, Hinkley, Portland
oe

Eatmi^Oalais;
^Cld 19ttf, barque Jane Lithgow, (Br) Dundry, Hal-

Upton. New Orleans; E F
: brigs Robin,
Hopkins,
Calais; Harp, Arey, Bangor for Jersey City; schs
Lebanon, Wall, Calais; J G Haradan, Bunker. Little River. Me; John Adams, Adams, Rockland; Mt
Hope, Ilovoy, do; Justlna, Richards, and Willis Putnam. Cook, Eliza be th port for Portland;
Richmond,
Dare, do tof do.
Cld 13th, ship Rattler, Marsh,San Francisco; brigs
H C Br oks, Boyoe, Galveston; Urana, lirucc, Mnolle;
N B Borden, Allen, Swan Island; Helen, Can oil,
Harriman, (Irimn, Mobne

PROVIDENCE—At 13th, schs Frank

Herbert.

Crowell, Philadelphia iCanema, French, and Willard
Salisbury, Nickerson, Ellzabetliport; Cornolia, Webber, do.
Below, sclis Empire. Small, faom F.Hiahetlirort lor
Pawtucket; Harriet Gardiner, Robbins. New York.
PAWTUCKET—Sid 12th. sob John Compton, Long
Gardiner (or New York according to wind).
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 12th, schs II H Cleveland,
Thomas, New York lor Boston; Cornelia, Henderson,
New York for Salisbury; Gentile, Henderson, do for
QyjUor;
Mayflower. Guptill, Calais for Norfolk.
BOSTON—Ar 13th, sells Revolution, Kelley, Machlas; Union, Libby, do; Jessie Benton, Sellers. Penobscot; Leader, Barter,Bangor: Al.atross,Calderwood, Rockland; Alpine, Snow, Bntli.
Cld 13th, sch Magnolia, Chase, Philadelphia;
brig
Waltham, Cottrell. Wiscasaet.
Old Uth, brigs Ceares Wesley, Ford, Baltimore;
I3ola, Perkins, Bangor; schs Lucy, Larkin, Eastport;
Zina, Bradbury. Machias; Statesman, Cole, do; Charlotte Ann. Andrews, Rockland.
SALEM—Ar 13th, sch Highlander, Rogers, Ban-

gor.

PORTSMOUTH-Ar 10th, schs Unison, Williams,
ltth.Ono, Grindall, do.
Bangor;
Sid 12th, schs B Herbert. Wright, for Bangor; S
Wrght, Adams, Portland.
FOREIGN PORTS.
At Cardiff 30th ult, ships S G Glover, Malbon, for
New York. Idg; Canada, Wvman,for Capo de Vevds,
do; WH Proscott, Bachehler, for Rlo Janeiro, do;
barques Sarrh A Staples. Staples, for St Thomas, do;
Enoch Benner, Benner, f >r Havana, do.
At Newport, Eng. 3;tth ult, barque Venus, (Br) Barker, for Portland, idg.
Sid from Paquica,'Aug 25, ship David Crockett,
Burgess, for Liverpool.
Ar at Trinidad, 22J ult, brig J Mclntire, Haskell,
Aspinwall.
Ar at Cienfuegos 21th ult, barquo Cienfuegos, Allen, New York.
SFOaEX.
Aug. 27, lat 14 N, Ion 2D W, ship Norway, Coombs,
from Callao for Cork.

WORSTED GOODS!
PRAY & SMITH
just received and are now offering 'or sale a
great variety of tbo latest and most desirable
of
these
goods, comprising Shawls, Ladies an l
Styles
Misses Hoot Ip, Scarfs r.nd" Sontags, Children’s Caps

HAVE

French Geo C
*°“'a H J

freeney Helen

Soncla M L mr.<
Smith Sarah L Cape
Smyth Sarah June

mrs
mrs

Manaran Julia
Folan Mary

E

Sawyer wo M mrs
Thacber Amelia H
Thornton Bridget
Thomas* hia H mr3
Tukey Mattie A

mrs

Grealy Bridget
mrs
Gray Betsey

Gilman Emma mrs
Mary
Thamp8onSu«aa Cent"© st
Grenlaw Itlchard mrs MDWinsltw Carrie II mrs
Hamblin Abbie L
Winslow Carrie mrs
Hamblin Carrie B
Wood Esther M mrs
Holmes Chas mrs
Willard Nellie mrs
Hewlett Elizabeth A mrs Wes on Mary C
Welsh Mary irrs
Horsey Ellen L
Wai <1 Mary B mrs B lgh st
Higgins Fannie
Haicro Mary Fere st
Young Abbie N
Griitin

GENTLEMEN’S LIST.
Austin A J
Adiuon J Li
Ada J M Col
Agnew Jas
Andrews S D
Adnms Wesley F
Alexander Wm A Capt
Barter Amos
Bonner Andrew J
Bradbury Albert Major
Blackstone Albion
Bradbury A W Major
Barnard Alonso
Brown Danl A
Brounum Edw B

Brett Frank

Bailey F

Kelley

Jas

Capt

Kingsbury J k

Knight

John
Kile Lewis S
Kenuey W H & Co 2
Lewis .Andrew for Daniel

Titus
Lee B A
Lawrence C W Capt
Lamson K B

Lawrence Geo C Master
Leelmnd Geo
Lufkin

Lowles

Henry

F

mr

Leighton

M W

Sergt

Loveland Otis
Paul
Leighton Sami
Long Thos J Jr
Libby Woodbury 2
Leslie Whitman
LavoUe

J

Brooks Geo O
Bell Goo M

Biuello Geo
B a tier II H
Bnulv Hugh
Look W V' Capt
Blackley 1 N
Mayo Aiphouzo
Brcheney Jas
McFarlane Are lid
Brown John B Poplar st Maadtctd A
Barnard John lor mis-Morrill Chas M
Capt

Caroline Barnard

McLean Donald Cape E
McDonald D M
Merrill E P Lt
McCarty Eugene
Malt Fredk K
McKennev Geo

Barbour Jas
Brown John L
Bliss Jona
Batchelder S M

Butler J J
Bun a J
Brackett Lara H
Burker Mark T

Mans >n Uoo
Morithew Geo W
Merrill Horatio O
Maxwell Ira D

Bailey Simon

Brown Thos U

Montgomery Jabes

K
Miller Jones
Meritbew John M
Moi rison J L for Ann

Bradbury

T M
Brail bury T D
Barker Win A
Blades Wm C
Boyd Wm S
Bnrdick Wm Capt
Berry W H & Co
Carl w Alfred L 2
Crosby A G
Cleasby Arthur
Clark Alen D
Chamberlin Austin
Cary Benj F

Maria Morrison
Muilov John

Maguire

John 2

McQuade Patrick for mrt
John Shorticy

B

Martin Patrick
McDuttee Sami V
Maker Seth B
Mitchell Thos
McKennin Thos
Meirill Win tor miss
nie L Porter
MMcCri ID W H
Nichols John D
Nash Sami A
Nichols Thos J
Osgood A P
OBrien Peter
Osborne Wible H

Currin Barily
Choco Chas
Chadwell mr for mm
Cashmere
Chapman E Jr
Cummings Frank
Coombs Freeman Capt
Chase Francis
Cooma H Capt
Coombs Capt for Oscar NParker Chandler L
Pwriona Gao
Loivney
Cotliiu
Pepper Gilbert
Henry C
Pierce Geo L
Carney Hugh
Chase I D
Pgelps Ilenry N
Cox John H
Carter John

Prater H

Cody John
Clancy Jas
Crowley John J

Patridge

Cut ts

mrs

Fan-

Phillips Ivory

Patch Isoac
John
Parrett John

J B

for Geo B

Fogg

Crosby John
Cummings L

F Lieut
Chetman Moses
Collins Mi hi
Cole Mailer
Cottcll Philip O
Cooiubs Stophen W
Cummings Thos F Cape

Parsons John Capt
Parker J N
Powell Jas
Pierce Nathl
Porter &

Dyer

Peels Robert fbrWmWhitcomb

EPike Sami
Campbell Thompson LieutPeirs Thos
lilth U 8 I
Parsons Wm A
Caboon Uriah Capt for CPraLt William for Manuel
C

Eldrodge

Enos
Perkins Wm
Queen Chas A 2
Quinncill John R
Ring AGU
Rex B F
R.;ss C C

Chadwick W E
Dennison A Capt
Davis Benj S

Day

Chas L

Donovan Chas 2

Darley

Charles

Davis C U 2
Dudley Danial

Robbins Ed war C master
Rich Elios Jr %

Demons D for Susan Pur-lUcharda G W
and Jacket.*.
Inton
Richardson H
They have alas a great variety ol Ladies and Misses [ Douglass Sargt 30th MeHoblnson Jos
Gloves and Hosiery; Dress Trimmings, in Velvet;
RomiJW
legt
Silk and Gilt Cord; Braids; Gimps, &c.
Dennison Elias B
Rou Arson Joseph
Dtinn F II
Rourke Jas
CLOAK AND DRESS BUTTONS
Devereaux Geo A
Raymond J F
Dow Goo for mrs EIlenRozoll John T
of every Style and Variety.
Robinson Lewis G
Bryan
Dalo HKCerj
Kush Alicld
Robbins Nathan A Capt
I Dow
in Jet and Steel, very rich.
John
Robinson Sami
Dirgin
Dunham Jls C
Kolerson Tbcs P
Laco and Linen Collars; Thread. Smyrna and MalDavis John
Resell Thcs
tese Laces; Laco Veihr: Cambric Edgings and InDunn J P 2
Richards in Wm N Rev
serting* ; Belts and Bolt Buckle**, with everything new
tor A D Dexter
Dyer Jo ej.h S
ami desirable in the l<aney Goods line.
Dow John 8
Sw»tt Abner H
We make no pretensions to selling goods*for less
Dearborn Rich!
Sweetzer A W
than cost, our goods hoing nowand desirable: but
Durnin Tfaos
we wilt sell as cheap as the same quality cf goods can
Sawyer Albert H
Dakin Thos A
Sumner A B Col
be bought in the city.
Wm
G
Smith
Brewster
Davey
it
will
i>e for your Interest, as well as
Believing
Stiver BenJ W
Emery Allred J
our*, we invite “you all” to call and examine our
Ellis Benj It
Swett C A
stock.
Ewing E A
Simpson Chas P 2
Emerson F F Capt 17th U Stanwood chas
81
Scott Chas
Stover Crawford
Emery F C Mrior
ABE THE EXCLUSIVE AGEBT3 FOB
Shaw David P
Joslah Capt
El lrid e Jonathan
Sears Edwin
Ellis Marshall F Jr
Studley Ensign
Fuller B C
Strobrklge Francis
Flint Chas A
Sherman Geo K
P R A Y AFox Danl W
Stevens Goo B 2
Fickett Ebonezer
Stevetis G M
Morton Block, Congrrn St.,
Fullur E
Sawyer Geo
A few doors west of the Preble House.
Fox E W
Shat tuck Henr y R
octl8d2w*>
Sears Henry B
Field Enos Capt
Full .r Gjo H
Slavin John
Foster Joseph 2d
Strout John A
Fisher John F
Sterling Jos 0
Fills John 8 for mrs Ma-.Staples Jas for mis Carrie
ria M Pitts
S Staples
Fickett Petar C
Scott John
Fletcher Robert
Stilson Joseph
Grover Amos G 20th MeStrakosch Max Operatic
inform their trfenls and the
Regt
public that they will have a fashionable assartManager 2
Graham Arthur
Skilltn Nathan L
ment of
Graff am Clem ant E
Soule Naihl H
FALL'AND WINTER BONNETS
Grendle Dudloy for mrsSmith N D
ready tor inspection on Thursday next, Oct. 19th, at
Hannah E Grendle
Smart Reuben Capt
Green
Danl J
Stanton Sami
octlOdlw
103 Middle Street.
Goold Edw
Seymore Sherman
Sham re v mr
Gtlddon Frank H
Garder Gefson
CHASE, CRAM & STURTEVANT,
Sawyer Sami lor mraEUen
Gross Hawes A Capt
Sawyer
Gillen Hugh
Sparrow S Emerson
Groves Joan
Smith Bros
Gifford Jos
Sawyer T J sail maker
Ga dnor John W T MaJ Stout W 11
tifffbrd Peleg
Wldgery’s Wharf,
Sargent Wm H
Sc At Wm H
Greenleaf R M
Gleason Wm F
Smith W W
POBTLAXD, Me.
ootlMlf
H
Wm
Smith Zlmro Lt Col
Gamby
Trash Cyrus
Oarnope Wm
Gould W R
True Chas
NOTICE.
Graham Wm
Thurston C B
Hamblen Ambrose
Thomas has
Hows Amos F
Thomas Chas M
HAVE thin <lay admitted as Partners W. C. T>wiHolmes Chas fbr mrsKon-Titus Chapin
NAl and C. If. True; and future business will be
drick
Huddleston
Toby Ezra
of
continued under the firm name
Hawkes Cyras
Thompson O «Jfe Co
Holme a Chas
Tinkt r Geo B
I>. \V. TRUE Ss C O.
Howe Chas
Tar box Geo
D. W. TRUE.
Haines Chas R
Toole J E
October 6th, 1865.—octl6J&w3w*
Howard C J
Thurston Jesse
Hamilton D
Thurston Jesse 9
Thomas John H
Haley E D Capt
Hamilton Geo
Thomson J E
Tolford L Mussey
IP APPLIED FOR WITHTN TEN DAYS!
Hopkins Geo E
Thompson Noah for JonHumphrey Geo
FINE Two-Story House, writable for one or two
nie Brazier
Holmes If O
families; plenty of hard and soft, water; centralHobson J \V
Thompson Nathan T C
ly located.
J C2
ThonbargO N for F Gothe
Harvey
Also two Corner Lots of Land, to be sold cheap.
Hanna ford John tor mrsThomas Philip
Tibbets Ruths
Jas 8 Mariner
MOSES GOULD,
Jas R for MarthaTamaro Signor Italian Co
Hawkes
octKkttw
T4 Middle Street.
Twitchell Dr
R Hawkes
Hutchins J D
Vaughan John T
Vaccelle Joseph 'or Mons
For
Holden John E
John
Phillip Devencour
Harrogan
FIRST CLASS STEAM SAW MILL, in excelHam leu L
Vaughan & Hurling
lent working order, situated on the River near HID
Willard Andrew
Reuben
tire ritv oERt. John, New Brunswick.
Winslow Amo* R tor mrs
Hamilton R E
This Mill is Utted with a powerful
engine, which Hall Sami
Roscoe Winslow
drives, two gangs, one large circular saw, lath and Howard
Winslow Amos
picket machine. <£c., *c., and Is well adapted for cut- Hall WinThos
Williams
Chas
ting all kinds of lumber for the American market.
Weeks Chas P Capt
Hall W H
For further particulars enquire of CHARLES
D 8
Hunt W H
Willey
DRURY, Ebq., St. John, N. B.; or
Webster Horace
Havden W B Rev

CLOAK*()HNAMENTS,

Joseph

PRAY*SMITH

Eldri'lgo

BROWN’S PATENT BABY TENDER!

NEW

MILLINERY!

TROW

& JOHNSON

RESPECTFULLY

General Commission Merchants,

I

A

Great

Bargain!

A

Sale^

A

Eastern
OCtlGd2w

4. ». WINSLOW.

Express Company, i

or

Hatl Zebfna

find,

Me.

PORTLAND.
Saturday, October 14.

ARRIVED.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight,, Boston.
Br sell Noel, Masters. Windsor, N. S.
Sclir LadyEUen, Libby, Ellsworth, empty bbls.
Br brig Sea Bird, Eilgott, Hillsboro'.
Scb Emelioe, Farnham, Domarlscotta.
Sch Packet, Grant, Ellsworth,

Higgins Zebina H
Ingraham C H for
Soule

Mrs. Susan E.

Slight,

Medium,
federal Street,
all those who are
Scrofula, Salt Rheum, Liver Complaint,
anti all Diseases
arising from Impurity of the Blood.
and

Healing

room* at 1104
where she will bo happy to
HAS
affected with

see

To Let.
GENTEEL Brick House,containing nine room,.
well furnished tliroughout, in the vicinity of
Park Street. Rent #400 Inquire of
S. L. CARLETON, Attorney at Law.
No. 80 Middle Street.
octlodll

A

GENERAL INTELLIGENCE OFFICE, at
351} Congress Street, near the City Hotel, open
daily from 8 to 12 A. M. and ItotP.M.
Oct. IS—diw*
T. MoC LEERY.

THE

Letters

Remaining Unclaimed

TN THE POST OFFICE AT POUTLIND State
1
of October, iSb
*!ah’,e' 18th
CP To obtain any of these letters the n.r>r>iu\nnt
must call for
Alter rtiseA letters,” give
ol
°'
thisbst andpty ONE CENT
for
Witlnn one MONTH, they
wil
3
be »ent to the Dead Letter
Office.

Dictate

y

idverlising

LADIES’ LIST.
Hares Piiosa mm
Johnston Ann rnri
2?*;’"® A mrs
Johnson A,Idle
Andrew mrs
Jackson Emma J mrs
Brewn Betsey mrs
Kilborn Abbie J
Browne Carrie
Knight Ixries G
Barker Lottie D for ChasLittlelield A F
barker
Lovg)ov Ellen M mrs
Braifur.lKate rers forQer-Leland E J mrs
J
Lambert Jane mrs
Brown Eliza
Littlefield L A mrs
B 'irongbs beo mrs
Loonor Timothy mra
Bradford klerlrude
Lewis Vesta mi s
Sarah A mra
Moore Addle mrs *
Bpllock
Blade Wm mrs
McNulty Bridget
Bragdon Wm mrs
McDade Bridget
Uea ford Almean*
Mtuftou L'zrio

Abb/
MARINE NEWS Blacastopo
PORT

Ezra D

taken

WINDSOR, N. S. Schr Noel—110 tons Plaster,
IQ bbls Potatoes, 25 bags Rags, 3 casks Ho. ns, 2 do.
Hair, to order.
HILLSBORO NB. Br brig Sea Bird-204 tons
Coal, to Kerosene Oil Company.
BOSTON. Sch Bramhall—125 tons Coal.

FROM

lDst’Mh

°*
B«ton! Mg-Mau^Tew
"cl‘“ Uranclhco, Smoot.
andAHTp1ltoswn’'\i
t0*’
Bramhali IOav^y’a^ersin; nharie»ton; Moses B

Claibvoyant

IMPORTS.

NAME

9th

SLh

McNeil Mute
Mitchell Margaret in
Merrill Susan mrs
Cilaton C Jano
Medina!, v Sarah
Cain CaDiarintT'Ttiand ftMcK. nnvSo. hronia P mrs
Cook Elienbeth mr.Waah-N'y., A A mrs
ington st
Novo, Clara B
Neiaon Caroline mrs
Collins Nellie A
Chapman Hannah mrs NcyasMargaaat misPleasant st
Cook Margaret
Nye Thos mrs
Castelloe Mary
Kate S
C’urren Mary
PjC’ee
>er«> Weotgio
Davis Allle
f
l“rincc Mary 8 mrs
Dia'tc Alitncia E mrs
Raymond Nullie Middle st
DuiUey Annie
Band Jennie A
Dunn Dana mrs
SawvOTChriatiana
mrs
Dyer Emeline
Cynthia M
Douglas I E roDces A mrs Swain
»“>al1
K'v'Tn
Iran a Little
Shannon K mr»
Diogiey .Maria L mrs
Kewali Ellen D
Dunn Marti,a 2
Shaw Ne! e L
Davis Rosa C
Smart Nellie E
Barling Sarah A ran
Stone; Lizzie A
Hyer Stephen A mrs
Srinonds Hannah m:s
Leering gar ali
Humphrey Snsan mrs
.Simpson Helen A 2
Emery Agnes mrs
Shaw Hattie K
Ereioth Elizabeth
SInies Helen mrs
Eastman iui.hu '7 Brackett Shirley Isa
8fc
Seary Jos mrs
Emerson Minenra
Spaulding J H mrs for
Forbes Lottie
Florence L Clark
Ehnt Edward mrs
Cape ESmelt Ma ia mrs

SMITH,

DIED.

th

Hsmpton Roads, bound
loa'-*l'l*> »“ Hog Island sluo,

New Advertisements.

In this city, Oct. 13, by Rev. Dr. Carrulhors, Win.
Ch mbere and Miss Hannah Jordan, both of Portland.
In Lisbon, Oct 7, Eugene Earle, Esq. and Miss Hattie A Nichols, both ot L.
In Skowhegan, Oct 4, Mr Sumner C Ward, of S.,
and Miss Hannah E Leighton oi Norridgewock.
In Rockland, Oct 11, Sir Edwin Tufts, of Charlestown, Mass, and Miss Mary E Hutchings, of R.; 8th,
Phineaa Longfellow, Esq., of Macliias, and Miss Julia E Wheeler, of R; Sept 25, Mr James Aldus and
Miss Augusta Abbott., both of R.
In Thomaston, Oct 8, Mr Edmund Copeland, of
Warren, and Miss Lizzie A St&ckpole of T.
In Warren, Oct 4, David Lermoad, Jr, ol Warren,
and Miss Florolla E Morton, of Thomaston.
In Augusta, Oct 9, Samuel W Lane, Esq, and Miss
Nora F Perry, both of Augusta; Sept 26, George E
Trask and Miss Maty F Miller; 3d, Watson Wortzel
ami Mrs Mgry A Beach, both of A.
In Bingham, Sept 28 Levi G Wilson and Miss Florence II Baker, both of B ; same time, Beijamin L.
Davis, M. D., of Gardiner, and Miss Albina G Wilson,
of Bingliam.
In Strong, Oct 8th, William H RockwooJ of S, and
Miss Julia A Stevens, of Freeman; Oct 4, William R
Howos, or Strong, and Anna M Grecnlcaf of New

w

Lltohtieid,

in
,.o®eiH^kfer|U0KEV38,’e
“Ch’ lu“0

bound up.

_MARRIED.

Close,

York1

Boston.

Relief and Health to tour Infants.
We have pufcap and sold this article tor ovor thirtii

effect

New^York^^^^1

IT'V-P'b barque T,dnhy,

the process of

Depend upon it, mothers, it
selves, and

1.
York,
NEW oueeans—Ar
10th, s oamship Concordia,
Sean, Boston.
21st, brig A B Cook,Speed,

i; Baron

WINSLOW,

MRS.

DOMESTIC PORTS.

GALVESTON—Ar 23d uit, sc’ur G G Worthier (not
beijre repirlod)
Ginnety, Now Bedford.
In port 20th, steamer Trade
Wind, Doanc, for New
Oct

as

lnth- "oho James Broplir, Pack-

PlH^O'oaical

tico

DISASTERS.

Soli Empress. Emery, from Rockland fir Now York
a earjp of iinic, is oslioie near llcll
Uatc, high
ami dry.

with

\

Valuable.
They operate
S^tlv“<iw!v«S;aiciae mak3
^loodJ t;,oy rc^,!faleVhe
Liver
give lores and strength to the
Jj.®?aii?
whole fc»}8leni. Prepared
by

St r&WUl

FROM MERCHANTS F.XCHANI.F
Baltimore, Oct 13—Ar brig Antilles; ekt' ,rlv Flon*
* p,„„
tlss, Hobbs, Portland,

Cunrch Lizzie
Crockett Au.guotlna
Cabb Cora

Irvino Hamilton
Jordan Biirzlla
Johnson Edmond
Johnson Edwd*
Jarvir Geo
Jaques J L

Jelleson Ja3 Capt
Jordan Jas
Jac obs John G
Jewett Robt P
Kellar Emery M
Keler Geo
kinnea Hazen
Knight Henry T

L

N

Ward Henry
Williams Hfram
HWashburno H Capt
Ward Isaac
Wish J H for M A

Whyley John

Wish

Watson John
Walker J 8 Major
Wiisnn John
Wadded Mathew 2
Wentworth Mtcbl Capt

Wevmouth Nolieruiah
W iiliaros P 8
WlUey P J
York Eben R Capt
York JaA N
York Phillip O

SHIP LETTERS.
Mitchell Thos B, sell Arthemaa
Cahoon Isaiah, sell A L Putnam
Kelley Capt, bark Alice Kelley
Robins Lewis 8, sch Alice Parker
Bunker Arthur C, sch Aid
Soul Natlil H,
do do
Rooney James, sch Camlala
Lothrop Geo E, sch Dearborn
Pennell John Capt 2, b rk Deborah Pennell
Lewia Frederick
do
do
do
do
Siggelon Chas 2,
Perkins Geo W, sch Ella Rose
Harriman Rufus, Capt, bark Klexebeth
Beckworth James M 2, BCh E M Hullleld
Green Benj Capt, ach Frank Pierce
Eames J C, Grace Darling
Lewis W G Capt, brig Hyperion
Coggins Handlev, on board the J D Pavson
Sparrows Jona T, soh John T WelUleet
Stanley Sami S, sch Lucy Jane
Libby Capt 2, sch lAdy Ellen
Boardman Elgar T, smack Mountain Faun
Sylver Frank, sch Martha & Mary
Agnew James Capt, sch Olive Branch
Kimball D E 2, sch Pilot
Smith Willard H, brig Prolcus
Mernthew Levi Cant, sch Ploneor
Nichols John, hark Uneen > ab
Spcnrei Gilbert B, sch Relief
Ramsdell Capt, sell Susan Center
Perry Fred F, sch Sara * Julia
Wasgatt L J, sch Sagoaw
Capt Steamer Tyro
Utica"
Thorndike Joseph Capt, sell
Haskell Albert Capt, bH» Wrtgtjr Kelly
A. T. DOLE. Poe tanas ter,

Tf°niay MornillS< October 16,1865.
Portland

JSE&zir:
at

an

a^nd

vicinity.

"**

*"*•*•*•,«««««

tally ho^ VZ d^.1" ^ a^rti‘emmts
Ksw

-T.,.—

AJrcribtmenli

To-Day.

A*°8E*ENT COLUMN.
Hall—This Evening.

T.

iheatra—Docrmg

auction column.

r„„»
Genteel
Furniture at Auction—II. Bailey & Co.
alutiMu House & Lot at Auction—H. B iley & Co.

NEW ADVEUTIBEMENT COLUMN.

Worstol Goals—Pray & Smith.
MQIln ry—Trow & Johnson.
xr° *—A L. Carleton.
Notice—lo. W. True.
for Sala—a Steam Satv Mill.
The General Intelligence Otiicc—T. MeCIoery.
A Great. Bargain—Moses Goulil.
Mrs. Susan E. Flight—Healing Medium.
Ch »e, Cram & Sturtcvunt—Commission M rcli’ts.

New

SUPRSMS JUDICIAL COURT.
TEfltM—DAVIS, J., PRESIDING.
Satcbdat.—1The case of Hovey vs. Hobson makes slow progress, and will
occupy several days more, in the examination of witH. C. Peabody,
nesses.
Esq., is associated
with Mr. Merrill for plaintiff.
Elizabeth G. Bacon, libellant vs. Eben F.
Bacon.
Libel for divorce. Divorce decreed. E. &
F. Fox for libellant; no
appearance for libellee.
On motion of S. C.
Stout, Esq., Mr. Thomas B. Iteed was admitted to
practice in the
Courts in this State.
OCTOBEB

Adjourned

to

Monday,

9 o’clock A. M.

If our citizens of taste

do not

provide themselves With attractive designs for the Christmas holidays it will be thenown fault, not that of the fair
designer.
Pleasant Occasion
mouth.—The

Nobth TabLadies’ Association of North

Yarmouth held

a

at

levee on

Wednesday eveiVestry, which h: s

Ing, 11th inst, in the new
recently been erected for the use of the Congregational Society of that place, near the'r
church edifice. This new building is very
neat, and well adapted to the uses for which
it is intended, and great credit is due to those
who, not only by liberal contributions have
aided in its construction, but also to the ladies,
who have rendered efficient service in tliis good
work. The cash receipts of the Levee were
$270, which, we learn, will very nearly complete the payments required on the new vestry. The occasion was a very pleasant one,
and was participated in by many citizens of
the neighboring towns.
Fancy articles aLd
choice edibles found ready purchasers, and tl e
“Old Folk’s Supper,” did not lack those who
could appreciate Its tempting viands. Tbe
whole affair was a complete success, and was
made still further pleasant by the presentation
by Mrs. S. C. Blanchard, of Yarmouth, of an
elegant Bible for the desk of the vestry.
Miss Reignolds.—We leam that this

sustained so well as could be desired.
A farewell complimentary benefit is under
way for Wednesday evening, in the hands of
a committee of.our first citizens.

By the kind permission of the Commander
at the Fort, the String Band of the 17th Infantry will perform a concert on the occasion
—the last opportunity to hear it before its departure with the regiment.
On the occasion of her benefit. Miss Reigcommedies now

of the most beautifti!
being represented upon the
one

American stage—something entirely
this

new in

city.

Monet Matters

in

New

York.—The

New York Commercial of Saturday afternoon
says the monetary stringency appears to have
reached its clhnay. There is no difficulty in

borrowing
The

the street at 7 per cent.
demand for money from the West is
on

pressing. The Eastern balances here are
the disposition of capitalists in
New England is to employ their means in industrial enterprise.
Private bankers who have large amounts of
money in Boston find it impossible to get it
very

very low and

why

we

believe this to be both

a

feasi-

ble and profitable enterprise. The York and
Cumberland is already a good paying road, and
by making it a through competing route to
Boston and eventually to New York, besides
bidding for Um trade of all this section of New
Hampshire which now goe3 to Boston, there
is no possible reason why it should not be as
good a pay'uig road as any in New England.—
Rochester, N. ff, Courier.

chilling blasts of Autumn which
dismally as we hover around the glowing grate, or pierce to our very souls when we
emerge from our warm retreat, warn us to
guard against their rude attacks.
What is more cheering than a nice warm
worsted shawl and hood; the very sight of
them seems to afford warmth, but when wrapped in them you may smile at the blast.
The

mourn

Persons of the most festidious taste can be
supplied with them at Pray & Smith’s Also

everything desirable in the trimming cr fancy
goods line. See advertisement.
A Novel Sight.—That Black Fish is real-

wonder, and worthy of a longer exhere, but we understand that Capt.
Willard feels obliged to cut him up immediately to save tbe blubber in a good state. Accordingly the sight of extracting the blubber and
trying out the oil will be performed in the dock
at Custom House wharf this
morning, about
a

hibition

9 o’clock.

The exhibition will be novel to
many and will be tree to all. It is expected
that tbe whale will yield about four barrels of
ail.

Overboard.—Dennis Conley, residing on
Washington Street, while in a state of intoxication, fell overboard from the head of Long
Wharf, last evening. He tried to get on to a
■•aft that was close by, but failed.
The noise
he made alarmed Samuel Cole and Matthew
Davis, who were on board a vessel near by, and

hey rescued

him

just

in time.

A minute

later and he would have drowned.
-.

The Tbot.—The

raco

to come off tc-mor-

at Forest City Park, between the horse3
’Andy Mulligan” and “Dick Ling,” is creating
considerable attention, and an exciting trot
Both are good horse3
may be anticipated.
end each has his particular friends who are
willing to “lay” small piles on their favorite.
With a good day and good track, quick time
may be anticipated.
row

Bloodhounds.—The dogs “Hero” and
on exhibition at Market
Hall, attracted crowds to see them on Saturday, and every
person expressed his delight at the magnificent
structure of them. They will remain here a
few days longer in order that every one may
have an opportunity of witnessing one of the
largest dogs in the world.
The

“Jack,”

Postponed.—The funeral of the late Mrs.

Quimby, which was to have taken place yesterday was postponed on account of the storm
to this afternoon, at 2 o’clock, from the residence of Mr. N. A. Foster, Tolman Place.
Friends and relatives

are

invited to attend.

Fire.—The alarm of fire about 7 o’clock
last evening was occasioned by the slight

burning, in the attic, of a new dwelling house
Green Street, belonging to Mr. Alexander
Edmonds.
The fire was extinguished with a

on

few buckets of water.
S. S. Association.—The

next

meeting of

the Sabbath School Teachers’ Association will
be held in the vestry of the High street Church
this

Monday evening,

BY

at

7 1-2 o’clock.

TELEGRAPH
—-TO THE-

ac-

complished actress will remain in the city
three nights more, before starting to fulfil an
engagement in the West. She is a decided
favorate with our people.
During her brief
season here she has made several decided hits,
although in some instances she has not been

nolds will appear in

reasons

ly quite

Beautiful Taste.—Mrs. J. W. Emeby
completely overwhelmed us with grateful surprise a few days since, by laying upon our table
Borne of the beautiful
specimens of her exquisite handiwork; articles which will ornament
our desk, and inspire ns, we trust, to write
with thoughts as chsste as their own beautiful
designs. Mrs. Emery has one of the most attractive shops in the city, where she, gets pp
wreaths, hoquets, and funeral ornaments With
admirable taste, and where she is prepared to
furnish specimens in Decalcomania and Diaphania (hat rival any of the appendages and
appointments of fairy land. Bccalcomanra is
the art of transferring pictures to marble, ivory,
porcelain, glass, wood, &c., making them as
fixed and ineffacable as an oil painting, or a
the gilt upon china vases. Diaphania pictures
arc transparencies upon glass, and with these
windows, gas burners, &c., may be ornamented in the most tastelul style and at comparatively trifling expense.
The wreaths and boquets in Mrs. Emery’s
window, corner Chestnut and Congress streets,
are perfectly magnificent.
The combinations
of Immortelles, different colors, are really witching in their appearance, while funeral wreaths
are got up in a style that challenges the admiration of all beholders.

Pobtlant> & Rochesteb Raiekoai!.—We
understand that measures have been taken at
Portland, Me., towards the organization of a
Company bearing the above name, and at a
meeting hold on the lltli iust., John McDuffie,
Esq., President of Rochester Dank of this
town, was chosen one of the Directors of the
new corporation.
We have not learned what
business transpired at the
meeting, but probably immediate efforts will be made to extend
the York and Cumberland road from Alfred,
Me., to this place. We have before given our

EVENING PAPERS.
The Great Fire at Belfast.

Belfast, Me., Oct 14.
The fire Thursday night originated accidentally in a boat shop on Lewis wharf, at the
:'oot of Maine street. Low tide, a scarcity ot
water, a deficient fire apparatus and a fresh
wind, soon spread the flames.
The buildings on and near the wharf were

consumed. The flames swept half the buildings on the west side of Common street, both
does of Main street from the river to the
Whittier block on the southern side, and to
Washington street on the north, all Federal
street, the western side of Cross street up to
McCiintock’s block and those on the northern
side of Miller street.
The fire raged eight hours, when it was
checked by blowing up buildings. Nearly every store and many houses were cleared of
their content'. The destruction of the whole
city at one time seemed inevitable. Most of
the buildings destroyed were of wood and will
soon be rebuilt.
In the present confusion individual losses cannot be accurately estimated, but they will amount to at least a quarter
of a million, only one fifth of which is covered by insurance. The Home Insurance Company of New Haven loses $10,000, the Dirigo
of Portland $7,000, the Home of New York
$5,000, the Piscataqua of South Berwick $4,XX), the Springfield Mutual $2,500, the Manhattan of New York $4,000, the Union of
Bangor $3,000, the Morris of New York $2,000, the Holyoke of Salem $3,000, the Hartford and Putnam $1,000 each, the Thomaston
$4,000, and the Lorillard of New York $1,500.

FIVE DAYS
TO THE DAILY PRESS.

Arrival of (be Slramibip Nora Scotian
off Farther Faint.

-—----

The Trial

of Werz.

Washington, Oct 14
In the Werz trial to-day, Judge Advocate
Chipman made some remarks exculpating Dr.
Mudd from the charges made against him bv
the witness yesterday, that Mudd hi two in-

stances removed his thumb from the arteries
of prisoners so as to allow the blood to spout
in the face of the Doctor assisting him. It
was not Chipman’s intention to attach blame
improperly to anybody. Col. Chipman then
offered, in evidence, consolidated returns of
Andersonaille prison, dated Sept Uth 1S64
with the view of renewing the idea that
Werz was absent dunn; that mouth

Capt!

Edward Wellington, 42d New York regiment, testified that he was a prisoner at Belle
Isle and Andersonvdle-the latter was better
than the former. Rations at
Anfiersouville
became smaller as the numbers of the
prisoners increased.
ihe bread was burned on the
and raw within \ prisoners sometimes
outride
eat it and sometimes threw it
away. There
was cointort and convenience
for the first two
or

tlinie

months, men using pine boughs

and

erecting tents for themselves. Some of the
pnsoners had a small supply of rations from
the day be.ore.% Witness never heard of
Capt.
Werz assaulting prisoners.
Werz appealed to
prisoners to help enlarge the stockade, saying
that he wanted to give them ten feet instead
of four.
Witness testified that he was one of

a delegation of six
prisoners appointed to come
to vV ashington and
present a petition to the
United States authorities for an
of

exchange

pnsoners, Gen. Winder and Capt Werz assentmg to the errand.
Witness testified that on
arriving at New York with Mr. Tracy, one of
the delegates,
they applied to Gen. Dix for

transportation

to

Washington, but

were

r
Secretary of War, or both.
Mr. Chapman said that the witness did not
come to Washington, but that some one else
did.
The proposition was to be proved in an

unheard of manner. He did not believe that
many of the fame and heart and character of
President Lincoln would refuse to anybody on
a subject of that kind.
The counsel must not
allow a slander of that kind to be repeated
against so great and so good a man as the late
President Lincoln.
Mr. Baker—The remarks of the gentleman
do not refer to my offer.
The stump speech
about President Lincoln was out of line of
The
proposition.
Judge Advocate had no
more reverence for that great man, than he
had; that it was his, (Baker’s) duty to show
that the prisoner was not guilty of enoimities

against him.
charged
Col.

Chipman—The only practical point

was,

that Winder and Werz made efforts for a mission to Washington. What the mission did,
had nothing to do with this ease, or whether
*
the government was right or wrong.
Major-General Thomas remarked that the
counsel knew onr government would not exchange prisons while the rebel government refused to l-ecognize colored prisoners as soldiers
and murdered them. Baker wanted to show
that Werz and Winder were not guilty of conspiracy. Col. Chipman here rested the case
lor prosecution and said he and his associates
proposed to let the counsel for the prisoner
make out an affidavit as to what
they could
have proved by those whom they
wished, to
be subpeened. Those remarks were understood to refer to Gens. Lee,
Johnson, Cobb
and others.

The Court said it had never decided that
these witnesses would not be brought here.
Mr. Baker said that on the whole he would
not ask that these parties be subpeened. He

then said that whatever had passed
here, of
a personal nature, he would let it
go. He then
referred the case tor the prisouer. The Court
said both sides have now rested. Mr. Baker
is to sum up In behalf of the prisoner and the
Judge Advocate, for prosecution. Both arguments are to be in writing. The Court then
adjourned until Wednesday next, to give the
counsel time to prepare their arguments.

Closing of
Washington, Oct. 15.
The record of the testimony in the Werz
trial makes 6,000 pages fools cap paper, divided into seventy parts, and contains between
the

Farther Point. Oct. 15.
The steamship Nova Scotian, from Liverpool the 5th and Londonderry the 6th inst.,
for Quebec, passed this Point this evening.
The steamships Teutonia, City of Dublin,
City of New York and America from New
York, and the Hibernian from Quebec, have
arrived out.
London, October 6th.—Consols, for money,
83 3-4 a 88 7-8. American Secrities,—U. 8.
5-20’s 691-2 a 70; Erie shares 60.
[On account of the bad working of the telegraph lines, owing to the storm, we were unable to get the remainder of the foreign news.]

Werz Trial.

300 and 400 objections and
rulings of the
Court. One hundred and sixty witnesses
were examined on both
sides, several ol whom
were individually on the stand two
days for
examination, in chief and cross examination.
Mr. Baker, of the counsel for the
defence,
thought it would take him seven or eight days
to properly read this mass of testimony, in addition to the subsequent task of
examining all
the points of law, and last of all the criticisms
of the different classes of testimony
pd the
writing out of his argument. He insisted on
having two full weeks for the performance of
this labor, saying it was utterly impossible for
him to complete it in a shorter period of time.
The Court at first gave him eight days, and afterwards extended the limit to twelve, but Mr.
Baker would take nothing less than two weeks
from Monday; and failing in this, he chose to
submit the case wilhout argument.
Co). Chipman, the Judge Advocate, is already preparing his argument promising to
cover the ground on both rides, and will read
it next Wednesday, when, as is usual in such
cases, the Court will sit with closed doors and
proceed to consider and make up the findings
in the ease before them.
Gen. Connor's Expedition—Defeat of
the Indians.

New Yoek, Oct 15.

The Herald’s special Washington dispatch
telegram from Gen. Pope, gives Central
City dates of the 27th ult.
Gen. Conner had surprised the Indians on
says a

Tongre River, kiting fifty

and capturing all
their winter stores, and six hundred horses.
Col. Cole hal three days fighting, killing and
wounding over two hundred Indians, and scattering them with the loss of their stores, camp
equippage and several Chiefs. Our loss was
not over fifty in killed and wounded.
The Fourth Auditor’s Report, for the year
ending July 1st, shows that the requisition for
the navy, during the year, amounted to
$122,-

From

Virginia—The

A FINE STOCK OF

Over

English Coats,
Business Coats,

Pants,
Of their

■-FROM-

Good3 Purchased before the Re-

Anil can furnish Uarmenls at

from

Liverpool,

news

of importance.

The Time’s

of the 3d gives

Call and See Our Stock
AND
BEFORE

Barancas, Fla correspondent
encouraging account of the

progress of affairs in that State.
Mtyor General Asboth, whose health would
not permit of a sea voyage, has left for Washington via Mississippi River.
The 2d Maine Cavalry have been ordered to
be musteied out, which will leave very few
troops in the State.
Execution

of

Colored

a

Soldier

Virginia

—

Election.

Fortress Monroe, Oct. 13.
Corporal John Sueppard of the 38th United
States colored regiment was hung this morning, at Camp Hamilton, for rape, committed
last April near Richmond.

The election in Norfolk and Portsmouth
yesterday passed off quietly. The vote was
L. H. Chandler, for Congress, leads
small.
His majority in
with a handsome majority.
Petersburg is over 100. But little obj ction
was shown to altering of the 3d article of the
State Constitution so as to permit Confederate
officers to become eligible to office in the
State.
_^

Accident and Loss of Life.
Harrisburg, Penn., Oct. 14.
An accident happened to the day express
train, going east, between here and Lancaster.
Four cars were thrown from the track.
Eight persons were killed and two slightly
wounded.
The accident was caused by a
broken rail.

this morning.
The crew were
and also part of the cargo of lumber.

saved,

Mete York Markets.
New Yoke. Oct. 14.
Cotton—sales 3000 bales Middling Uplands at 61 @

G2c.

8,000 bbls. at 7 9S @ 8 90

for State.

Wheat—steady

lor

spring, and easier for

winter.

Corn—unsound mixed Western 10c lower; sales
76,000 bnshels at 90 @ 91 Jc for sound mixed Western.

Whiskey—active;

sales 050 bbls. at 2 29.
Pork—nrm at 35 00 @ 85 65 lor me*s.
Lard—dull at 28k’.

Groceries—dull.

Stores—steady.
Freights to Liverpool—quiet.
Naval

LARGE

No* 31 Free, Cor* of Centre St*
Oct H—dlw

C. K.

BABB’S,

CONGRESS STREET.

WEsive stock oIFering
have

the

aro now

we

choicest and most extenhad, consisting of

ever

French Merinos,
Paris

Poplins,

Black

Silks,

Cashmere Shawls,

Empress Cloths,
All Wool Delaines,
Plaid Poplins,
Blade and Colored Alpaccas,

Saxony Plaids,

Gray Linseys,

Mourning

Dress Goods,
Polka Spotted Thibets, Ac.
ALSO,

& HODSDON
New Style
FITZGERALD

Large

Heavv Black Chak Cloths; Plain
Ladies Cloths for Traveling Dresses.

and

Plaid

Quilts!

& WHITMAN’S,

No. 6 Froe St.

MECHANICS* HALL.

arranged
Concerts, LectureR, ExhibiWELL
tions, Levees, &c., may be obtained
applicaRICHARD
tion to
for

Plain and

COLE, Superintendent,

No. 3 Tolman Place.

Figured Poplins.

SHADES and variety of styles, selling
CHEAP at
ELD EX & WHITMAN’S,
No. 6 Free St.
Sept 25-dlf

ALL

hodsdon

HODSDON

&

FTZGERALD
New

FOREST

are

&

Oct 11—dtf

$l,oo

$1

showing

are

are

their

New
AT

Gloves

at

WARE’S

GENTS’ AND BOYS’

of

Hard

M. H. REDD Y, Proprietor.

MANUFACTURE

United States Mail Line

Subsistence,

Bread /

-FOB-

RIO 'DE JANEIRO,

RETAIL!

OR

STEAMSHIP COMPANY
Will

PORTLAND, ME.

Oct 11—dtf

ATTENTION"!
W. B. Patterson &

for the surplus

'

29th

bread,

ance.

Blank Proposals, if desired,

can

be

obtained from

DEALERS

Workers

P, 8. & P. E.

ne ir

PATTEBSON,
Portand, Oct. 11, 1805.—eodlw
B.

8

jTbarbour,

Exchange

Street.

WOMEN’S, BOYS’, MISSES’ and CHILDKEN’S
MEN’S,
%.

RUBBER BOOTS & SHOES.
Men’s and Women’s Wool Lined ARCTIC GAITERS, and VENTILATED BUCKLE OVERS.
A large ?s-ortment of Men’s, Boys* and Youths’
Calf and Thick Boot*, with a good stock of
Women’s, Misses'and Children’s Boots and Shoos.
£3T* Men’s RUBBER COATS, LEGGINS, and
CAPS.

—Also,—

HOYT’S PREMIUM LEATHER BELTS,
Rubber Belts, Ilose and Packing,
Lace Leather, Hemp Packing, §c.
To all of which they invite the attention of their
old customers and the public generally.
Ooi 13—d2mos

A RARE CHANCE t
undersigned contemplating making a change
intbeir busings, would dispose of tneir Retail
Trade, together with Horses, Bread Carts and Baking implements, on reasonable terms it applied tor

THE

HAVE
They have

a

PEARSON & SMITH.

hereby requested

at once, and all
chi’ms against me ate requested to
present them for settlement, and all
persons are here*** harboring or trusting any one on my account

SaV3D£

HORACE B. RICHARDS.
Portland, October 9, I860.
ocl0d3w*
^

Annual Mooting of the Female Orphan AsyTHE
lum, will be held at the Asylum House, corner of

aftX8^»cb£k pyM °St8’0n TUEsDAY>
Orf
Oct.

0

10^
9,18C5.

17th tost.,

MARY B* STORER, Sec’y.
otlOtd

Apples.

HPIIE subscriber
hereby offers for sale IOC barrels ;
x
superior graft fruit, mostly Baldwins, now ready
lor delivery at his house at West
Fryeturg.
ABRAHAM ANDREWS.
Oct 10—d2w&w2w
_

For Sale.

THE

low.

octSJSw*

Board.
suits ol Rooms, lurnished or unturWilli board, in the first class house 77
r rot' St.
Charges moderate.
Kespectable transient boarders accommodated.
Oct 11—dlw*

Trunk Lost!

Sabattlsville Depot, or between that plnce mrf
the Kennebec Depot in Portland, on thejsth
day of August last, a medium size I Black Trank,
marked “HATTIE D. HAMILTON, Pur'tond. *—
Any person having knowledge of said Trunk will
please address the Baggage Master at Kennebec Depot. or E. T. CUSHMAN" Portland,
Oct 11,1668.
ocl3d.w3w

AT

Hosiery,

and

Furnishing

Goods!

taken tho Store recently occupied by

'No. 95 Exchange Street,

1

HAVE PVT IS AS EHTIHE HEW (TOCK

O

G

Pictures

~7ust

Mirror Plates !
LARGE ASSORTMENT constantly

A for sale by

A.

M

Oct 3— eod&cow3m

on

Oct.

7-d2w______
French Prints.

N. HOWELL, A. M.,

YAED

7-Q <ld WIELbENt&WH^TMAN’S.
No. 5 Free St.
'septx-

PRINCIPAL.

HAMPSHIRE,

the Nashua and Concord Rail Road.
of THOMAS P■ RODMAN, 88 Cumberland Sti eet, Forth hd, Me.
0Cl2d3w
Oct 11,1865.
On

Shawls !

S“AW,jS>ti

Sept30 —dtt

Removal.

Jus' Received.!

taken the

STORE RECENTLY

we

should be

no W

Sept 30—. ItT

Portland, Oct. 2, 1865.

dtf.

ON

shall se:l the neat two-story Woo 'on Fonse in
Falmouth, owned by the Rev. Charles Panfe, and
used by h.rn ax a persona e. It 1 ss * it mu
lnished rooms, a cellar under the whole home, with
ibundanc pure water; there is also a convenient
wood-ho se and barn.
The house is thcrot ghiy

ouilt,

under his own i*Arti ular khj ervision.
'Ihere
s ab-iut one and a hail acresot excellent land, with
ruit frees, &e. It is near the Mee ing Home, near
die Academy, and near the Grand Trunk
It
and pleasant k-entl n.
re a very t.esirable,
it is in the near vicinity or the outlet ol the Preiumpscot Land and Water Power Company's Work
where tabor and money will be exieiu.ed, and it
must lilt this property right up. It is a rare chance

Depot.

investment.

HENRY BAILEY & CO.,

Oct 16—dtd

Auctioneers.

H allotypes!

a

m

e

v

o

DR.

a

WHITMAN,
5

Eree St. Block.

li

|

( t WHITMAN arethiaday opening
an assortn ent of Plain, Plaid and Fane Cloukiaas In deslr tide atrtes for Fall and Winter wear.
ft Free Street Bleck.
Sept 3.'—tf

EI.DEN

W.

N.

M^edical

A

E

!

DEMING,

Electrician

Hu removed his office from Clapp’s Bloch to
171 MIDDLE STREET,
yearly Opposite the Called Slates (lalel.
ho would respectfully announce to fl:e
\TtTHERE
YY citizens of Portland and vicinity, that ho has
permanently located in this city. Luring tliptwo
years we have been in this city, we have cured some
ot the worst forms of disease In persons who hove
tried other forms ot treatment in vain. And curing
patients in so short a time that the question is open
asked do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we win
doctor the second time.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twenty,
one rears, and is also a regular graduated physician.
Electricity Is perfectly a»anted to chronic iiirqp.es In
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia m
the bead, neck, or extremities; consumption when
J 1 the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvatuie
of the 9plne, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
I«lsr or paralysis. St. Vitaa* Dance, deafness, stammering or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures ol' the chest, and all forms of female

complaints.

By Electricity

The Rheumatic, tho gouty, the lame ami tie
eSctrieleap with Joy, anil move with the agility andthe
frostgraki Isoooled;
Ity of youth; the boated
bitten limb* restored, the uncouth deformities ro.
*
moved; fain Incus converted to tho deal to hear
I5““, S
strength ; the blind made to see.
tli© iniMed f»rm to move upright, the blemul:©* 01
obliterated;
of old mob
age obviated and an
presented; the calamiiie"
aoUve circulation maintained.

voutEare

a,,<|
vtareVolidm

who have

cold hand and fret; weak stomachs, lame

ladies
headache: (liviJ«!i0weak backs) nervous ami sick
In tho head, with indigestion and
n',A and swimming
in tlio side and
of tho bowels;

back:
pain
constipation
loucorrlima, (or whites); failing of tl o-wninb with Inand
all
that
tumors,
cancers;
ternal
king
polypus,
train of diseases will find in electricity a sure means
For painful meustruatlon, too profuse
of core.
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
with voung ladles. Electricity is a certain specific,
anil will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.
TEETH t

TEETHl TEETH!

D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity WITHOUT pain.
Persons havingde< eyed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for -seta
he
would
to call.
invitation
give
polite
ting
Superior Electro Magnetic Ma-hikes lorsafe
tor family use, with thorough ir.str-i lions.
Dr. D. ran acc mnnodate a >ew patients with board
and treatment at hie house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M to 12 M.; rom
to « P. M„ and 7 to 9 in tho evening.
...
Consultation free.
Dr.

_

..

_

_

A. At.

__uovltl_
McKEyKEY’S
toi v
Mn n« far
of Cemtrr.
■

Fvnme

284 COVGHR'is ST*»

A

in

Cor*

the best I""'1"! ;,r Mr. J VM I S TODD, who
the n“ *
k,ncp
s,,uare Frames uf

style, under

uea’ manner,by tire best
‘•"‘■VtoorderTln
^ ,rtment constantly hand

had
to
all kinds made•
oi workmen.
tvllor.Es*for
hai

Cloakings l

pleased to see our friends.

JEFFERSON COOLIDGE & CO.

ftil' line of Gents and Ladias
prices.

opening
AND
UND1’JtWF.AR, at very LOW
ELD tSN k

OCCUPIED BY

BRADLET, COOL1DCS & ROGERS,
88 Commercial Street, (Thomas Block,)
Where

LONG AND
SQUARE
and deelrable patterns.
j,EN k WHITMAN,
OFrewSt. flock.

rrtms dfty .received
I on awls In new
X

__

have

opened

VICKERY & BOWEN’S,
No. 2 Free St. Block.

I Military & Coll egiate Institute.

■^yrE

federal Sts.

A NEW LOT of DRRSS OODS. SHA WM
.3 and all kinds ol PL.A N X ELS, and DOM ES1 Tl C GOODS, winch will be sold cheap at

STATE

HEED’S FERRY, iVEW

Stove, Ac.,

former ly

Dealers la all kiuds of

hand,

MeKEVXEY,
284 Congress St.

GBAJfIT:E

Chase, Littlefield & Co.,

and

175 Middle and 118
October 2—<13m

Grant.

Dr.

DEXTER,

&

Hardware & Window Glass,

DAVIS,

Agent for

1805._d2m_

Saccos 'Ors to

Importers of

Vines of the abovo kinds may be

oct2d3w

Cook

Valuable House and Lot at A uction.
we
Saturday. Oct. 21st, at 3 o’clock P. ft

ESQ.,

CHASE.

~KINO

grape vines::

R*

STORE FORMERLY OCCUPIER BY

Portland, Oct. 2,

\V. PAINE,
No* 13 Market Square*

G.

this day removed to

have

BRADLEY. COOLIDGE <ft ROGERS.

Gloves,

Jona and Delaware

A

"yjy^E

Head of Long Wharf.

RECEIVED BY

Few choice
had of

S !

I>

Removal.

D. T.

kind done at A. M. McKENNEY*S. 284
a new method, in a superior
oct3eod&eow3m
manner;

grape vines:

O

Which we shall offer at very law Prices.
Please Call and Examine.
N. W. MORSE & W. B. WITHERELL,
Tortland, Me.
oct9d3w

FISH!

any
OFCongress
St., by
call ami try it.

octlldlw*

OP

Clothing and Furnishing

THE

A.

WITHERELL.

HAVING
J. LEVY,

enormous Blackfish captured off Cape Eliza- i
belli, on Tuesday, wiD be exhibited at the Fish
Market of Mess rs. Yeaton & Smith, No. 04 Commercial Street, at 1 ) o’clock tv-day.
Admittance 5 0 cents: children half price.
B. J. WILLARD.
Oct. 11.—dtf

JUST

Extension Table ;

'TlHE most beautifiil picture ever made. The only
A place in Portland to get them is at
A. M. Mcd^.H.VihV’S,
284 Congress St., corner of Centre Street.
Oct 3—eod&cow3m

General Assortment of Goods*

MORSE &

Inquire

DLEASANT

a

Clothing

PARTICULAR

Copying

War*;

octl0d4w

Contracts and Legal Instrument
attention given to writing Contracts, Wills. D eds, and all kinds of LEGA.L
INSTRUMENTS, and examining titles of Real E s- j
tate,
by
4

Rcr. S.

Furniture and Fixtures of tlie popular SALOON 117 Fore St. Fcv jwutieulars enquire on
me premises.
Reason for selling, the pre ent proprietor is about engaging in the Fancy
Goods Trade.
J
Ben*

And

63T* Fcbs Repaired
COE & McCALLAR,
No. 95 Middle Street,
Portland, Me. Oct. 12.—d2w

J

Notice.

and

Gloves

where, as v/e bought early, and are confident we can
give our customers extra bargains. Call and see.

Kid

me are
me

Linen Handkerchiefs,

a largo variety of Children’s Fancy Furs.
Those in v. ant of any of the above goods will do
well to examine our stock, before purchasing else-

IMG

md Tin

&e., with the entire Kitchen Furniture.
H. BAILEY & CO., A -ntkmeer*.
octl6dtd

Cambrics,
Brilliants,

Swiss Muslins,
Merino Vests,
Dress Buttons,

and

NOTICE.
persons indebted to
ALL
to settle their accounts with

at

Stamped Embroideries, Edgings,
Yarns,
Berlin Worsteds,
COLLARS and SLEEVES,

of Furs.
of rich

H. X*. DEANE,
Couuscllor and Attorney,
No. 117 Middle St.
Sept. 20—dim.

.insisting of Bedsteads, Bureaux, Mirruta, Chamber
lets; Brussels, Ingrain,Oil Cloth and Stair < arrets;
Sets, In Plush; Chairs, in Brocade; fc.ua*-;
darble-Top Centre labls: Rakers; What-Nots;
me fine Book Case; Book Shelves; Desk with Draw*;
nHce Ci airs; Crockery, GUss, China, Wooden, Iron

:

Parlor

Jaconet

WHITE

AMERICAN SABLES, GERMAN FITCH, RIVER
SABI ES, SIBERIAN SQUIRREL,

soon.

Oct. 0
3,1865.—dtf

a

GOODS

Woods,
Plaid Cambrics,
Hajnsook Jublins,
White Flannels,

McCALLAR

their Winter Stock
large and well selected lot

at No. 28 Spring Street, at House occupio by
ON
3ev. H. D. Moore. all the Furniture la saiu lk.use,

23 Free Street!

FURS!!

just received

Genteel Furniture at Auction.
FRIDAY, October 20ib, at 10 o’clock A. V.,

as an

S. B. WAITE,
51 Union Street.

&

AMERICA

Just Received

Very Low for Thirty Hays /

COE

FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS.

NfcW

from the city, I offer my
GOOD BARGAIN; or shall sell

Oct 12—d2w

the

on

month,

ON

healthy

remove
a

Household Furniture at
Auction.
THURSDAY, Oct. Mill, at 10 A. M.. at No. 58

New High Streot, will be sold the entire Furniture, consisting of Sofha, Lounges, Chairs, Rockers ;
Card, Toilet, Pembroke, and Extension Tab.es, Bureaus, Secretary, Mln rs: Brussels. 3 Ply, ami oil
nrpetg, Feather Bods, Matres.es; China, Crockery
\nd Glass Ware; Stoves and Kitchen Furni'ure,
A 1 ol which will be
vith a variety of other articles.
found in good order, having been used only a lew
months: and all of which were made to order.
octlSdtd

letters must pass through the Tost Office.
For freight or passage, having splendid accommodations, apply to THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
17 Broalway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
Or,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF,
Portland.
Oct 14-dl3t

L. ELDER.

FOB SALE I

BEING
whole stock at

Gray street, will bo sold that very valuable Bilck
1 welling and land now occupied by S. D. Hall, Esq.
Hie house is built and tiltin' ad in the most thorough
It contains
manner, ami is now in complete order.
12 finished rooms with gas and water throughout,
tine bath room, fhrnace, range, cistcrr s, Ac., ard in
fact oil the conveniences fbr a first class dwelling.
Hie lot ha* a front on Park street of T( feet by 12u hi
tepth, with a fine garden, well stocked with the
c 'oiceat varieties of Pears, Plums and Cherries,
G* ape Vines. Ac., in bearing condition.
The premises may bo examined at any time by
cm line on the Auction^.
Oct. 13th—dtd.
_i_—
E. M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12 Exchange Street.

All

L.

CROCKERY!

it

Valuable Beal Estate on Park St.
at Auction.
/~VN THURSDAY, Oct. Mth.ot half part two I>.
M on the premise*, 23 Park streei, oipoaite

ship.

-OF-

FUKS!

j. & c.

Depot,

STOCK

about to

dispatch regularly,

skive.

t*

HENRY BAILEY, & Co., Auctioneers.
Oct 12—dtd

WIU leave on MONDAY, the 30th October, (torn
Pier 43 North River at 12, noon.
The steamers only call at Para every other trip.—
The North America will not call there this time.
Tho Stoamer SOUTH AMERICA will follow on
the 29th November.
An experienced Surgeon is attached to each steam-

Foot of Park Street.
W

h

NORTH

AND

of Granite!

RUBBERS, RUBBERS!

No.

Co.,

Particular Attention paid to Cemetery Work.

Deake's Wh’.rf.

eat

ONE OF THEIR

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

the

undersigned.
Terms-Cash, in Government funds, before the delivery commences.
G. BELL, Maj. & C. S., U. S. A.

IN,

of

Sale

easy.

(The 29th tailing on‘Sunday, they will sail on the 30th.)
THE

(Successors to Sawyer & Patterson,)

this and the Alexandria Depots.
The Bread is
packed in boxes ot fifty (50) pounds each, and can be
examined at 6th Street Wharf, in this city, or at the
Subsistence Store House, in Alexandria, Va. No
bids will he received for less ban twenty (20) boxes—
one thousand (1000) pounds.
The price per pound
and quantity desired will be stated in each proposal.
It will bo placed on transports at Alexandria, Va., or
at 6th Street Wharf, free of expense to the purchaser.
Twenty thousand boxes (50 pounds each), more or
less, can be purchased.
The attention of Shippers, and others using Pilot
Bread, is called to the advantages now offered for obtaining their supplies ot this article.
The Government reserves the right to reject bids.
Bidders not present will be notified by letter of the
result of their proposals.
All purchases will be removed within twenty days from the date of accept-

UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL

THE

148 and ISO Middle Street,

Proposal, in duplicate, will be received
this office, untU 12 M., on Thursday, the 28th
inst.,

at

Pernam-

buco and Bahia.

WHOLESALE

Sealed
at

Thomas, Para,

to

Genteel

CALLING AT

AT

named.ateiv

M. PATTEN,
Auctioneer,
12 Exchange Street*

Oct 14—dtf

St.

wanted

EDWARD

SUITS,

Second to None in Style and Finish.

Order!

if not

build upon, <t will pav good interest on cost until it
We hold it one or the very beat piece* ol property for investment, in our hands. Title clear—terms

H^Good Fits in all cases before leaving tbe Store.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.

To

v. e

•s.

RETAIL,

HOOP SKIRTS

neighborhood;

lent

THAN ANY HOUSE IN PORTLAND.

FITZGERALD & HODSDON,

o’clock P. »

near
on Brackett

JO feet
6treet by 12.* feet deep.
There
arc on It three wooden Hous s, one Stable, and one
StoM. It pays now over #500 rent. Tills is a a;
lid Hous Lot whenever wanted for biiildihg | urpofles. It >s large, in a healthy locality and an excel-

week,

the

at 3

on

11—dtf

Oct 11—dlw*

of

Oct.

Street,

CHEAPER l

125

A. W- T>ATNE,
Mo* 13 Market Square*

Valuable Beal Estate at Auction.
18th,
THURSDAY,
lirackeit
.^eU the valuable Real Estate
ONshall
Carlton, being No. 111. The lot is about

St.,

day in

torn out

we

148 unci ISO Middle St.
Oct

16th.

BLOCK,

every
WHERE
(Sundays excepted,)

HENRY BAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers.

octl2did

Oct 10—dlw

Cost/

AND

i urn.red

one

the iarm almost at your door.
At same tame, two excellent Milk
Cows; one Horse,
*'oung, sound a d kind; one ligh W agon; Harm s*;
deigh; Ilorse Sled, Ox Wheels, Sleds ami Carls;
Ploughs, Harrows, Cultivators, and other Fa.m.ng
Tools, Ac., Ac. To be followed bv a sale ot he
Household Furniture,- Beds, Bedsteads, ( haii r, Carpets, Cr. ckery, Glat*s, Wocxi, Stone and Iren W'are,
with the Kitclieu Furniture*, Ac,, Ac.

I

The Term to consist of Twelve Lessons,
l adies
class will meet at 7 o’clock; Gents at 8 o’clock.
for
Ladies
Terms,
$2.00: Gents, $1.00.

HODSDON are showing their

WHOLESALE

over

the oLuiches, near the Seminary, ana near the
Depot, making an excellent market tor the produces
d

!

Lancaster Hal],
Monday Evening, October

showing their

Gorham, containing

There is an Orchard of about too'trees, t-omc of which
ire choice grafted trnit— also some Pears Trees.
This property is beautifully situated,
commanding
» b;>1oii .id view of the
surrounding country. It is

at

showing

lu

:cre.H, about one-third of a mile ti om Oorh'An Village,
ivhled into Tillage, Wooul&mi and Pw«(uren. On
•t h» a large ono»*toi y llouse, Wood SLed ar.d Barn.
i'Mhoubv is in good order. There is a well of never
ailing water in the shed, and another in the bar.i.

Will commence bis Fall Term for new beginners In
Cotillions, Contra Dances, Lancers Quadrilles, &c.,

107 Federal

piITZGERALD &

l’r.O

♦«

90c

Oct* ber 18th, at 10 o'clock,
ONA.WEDNESDAY,
M.
Khail sell the well known HARLl.o

near

□DANCING

Vests, for $2 to2.SO.
are

weather.
__

/ARM,

—

and $1.75.

hodsdon

to

1

and “Dick Ling,"
These Horses in.
may be

a

Ribbed Hose for 40c per pair.

50c.
25

1,00 to 1,25
1,25 to 1,50
«*
Breakfast Shawls,
2,00
2,50
•«
Ex. large do.
7 00
6,00
Nearly our whole stock has been marked down
from 10 to 50 percent. Buy while the rush
last, for
this sale lasts only 10 days.
Positively no goods will be sold at Buch ruinous

St.,

Valuable Farm in Gorham

October 17, 1865.

showing their

ore

positive, without regard

♦

a very exciting Race
two-milers,
expected.
ADMISSION 50 CENTS.

cent,

price

12 Exchange St.

Hancock

Auction.

THREE.

“Andy Mulligan"
for
BETWEEN
Stake oi *200.00.
and

showing their

Oct 11—d'f

are rare.

LOOK AT THESE PRICES:
Amory Spool Cotton 5 c‘s per spool: Wallets 25 per
below the usual prices.
Buttons, Buttons, Buttons! an endless variety, at
prices that cannot fall to giveoatis&ction.

Land, on
at

we

in his

FANCY GOODS !

Sontags,
Nubias,

TWO

Tuesday.

to $50.00.

best

change

Patten, Auctioneer,

Houses and

CITY FARE!

noted

Gloves, for $1.00

their

a

11—dtd.

EDW D M.

at Auction.
BEST

T7UTZGERALD & HODSDON are selling their
J? goods 80 per cent* less than any other house
in tho trade.
oclldtf

THE

25c former
75c

Oct

.'idle
octlJfdtd

Oct 11—dtf

for the next ten days at prices below competition.
If you need any goods, buy them now, for such
op-

on

1 unelSdd

&

Fitzgerald
New Style

Oct 10—d8t

Stock Ladies Cloths

Sopt. 26—dtt

some

$2.00.

NEXT TEN DA YS !

3he-a.:rid

corrodent

days yet

to

-AT-

••

the State.
The Convention will be in session

Buttons, from lOc

&

Plain Belt Buckles,
Toilet Covers,
Ex. large do.

The above Cotton haa been classed and sampled by
Messrs. Easton Si Co; and can be KeQ by samples
at their
office, anil In the bale at tiaaimitlne Staiea
Island, by permit from tho U. 8. Cotton Agency.
t-'ataiognes will be ready three days bcf.ro the
side at the
Custom House.

HOUNDS,

$9.

to

showing their

GREAT BARGAINS I FITZGERALD
HODSDON
Manchester

portunities

111

of Castle Thunder Renown.
Is tlie lar estDog In the world, weighing nearly 200
pounds, and measuring over seven leot, from Up to
dp.
Jack is of Ander.auville Prioots,
Once the property of the INFAMOUS WtlUC, and
was used for hunting down Union
prisoners.
Everyone sbonld see them. Doors open Orem 9 A.
M. to 9 P. M. Admission 13 cents, Children 10 eon's.

showing their

are

Ladies’ Under

BARGAINS,

O’CLOCK P. M.,

Exchange Salesroom,
BROADWAY, N. Y.

At

Only,

Great Two Mile Race!

Square. Fitzgerald

Washing! on, D. C., October 6, 1865.

Goods

arc

T71ITZGERALD & HODSDON
I New Styles of

Kid

CO.,

Oct. 17th, 1865,

Tuesday,

hall,

MR. A. J-- LOCKE

a

SealslandCotton,

AT 1

HERO AJfD JACK.

$5.00.

Breakfast Shawls, from 1.75

Store!

W. S. BAKER &

Sale

Dry

Goods

POR

On

THE-

Hero,

Oct 11-dtt

BUTTONS,

Office, Depot Commissary

Fall and Winter

BLOOD

and

SIMEON DRAPER, U. S. Cottou Agent.

Exhibition

THE CELEBRATED

Knit Hoods, from 75c to $3.00.

And all the varieties usually found in

GREAT

on

Upland,

Will be sold under direction ot

oclddtil

7J.

at

3500 Bales

octlldtd

prices after Oct.. 20th.
Yon will not have another such an opportunity to
buy Fancy Goods for the next two years; so improve
the time and make hay whilj the sun s lines.

STOCK!

& HODSDON

New
FITZGERALD

Cloaks, from $7.00

consisting of

No. 13 Market

4500 Bales

30

Oct 14—tl

LACES,
GLOVES,
HOSIERY,

Fancy

o;, to canuut.,cc

For a Few Days

Oct ii—atf

to
a
in my business,
entire stock at LESS than COST,

a

at

old city

Oct ii-atf

about
make change
BEING
my
few diysj Said Stock

THE

pieces

to

United States Cotton Sale.

cents;
I:6eerY0dSeaU

-AT

showing their

are

Oct 11—dtl

NOTICE.

undersigned wishing to make
stock, offers to sell

Providence. R. L, Oct. 15.
Brig Humboldt, of Bucksport, Me., from
Bangor for New York, went ashore last night,
two miles east of Benton’s Reef, and went to

Hour—less active; sale

purchasing.

141 aud 143 Middle St.

fbr

s—Gallery

Now

PRICES!

Oct 12—eod&w4w

Railroad

Marine Disaster.

Doers open

Middle St.

Hoop Skirts, from $1.00

LEWIS, ROLLINS S BOND,

shaJl offer

TWIST!

Miss KATE REIGNOLDS.

To conclude with,
Hid IHiGROOM.
sir. juhn Murray.

hickory,

Oct 11—dtf

an

Flannels,

Raleigh, N. C., Oct 15.
The Convention yesterday continued the
discussion of the State debt, though the question was thought to have been disposed of on
the previous
day.
A resolution was
passed requesting the
President to remove all the negro troops from

JjM

Wo invite all to

has

The shipment of specie to Europe to-day
amounted to $001,800.
The steamer George Cromwell brings New
Orleans dates. Her files of papers contain no

TZGERAL D &> HODSDON

Oct. 16,186.“,

Umver^nLir'nn

st.

AN TUESDAY, Oct. 17th, at 12 o’clock, one piono
V/ 6* Octave, itoeewood Cate, lull tinish, amt % suI»e icr instrument, manolactured by the “Webcter
Piano Company.
Thia insti ament was mado tor, and las always
been in the |*.m »shm of i‘;ofe*wor Poppc-nterg, and
is to l« sold from the tact that tl.e Land of the 17th
lias been ordered to the west.
May be seen Mt nday otternoon.
cclfldtd

_

OLIVER

NANCY SIKES,

Octll-dtf

cent Advance !

New York, Oct. 14.

steamship Reela,

Will be performed tlie exccllant Drama, adapted from
Dicken’* Story, entitled

148 & 150

Various Items.
The

Excellence as regards the Fit and Style
of a Ladies* CioaJ: is considered by some
people a matter of secondary importance,
but to persons of good taste it will always
appear the very first considerationIt is
more difficult to
got than cloth, and is as
much worth
paying for. Our decided
success in the
Hosiery and Glore
Trade has induced us this season to add
another Depart ment-that of CLOAKS,
from the celebrated
Manufactory of
PAINE, BERRY & CO., New York City,
from whom we were so fortunate as to
ob-

Agency. The new styles are now
arriving and will be found to comprise the
Rarest and Best Patterns, and
every Novelty suitable for the season. Inspection
lxeely Invited.
Any Garment bought and taken away,
if not
satisfactory, will be exchanged if
not worn or injured.
AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Fitzgerald & Hodsdon,

“Manufacture,”

BOTTOM BRICES.

French,

North Carolina State Convention.

own

MISSFOBKATE
REIGNOLDS!
THREE nights osly!

tain the

Vests,

Rebel Element still Prc-

ladies of the town served the veterans i tricts will choose unadulterated Union
men
with a most excellent dinner at
It is believed that an uncompromising Union
Temperance
will
be
chosen.
Hall, where a very pleasant time was had and Legislature
several speeches were made. This
Company
Pennsylvania Election.
is one of the oldest organizations in this State.
Philadelphia, Oct. 14.
The American Illustrated
Official returns from 42 counties show a
Newspapers for
this week have been received at the book and Union gain of 20,000. Thirty-two counties
to hear from will probably increase the gains
periodical store of A. Robinson, No. 61 Ex- so as to make the actual majority 22,000 to
change street.
l 25,000.

Coats,

ExchanSe
Plano Forte at Auction!

of

LADIES’ DRESS!

Monday Evening,

E. M. PATTEN, AUCTION EEB, 12

& WILSON.

Re'engagement

OPElsTlsr Gr

AuctionTsales.

Peering Hall.

MANAGERS,.MURRAY

are now

of such license.

670,677. Thirty thousand prize claims were
dominant•
received, nearly all of which have been adjustGovernments are active, especially sevenALSO,
ed, involving a disbursement of four and
New Yobk, Oct. 14.
thirties. The Railroad list is generally strongthree-quarters millions. General claims to
The Herald’s Richmond correspondence
Toilet and American
the amount of $800,000 have also been ader.
says Charles Palmer, the well-known Unionists’ candidate for the State Senate, has been justed. Naval allotments to the amount of a
Russia and American CRASH; Table DAMASK;
The partial relief in money has reduced the
million and a half, have likewise been attendNAPKINS; TOWELS; DIAPER; COLORnumber of forced sales, and there is more dis- defeated by John H. Gilmer. Out of five can- ed
to, and twenty-four millions disbursed for
didates for Congress and the Legislature, only
ED DAMASK; PIANO COVERS;
position to buy in anticipation of an upward one Unionist, Franklin Steams, for the Legis- paymasters’ accounts.
WHITE LINENS; 10-4
tendency in prices next week. Discounts are lature, is elected. The Constitutional AmendLINEN SHEETINGS;
removed
from
which
is
less
disability
From
Gold
active.
active.
ment,
holding
California—The Boiler Explosion—
BOSOMS, <&c.
office as applicable to those who prominently
Receipts of Treasure.
Foreign Exports.—The total value of participated in the rebellion, is adopted. This
San Feancisco, Oct. 14.
learns from an authoritative
The loss of life by the explosion of the boilALSO,
Foreign Exports from this port last week correspondent
source that the freedmen have subscribed $8,er of the steamer Gcsmate proves
greater than
Included in the 090,000 of the
amounted to $72,057.71.
$8,000,000 subscribed for in was at first reported. Twenty-two whites and
Flannels!
shipments were 6,000 box shook*; 6,057 shooks Eastern Virginia of the several government thirty-two Clnnamen were killed, and thirty- Fine English Flannels,
loans.
The
has
been two whites were wounded. The following are
remaining $5,000,000
and heads; 147,867 hoops; 348,054 feet of lumWhile Cotton and Wool Flannels,
subscribed for by Northern men doing busisome additional names of the killed:
ber; S spars; 2,241 barrels of flour; 91 barrels ness in Virginia. Not one dollar has been
James H. llarnes of New Hampshire; H. 5-4 White Flannels,
of meal; 77 barrels of potatoes; 23 barrels of subscribed a by white native Virginian.
M. Daken of New York; Louis Lilic of MisHeavy White Twilled Flannels,
beans; 3 barrels of onions; 6 barrels of pork;
sissippi; Col. Jacks of San Francisco; A. Q. Shaker Flannels,
Smith
of
Boston.
290 lbs. of lard; 240 lb3. of candles; 200 qtls. From California—Dreadful Steamboat AcciSuperior Gray Flannels,
Business it rather quiet. High prices and
dent and Loot of Life.
of codfish; 109 kits of mackerel; 3,0(61 lbs. of
Red Flannels,
limited consumption check speculation; The
San Francisco, Oct. 14.
Yellow Flannels,
of
dry
tobacco; 2,700 lbs. of nails; 5 cases
The ship Orion has sailed for Boston.
receipts of treasure for the last nine months
Bleached & Unbleached Cotton Flannels.
amount
2
dozen
to
a
of
and
over
the
17
cases
boots
same
The
steamer
$43,000,060,
shoes;
Yosemite
at
gain
goods;
burst her boiler
-4*4period last year of $2,000,000. The coinage
pails; 3 dozen brooms; 1.022 cabbages; 47 Rio Vesta on her downward trip from Sacra- at
the mint lor the last nine months posts up
mento last night. The upper works forward
ALSO,
stoves; 10 tons of coal; 400 gallons of kerosene were
completely wrecked. "Thirteen persons over $1,600,000.
oil; 30 tons of shorts; 1,000 brick; 88 packa- are known to be killed and 40 or 50 wounded.
Bleached and Unbleached Cottons!
The Episcopal Convention.
Others are missing. Among the killed are J.
ges of furniture; 16 packages of hardware;
STRIPED SHIRTINGS,
William n. Stephenson, Mr. Major
14.
M.
Oct.
300 lbs. of squash; 19
Pollen,
Philadelphia,
merchanpackage* of
At the Episcopal Convention this forenoon,
HEAVY TICKINGS,
and Mr. Washburn, actors., or attaches of Madise.
WHITE CAMBRICS,
guire’s theatre, Decker of the Pacific Railroad, Hon. II. Benny introduced the following:
SWISS MUSLINS,
Resolved, That this House, in most cordialTheatre.—1The play 0f the Relief of Luck- Southerland of The British North American
CHECK CAMBRICS,
Bank. G. W. Seaton State Senator from Ama- ly concurring, as it has done, in the resolutions
now was repeated
Saturday evening, Kate dor county, Charles Luis Smith, and William of the House of Bishops,
of
a
WHITE MARSAILLES,
appointing
day
Reignolds performing in the most acceptable Rogers and J. H. Meyers.
thaliksgiving for the church; most respectfully
CASHMERE BORDERING,
to
the
House
in
of
manner and to the great delight of the audiSanta
expresses
its
most
Clara
Another earthquake
LINEN HDKF3.
Bishops
Valley
desire
earnest
that
in
the
as
described
services
to
is
as
severe
Her impersonation of Jessie Brown is
last night
religious
being quite
ence.
for
: f.
be
the
;
It
thanks
was
be
appointed
offered
to
day,
of
felt.
one
as
the
Sunday.
slightly
heretofore our customers will tlnd our prices at
admirable, and serves to show the versatile
Almighty God for the re-establishment of the theAs lowest
market rates, and as a rule less than
national authority over our whole country,
powers of the distinguished artiste.
We aim at making it pay our
many other stores.
From Florida.
and for the removal of the great occasion of friends to extend to us their patronage.
The managers have engaged Kate for three
New York, Oct. 14.
national dissention and estrangement to which
O. It. BABB,
evenings longer, and to-night she will appear
The steamer D. H. Minot from Jacksonville, our late troubles were due.
Between United States &. Preble Usaic.
in the beautiful drama of Oliver Twist, sus- Fla., 9th, has arrived. The Union contradicts
moved
to Jay the resolution
Judge Chambers
Oct C—eod tf
the
of yellow fever in upou the
table; and the Pennsylvania delegataining the character of Nancy Sykc3. All thatreport of the prevalence
tion
city.
called
and
tor
the
After a
yeas
nays.
who have read Dickens’ story, from which this
Ladies and Children’s
Judge T. L. Long in accepting the nomina- noisy debate, the motion to lay the resolution
play is adapted, will desire to see Kate in the tion to the State Convenfion, urges the accept- on the table was carried.
UNDER VESTS.
A new supply just
ance of the
received by
MERINO
character she assumes.
situation, letting by-gones be byA.
W.
a*
and
the Union in the future be one and
PAINE,
Why cannot the managers cause the cur- gon.es,
Failure of the Mission of the South Carolina
octlldlw*
No. 13 Market Square.
indivisible.
and
not
tain to bt raised at the proper time,
Delegation.
1 he steamer
Grenada, from Charleston 11th,
Kpw Vonir Opt 11
Albums, Engravings, Crayons,
has arrived. No news.
delay it half an hour?
Post’s
The
for sale at
Washington dispatch says that AND FANCY ARTICLES,
A. M. McKEXNEY’S,
the South Caroiiua delegation had another inN. Y. L. I.—The old North Yarmouth Light
Oct 3—codieow3m
From North
284 Congress St.
Carolina.
the
with
iew
ter!
President this lorenoon.
It
Infantry, under command of Capt. Baker,
New York Oct 14
is understood that their errand will be fruitPlain
Wool
DeLaines.
had their annual
The Herald’s Raleigh
traluiDg at Yarmouth, on
LARGE assortment ol choice shades, among
says less so far as it relates to Jeff. Davis.
Wednesday last, and occupied the whole day the North Carolina Convention has re-distrietA large number of southern mail routes and A which may be found IheNEW SHADES ol Violet,
od the State for Congressional RepresentaBlue and Claret. This day received and selling at
are ordered to be opened to-day.
in drilling, firing, &e.
offices
LOW PRICES, at
tives, and the first, third, fourth and fifth dis- post
The
ELI)EX
home.

Lewis, Hollins & Bond,

Washington, Oct 14.

arrived.

Entertainments.
Theatre,.

Washington.

The Postmaster General has orderod the
mail service from Savannah to'Macon and intermediate points on the Central Railroad.
This puts Milledgeville in communication by
rail with all the principal cities of the South
and West
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue today ruled that where sales of the produce
brokers exceed the annual value of $10,000 at
any time during the year of his license, the
produce brokerage is thereby suiyected to liability of a commercial broker. The new license should be granted from the first day of
the month in which the liability thereto occurred, and should be issued on the payment
of a rate proportionable with an annual cost

I

Miscellaneous.

Sacks,

1From

re-

lused.
Mr. Baker said they offered to show
by witness that Ihe latter read a letter from
Tracy,
dated at Washington, in substance that the
delegates were here waiting on the authorities and making known their
business, but
were refused permission to confer with the
authorities. He. meant the President and

From

Miscellaneous.

LATER FROM EUROPE.

a

on

J re;aji trade.

To Kent.
Rooms, centrally located, In
Good reference rei;uirei 1.
oc’ Wtf
W, 37) Middle St.

large Fnrntaho 1

Two,'rirau! fkmil v.
"

AjuSy to

oc3e jdReowSm

_

r----—

For Sale and to

Poetry.
Bow Winter Oometh to Palaoe end flovet.
BY

FOR

CHARLES. D. GAR BETTE.

A FARM

He comes l Tlie tardy Winter coracul
1 hoar his footsteps through the Nights I
I hear liis vanguard ft-om
the*®**"*,
March through tho pine* with muffled drums!
:i
mead
His naked feet are on the
The grass-blades *1idea hi h u. path,
hath
earthlie
1
of
No tear ioi‘ child
Ho pity i or her tender seed!
The bare oaks shudder at his breath:
A moment by the stream he stays—
Its melody is mute. A glaze
Creeps o’er its dimples, as of death!
From fettered stream, and blackened
The city’s wall he stl^nt nears:
The mansions ct the Kich ho fears!
He storms the cabin of the Poor!

Wants, Lost and Found.

Let,

SAL.

E~

Ten Ackes

of

wmcii

aee

House,
HouBe,

Good Repair.
For further Information inquire of
All

moor,

I’rcmiscsl

on

For Sale.

Remember that

Company.

No. 1 Cures Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,

A is

44
44

44
44
44

or

Worm-Colic,
Teeihiug of infanta,
Ol‘

adults

Dysentery, Uripiug, Billious Colic,
Nausea, Vomiting,
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
Neuralgia Toothache, Faceache,

44

Cholera-Morbus,
44
44

Headaches,

44
44
44
44
44

44

*•

44
44

44
44
44
44
44

FAMILY

15 Boxes (Nos. 1 to 16) and Book.

Proposals
Assistant

for

Forage and

W., on the premises,
Portland, hie.

S.

HOUSE

Quartermaster's

Office, U. S. A„

Ou

Pt->a

weigh (2000) Two Thousand pounds per ton, exclusive
of wood.
Proposals must state plainly, tho quantity, price,
ard time of delivery.
The Hav and Straw will ho inspected
by a Government
Inspector, and weighed before being shipped.
Proposals will also be received to deliver hay and

straw at Washington, D. C.,
and
Richmond,
Hilton Head, S. C., subject to the aboveVa.,
requiremoots.
Bids will bo accented from time to
time, to meet
the requirements of the Government.
Payment s to bo made on
or aa soon thcreaf er as fends for that purpose shall be
received.
Bids shall be subjoet to tho decision of the
Quarter^
master General.

delivery,

HENR1T
Oct 4—dt£

and A.

Proposals for

INMAX,
Q. M., U. S. A.

Eg;;;

Fuel.

Popham.

Ba tones at Rockland, Bellhst, Castfno, Machiasport and Treats Island.
At Portland, including tho Forts in tho
Harbor,
Wood and Coal will be required. At the other
posts,
wool only. Wood to be l£s cubic feet to the cord and

coal 2):H) ibu for a ton.
Bids lor each post must be made
separately.
The imdorsigned reserves the
right to relect any
bid, not considered far tho interest of the Governmont.

HENRY INMAN.
Capt. and A. Q. M., U. 8. A.

meat:

Lead Pencils, each.
Ink (black), per Bottle.
"
Bate Pa.'ior,
ink (red), per Bottle,
hollo Pos Paper, pr
ream.Envelopes, 8), 9,19, pr M.
Envelope Paper,
Blank Book, per Uttfre.
•«

Pens,

per gross.
*

Ituloi.
Inkstands.
Era-era.
Ink

PdWd"’P0r paper'
Sfcpiece.
wri'lng and
the above

by 120. Enquire

Sept 26—dtf

HldNUY INMAN

CHARLES PERRY,

EXECUTED

IN

Papering,

THE BEST

BY

In PALMER,
!f®' 110i Fedoral Stree‘>
Portland, Maine.

octlSdtf
°ctlJdtf

mUSIGAL

M^i;T,PV

1

gOAW for

couxit
s

Auras',a

Portland.__*oct34iS

Third Mortgage Bonds—Androscoggin It. B. Co.
Third
ipHE
JL road

Mortgage of the Androscoggin RailCompany to Seth May and als. in trust, has
A new corporation hao been organthereon, called the Lecas and Fannington ItailHolders of Bonds and Coupons secu™rh??<J5y*
are hereby requested to
pre£5?mortga-.e.
to thc subscriber at his office in
Portland,
recused.

Agents

PINE!

JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime Street, Portland.

For Sale.
LOT of land

on

A house lots, being

Cedar St.
part of the

a

Enough for three
“Foxerofl Estate.”
OREN RING.

100

19tl),

ELEGANT
Eor

street.

terms

dtf

business
new

apply at

block,

147 Middle

HOUSE

“pdersigne'l

date,
inn
»!
No. 10(1 Fobe Stbeet.
Mills,
Porfi'tv.e

Portland, Oot, 2, 1385.
rw

GEO. E. B. JACKSON.
d»w

Commercial Street.

Sugars;

the Payson House.
House and Lot corner ot Waterville and
Sts. lerms easy,
suit purchasers.
Apply to W, 37 J Middle St.

Syrups.

FOR

T,

Porto Rico

cor-

25
10O

civets,

For
!

A.

df

jyo

over

1x0

Jefferson

apuatt

Oor.

0n

sale bv

Lo*?» comprising
Bmery, Cushman and

l*orSand.AprIl26>1868 WjH.

feet ol
st. for

45,000

Lends
STEPHENSON.

to

P.

s

»‘amily withundle<1 and fifty dollars per
w
*’
v

_______Ecl37$ Middle Street.
To Let or Lease for a
term of Years
THE Store and Wharf now oocnnU* t
A H. Merrill, eituate.1 betwee^rS nj fe, ch,.arl4*
The

Wharf contains about ?Sw.rf

by?!?
*

* or

a,1.Kl

^r_

JOSEPH H. WHiTP’
No. 6| Union

Whaurt.

T

«*“• ®nd Riffling lor Sale.

**een at

Brig

our

store.

<*er*

Tl€ draft ol the spars

1»noic_dtfMcGILV^iT:_?7AN
No'

*
Commc rclal

ca'lUt the'DMly

can

TF. A

°* THOMES,
No. 2 Central Wharf.

pears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and

luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children

will

appreciate the delightful fragrance and rich,
glossy appearance imparted to the hair, and no
fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.

BANA

&

CO-

I

A

Sold

Depot 198

HAMBLIN,
t»

ftr.vtron
«■—WANTED
BHOOKS.
August 5—d3m

to

Scotch

BATH, A1E.
BOLTS Superior Bleached
UU 300 do All Long flax ‘‘Gov-

..

Alma

CO.,

be

BAVIS,

Street.

^ °' PRINTIKO

& 200

Greenwich St. H. Y.

J,

E.

PICKETT,

Dealer

in

Photographic Goods,

Canvas,

mirrors and

-FOR BiVL* BY-

JAMES T. PATTEN &

by nil Druggists.

Sept 27, 1865—d&w6m

No. 3 Union Wharf.
purchase, HOOTS and

*
I

JmnelStf

Portland, Mr.

Special Notice.

_

Work*,

ALVAH LIBBEY, who has had the* solo
Arbroath.
Agency for GOLD’S IMPROVED STEAM and
WATER HEATING APPARATUS, and the Justly
celebrated McGregor Hot Air Fzmace, both of which
have a world-wide reputation, can be found hereafter
ap22dti
at the store of Messt s. C. H. STUART
CO., 171
and 173 Middle St., where he will be happy to meet
those tn want of ftimaces, and receive their orders.
Notice
He attends personally to Furnace work.
ALVAH LIBBEY.
T”E Firm of DEBLOIS A JACKSON lmvijg !
Portland, Aug 21,1866.
aug22il3m
the wl'Adrawal of Geo. E. S. ;
^U90'ved, by
the unfinished business of the >
late
completed ’jy the undersigned, yla>
I,.,.8.,1,0
Valuable Real Estate in Sear boro’,
has
e foimed a
partnership under the firm name of
For Sale.
DEBLOIS At
f iflAA ACRES of Salt Marsh, in lots to suit pnrEB B5
chasers.
^ their profession as
Alto the Homestead Farm, containing .bout 126
acres^rv superior up-land, being the property reNo. 50
Hon. Horatio Southgate.
Eacinaagc Street.
cently owned by the late
Scammon on the premises, or
Thomas a moey deblois,
Enquire of SethEZRA
CARTER,
Jr., Portland,
AIHA*
8—eodOtAwtf
Portland, Oet. 2,
eminent

cointraet,”
390 do Extra All I iong flax
300 do Navy Fine,
Delivered in Portland or Bos ton,
Bath, April 20, 1363.

daily.

McClellan iiouse,
de-opened with New Furniture A Fixture*,
WINSLOW &

On and after Monday, October

2d, 1365,

Freight Train, with Passenger Car atjaaffilSSK*
tached, will leave Brunswick for Portland and intermediate Stations daily (Sundays excepted)

Brunswick,

as

follow*:

7.30

Oak Hill,

A. M.

_

Freeport,
Yarmouth,
Cumberland,
Westbrook,
Arrive Portland,

8.00

8.27
8.42
9.06
9.30

RETURNING will leave Portland for Brunswick
intermediate Stations daily (Sundays excepted
follows:
Leave Portland,
5.30 P. M.

and
a*

Westbrook,
Cumberland,
Yarmouth,
Freeport,
Oak HOT,

5.54
6.18
0.33
7.00

-ANI>-

II II

r

On and after Monday, Oct. 9th, 1365.
run as follows

trains will

Train for South Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn at 7 00 A m.
Mail Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham, Island
Pond, Montreal and Quob°o at 125 p m.
Trains will arrive as followd:—
From Montreal, Quebec &c.
2 05p, m.
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Anburn,
817 a m.

Morning

not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate Qf
one possengt r lor every $50.) additional value.
C. J BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H BAILEY, Superintendent.
oolOdtf
Portland, June 22d. 1865
are

---

Through Tickets.
For the

OIL

MR.

{

I

LiUU

May

O

REGIONS ot

Nvw

-■Pennsylvania, Ohio, and all
parts ot the West, via the Kuie J&ailwat, for sale
at the lowest rates, at the Union Ticket Office,
31 EXCHANGE STREET.
marl3d&w?stf
D. LITTLE, Aeent.

T !

A

MANCHESTER,

MRS.

THE INDEPENDENT

Electric

Physician

THE

STEAMERS

For«st City, Lewiston and
Will, until

^

further

Montreal,
notice,

every

every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday .Thursday, Friday and Saturday, a 5 o’clock P. M,
Fare In Cabin
$2.00.

KF" Froight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 in value and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at tho rate of
one passenger for every $300 additional value.
L. BILLINGS. Agent.
Aug 5, 1863.
fsb 18,1803 —dtf

New England Screw Steamship Co

Clapp’s block.
ONE OF TIIE

GREATEST

CUBES ON

RECORD.

Prompted by no other than the feeling of benevolence, and for the bene, t ot the afflicted, I desire to
make knbwn a short description of my Iiseaso and
the unexpected cure which I obtained from Mrs.
Manchester’s Medicino. Upwards of two yenrs since
I was taken sick, which graduallv increased until I
was so far reduced that I never expected to be well
again. I had the at I endance ot six eminent physicians,
and never receive 1 the slightest ben fit until I commenced usin r Mrs. Manchester s Medicines. My disat that time

was

lollows:—I

as

My

was

extremely
disap-

flesh had all

peared. the whites ot my eye were yellow, clso the
skin yellow: I had a dull heavy pain in the right
side, and it was very much enlarged: pain in my
shoulders and spine. The lelt side seemed to decay
so that th.re was quite a hollow place in it.
I had a
very distressing pain at the pit of n»y stomach;
tongue coated thick, tomach very acid, appetite entirely gone, not being able to kcop anyth ng on my
stomach, lever, nigot sweats, thirst violent, dry
cough, difficulty of breathing, dull headache. I
describe rs I wish to do my miserable srtuand suffering as every organ in my body was
diseased. My physicians said I was last hastening to
the consumption.
I enj y at this time perfect health, and this is a
plain, short history of my case, and is the truth. I
would recommend every and ail Invalids to go and consult Mrs. Manchester. Mary A. Moulton.
Edward L. Moulton.
oct3dtf
Portland, May 9,1S66.
cannot
ation

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day lormed a copartners’ ip under the style ot
S. K. JACKSON & SON,

THE

The splendid and fast 8teamahips
W. W. Oher-

FRANCONIA, Capt.

H.

will until further notice,
ioiiowe:
Leave Brown’s Wharf,
Portland,ovory WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
» NortbBiver, New York, every WEDNESDAY
snd SATURDAY, at 4 o’clook P. M.
These vessels are tit ted np w'th line accommodations fer passengers, making this the most
speedy,
safe and comfortable route ibr travellers between
New York and Maine
Passage, in State Room,
Cabin
*6.00.
pass a e So 00. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by th-s line to and from Montreal, Quobeo, Bangor, Bath,Augusta, Eastportand
St.John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
9'earners as early as 9 P. M. on the dr.v that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY k FOE, Brown’s Wharf. Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 88 West
Street,
•
New York.
Msv 29, 1885.
dtf

run as

International
Eastport,

Steamship

Calais and

Go.

St. John.

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.
On and after Monday, March 27 the
3teamer Nnw Yonx.Capt U (V Chisteave
Railroad Wharf, loot of Statu 8t,
wul
holm,,
every Monday at 6 o’cleok f.m; and the Steamer
Nkw Bbunswicx, Capt E B. Winchester, will leave
every TBuneoAV at 6 o’ciook r.x, for Eastportand
St. John.
Returning will leave St. John every Monday and
Thursdays at 8 A. u, fer Eastport, Portland and
w

wfl

**

a.

Bos'on.
At Eastport the Steamer “Queen” will ennnect
for St. Andrews, Robinston and Calais.with the New
Brnswick and Canada Railway for Wocds’ock and
S age roaches s’so connect at
donlton stations.
Eastport tor Machlaa and intermediate places
At St. John the steame- Emperor will connect, for
Wind'er, Digby and Dali tax, and with steamers for
Frederic and the 8t John River.
Throngh tickets
procured of the agents or the olerk on beard No

Passports required.
Freight reoeived on days of sail’ng until 4 o’oiook
f

^hAT'

Portland, March 20.1865.

Portland and Penobscot Eiver
Sumtner

heretofore existing under the

ILiIttleflel*! & Co.,
day dissolved by mutual consent. Tho busi-

of the concern will be settled by either partner
the old stand 175 Middle St.
Having sold our stock of HARD WARE to Messrs.

ness

KING & DEXTER, we take pleasure in recommending them to our frionds and foi-mer customers.
D. D. CIIASE,
F. H. LITTLEFIELD.
1365.
sep29d3w
Portland, Sept. 22,

Copartnership.
have formed

undersigned
and firm of
THE
dor tho

a

copartnership un-

name

V,CT
faat-going

•on*

Re’nrning, will leave Banger every Mohdit,
Wednesday and Friday morning, at 6 o’clock,
touching at Reckland, Camden, Belfast. Sea^sport,
Bncksport Winterporr, and Flamrec, both ways.
Passengers ticketed through on the Boston, Maine
*nd Eastern Railroad at the Depots in Boston. Salem, Lynn and Lawrenoe.
For

height

Portland. April

21.1886,-^f

°®oe

«

“>«

For Sale.
HOUSE and lot at Woodford’s Corner. The
rooms. There is a
house con tali: s
pood cellar
and wood house: a so a cistern and a well of good
water; size of lot, one acre. For beauty of location
it is unsurpassed. Price tl8i)0: $700 can remain on
mortgage. Apply to E. HIGGINS, P. & It. Depot*
<*
CAPT. RACKEYFF,
at the Corner,
Sspt IS—dti

A

EXTRACT

B

DEXTER,

&

ICING

HELMBOLDS

EXTRACT

BUCHU

Diuretic.

Concentrated

Highly

For

removing
purifying the blood from
an

tutional disease*

arising

all chronic consti-

impure

state of the

blood,and theouly reliable aud effectual known remedy tor the cure of Seroftil ?, Scald Head,Salt Rheum
Pains and Swelling of the Bones. Ulceration of the
Threat and Legs, Blotches. Pimples on the Face. Tetter, Erysipelas, aud all Scaly Eruption* of the skin,
and beautifying

the

complexion.

a few of the worst disorders that affect mankind
from the corruption that accumulates iu the
Of all the discoveries that have been raa'e to
purweitout, noue can equal in effect HF.LMHOLD'S
It
COMPOUND EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA
cleanses and renorstes the blood, instils the vigor of
health into the system, and purges ou» the humors
which make disease
It stimulates the healthy functions ol the body,and expells the disorders that grow
and rankle in the blood. Suo iarcmdy that could
be relied on, has long been sought lor, and now, lor
the first time, the pub ic have one on which they can
depend Our space here does not admit of certificates
to show its effects, hut the rial of a single bottle wil
show he sick that it has virtues surpassing anything
they have ever taken.
Two able spooniulls of the Extract ef Sarsaparilla
added to a pint oi wat r is equal to the Lisbon Diet
Drink, and ore bottle is fill y equal to a gallon of the

Syrup of Sarsaparilla,

the decoction

or

as

made.

Seo Medical Properties of Buchu,
FROM DISPENSATORY

of

the UNITED STATES.

See Prof. De wee’s valuable works on the Practice
of Physic.
See remarks made by the late celebrated Dr. Physic

of Philadelphia
See remarks made bv Dr Ephraim M’Diwell, a
celebrated Physician and Member of the Royal College of Surgeons,Ireland, and pub ished in the Transit, tious of the Kin
and Queen s Journal.
See Medio (hirurgical Review, pub ished l»y Benjamin Ti avers, re-low of Roya1 College* f Surgeons
See most of tho'ate Standard Works of Medicine.
EXTRACT BUCHU,
44
SARSAPARILLA.”

Sold by all Druggists.

sep29 ’65 tf

WM. P.

copartnership

Sargent,
For

and

name

Freeman & Cleaves,

the purpose of carrying

BUSINESS,

at 148 and 150

on

the FURNITURE

Exchange

St.
WM. H. SARGENT,
P. FREEMAN,
R. A. CLEAVES.

|WM.
Portland, Sept. It,

1SC5.

sep28U3w

Boxes !

Packing1

IN SHOOK.
Shoe,
ORDERS

recently contracted, entirely removing
standing
dregs of disease from the system, anu making a
perfect and PERMANENT CUBE.
Me would call tho attention ol the alHicted to the
Tact of his long standing and weU-earued reputation
furnishing sutucient assurance of ids a’.lll and suc-

the

CAUTION TO THE rUHJC.

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for
general use should have
their eilicacy established
by well tested experience in
tno bands of a
regularly educated physician, whuee
preparatory studies tits lilm for ail the duties he must
counuy Is Hooded with poor nostrums
Purporting to be tbe best in the world,
but »*w*y» injurious.
Tbe tin
*houU he PAuncuLAii in selecting liis
pbtsiclan. as it la a lamentable
tnconlrovertyet
*“•*
vi
many syphilitic patients are marie
miserable
with ruliiea constitutions
by maltreatment
ir°m inexperienced
physician* m general practice;
lor It is a i»oint
conceded by the Vent sypLIiographers, that tho study and management of Uit-o
complaint* should engross the
limu of thorn
who would be competent and successful hi their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced
general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to n.ake

^
£rt,^i(0nlT.

i°niUis?iS

generally

whole

himself acquainted with their patliologv, commonly
one system of treatment, in meat eases makpursuesindiscriminate
use of that
ing an
antiquated aad dangerous woapou, the Mercury.

All who have committed an excess ol any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Paina and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may lei low

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth.—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
have it.
All such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and In a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.
MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There are many men at the ago of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burn-

ing sensation, and weakening the
cannot account for.

svstem in a manner
On examining the
ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particle* of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milktsh hue,
again changing to a dark and turbkl appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
the

patient

urinary deposits

do so *>y writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseaso**, and tho appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, If desired.
Address:
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
No. ft Temple Street [corner of Middle

can

IF* Send

solicited for Cigar, [Soap, Candle, Boot,

made of 4, 2 or J Inch lumber, at short notice, and at
the lowest prices, by
S. T. SHANNON, Saco Maine.
Saco, Sept. 19,1365.
sep20eod2m

Inducements

Electic Medical
TO

THE

city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhail, Monument, DanfortJi, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfhctory character,
they will advance, if desired, one fourth qj the cost qf building. on
completion qf the house. From parties who build im-

mediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
Apply "every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where plans
full particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
Portland, May 3, 1865.
may4tf

may be seen, and

tho

city.

HENRY L. PAINE & CO.
Portland, August 22. 1865.
aug22drt

House and Land for Sale.
Guardian of the Estate of
undersigned,
THECharles
H. Place, Charles r{ Kinsman, and

others, would oiler for sale tho desirable Real Estate
situated at No. 89 Spring Street, between Brackett
and Clark Street. The property consists of a lot of
Land 03 f. et front on Spring Street, and
running
back about tho same distance, with a convenient
twostoried dwelling house thereon: fitted
up for two
(hmilies, and being In a good state of repair.
For terms, etc., application may be made to JOHN
KINSMAN, 53 Union Street; or to tho undersigned
at 496 Congress
octl4dtf

DR. HUGHES particular y nvitcs oil Ladies, whc
a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 0
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for Ibeii
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Kloctic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled In etticacy and superior virtuo in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action Is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find It invaluable in all cases of oh
etructions after all other remedies have been tried in

need

vain.
It is
in
vegetable, containing
the least injurious to the health, and may be taxon
with perfect
at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

purely

N. B.— Ladles desiring may consult one of thcli
A lady of experience in constant attend

own sex.

THE GREAT

New

Steamer CASCO will make her last trip tor
tho season to Freeport, on Saluxdav, the 14th

oclS3t

Goods.

FULL line of White Mull Swiss, Embroider d
Muslins, and White Tarltons, may l>e lonnd at
the NEW STORE No. 5 Free St.
sepIOtf

A

Hecalcomania, Hecalcomania!
transferred, with facility, at voi v I v
rates at No. 371 Middle Street, PavRon’s B o k.
Varnish, with printed directions tor using, tor 3C Is.
augr'idti
per bottle.

PICTURE<

England Remedy.
J.

Dr.

W. POLAND'S

WHITE PIXE

OOMPOtJND,

CURES
Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Bronchitis,
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary Aflec.iona
gene ally. It Is a remarkable remedy
lor

to
PLEASANT
promptly,
tor

the

palate,

no

enure

cents per box; small boxes 30 cents.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors,
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to
enclosing 80 cents.

Kidney Complaints,

Dia-

betes. Difficulty oi Voiding Urine, Bleed-

pain, act

require increase of dose, do not
exhaust, ana
elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at night movren, are just the thing.
fche bowels once the next morning.
Warranted
in all cases of Tiles and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure (or all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
such as Oppression after eating, 8our Stomach, Spitting of food, Palpitations; also, Headache, Dizziness,
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Complnlut. Loss of AppoLite, Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Travelers find the Lotevges just
Faintness, Ac.
what they need, as they are so compact and inodorous
hat they may be carried, in the vest pocket. Price 00

frorn the

and Bladder,Gravel, rnd other
Kidneys
For Piles ani
it will

comrla'nts.

be found vary valuaScurvy,
ble.
Give It a trial it you would learn the value of a gcod
and triel medicine. It is pleasant, safe and sura.
Sold by all Druggets, and dealers in me iicir.e g< n-

ally.

rV.

_■

''

J. W. PERKINS,
W. F. PHILLIPS

For sale by J.
No 1 Tremont
any address on

H. H. HAT,

|

July4dly

General

‘

Agents

for

Stmt* of JVistnc.

i

Lead.

Oct 5—U& wim
ana

be convinced of

tbtir svpenoii-

over everything e'se of the kird ever (Fred
thepubiio Ur Bronchitis, Coughs. Colds, Hoa

to
se-

ntluei za
NumerClergy, auci others, accompanying each box. For sale by tb«* prino'pal
Druggists throughout the city.
mav27eodtf
nses S >re Throat. Co arrh
ous resiimoJa s irom tue

and

Whit

Atlantic V iite Lead

Commission.
Sanitary
Office

U S. Sanitary Commission, 1
of
823 ^roadway, N. Y., Dec, 20. 1S€4.
j
ISK YKL WASHBURN, Jr., ef rortlacd.
Maine, ha* consented to accept the dat es o'
General Agnnt of the Commission f r Maim ard
is hereby appointed such agent by authority of the
Commie ion.
He will bu ready to furnish advice to the friend*
of tho Commission’s work throughout tne 8fate.
▲11 money contributed iu Maine tor the use of the
Commission should be paid to Mr. Washbarn or tc
persons designated by him.
Hon. Mr. Washburn is the sole agent recognlsec
by the Commission :or Mnive.
J. FOSTER JENKINS,
e2Sdftwtf
General Secretary.

and Linseed Oil Co.,

HON.

of New Y

Manufacturers of PU

LEAD, Dry
Lead,

No.

Waeliington Street to tfccir new Bakery. Nos. 6 and S Union
Street, where they will be pleased to see all their old
customers and as many new ones at will be pleased to

GAOT5EM and JAMES KEAZEU hay©
a
copartnership under the firm

this day formed
JH.
of
•

OAUBEMT <£ KEAZER,

by Druggists

Red

transacting a WHOLESALE
0INE8S, at the old stand of Gaubert &
Chase, No. 67 Commercial St.
J. H. GAUBERT,
JAMES KEAZER.
Portland, Sept. 22, 1666.
sepSSdew

Sc

Dealers

Sc

Co.,

General Agents,

*87

Pearl St., NEW YORK.

Important to Travelers

fif-S.®
FLOURBL

City

ED LEAD,

Glass-nv crs’

generally, and by
ROBER'r COLGATE

R. W. SMARDON.
R. S. 8CAMMAN,
S. E. SMARDON.

Copartnership.
name

Oil,

etc.

For sale

call.

August 16—dtt

E WHITE

and Refined.

take this method to

a

k,

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav, Boiled

inform their
undersigned
THE
customer, and the public generally that they have
REMOVED T11EJR BAKERY from
5

give us

and in

LITHARGE,

REMOVAL.

TO TM

West, South', Forth-West and the C&n&daa.

w.

D.

LITTLE

Agent (brail the great Leading Routes to ChieaCleveland Detroit. Ill waukee,
Bay,
}&{•“•
£ Lcul’.
°*?’ ?»• 4'“*. LaCroeae, DreenCai’o.
l-oulsville, Indianapolis,
o.
B^P^ed to famish Through T.ckets
£?"
o
’.,1*
from Portland to at. the
principal Cities and Town*
in the leyal states and the
t aneoas, at the
T3

of Portland.

TllTHEREAS J. M. Kimball and others have pc» »
titioned the City Council to lay out a new
Street or Public Way'in said city,— beginning at
Pine Street and
continuing to West street, ar located
on the
“Vaughan Place.” ami known as *'T” Street;
And whereas said petition was referred bv the City
Council, Octoher 2,1865, to the undersigned, for them
to consider and act npon, thereibre
Notice is hereby given to all forties interested,
that the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council, on laying out new Streets, will meet to hear the
parties and view the proposed war on the 10th day of
October, 1866, at two and a hail o clock in the aitcron Pine Street, and
will
noon, at the commencement
then and there proceed to (.cteimine and adjudge
convenience
requires said street
whether the pnblic
or wav to be laid out.
Given under our hands this seventh day of October
*
A. D.. eighteen hundred and ei xtv-tive.
JACOB McLELtAN.
G. F. FOSTER,
Committee on

LOWEST RATES OF FARE.
And all n-elfu l information obeertnily famished,
TasTiLCnaa will Rod It greatly to their edvantaf*
to projtre
Through Ttehel. at the
Porlan.l Railway Ticket Office. 31 Exchange Street, np stall *•>
W. D. LITTLE, Aecnt.
*br California, by the Old Line
Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad way be secured

Passage Tiekots

by early applIcaiioa at this olAoe.
March *>, 1M.

marSOdfkwtf

E.

PHINNKY,
WM. G. SOULE,
J. BRADFORD.

A.

GIDD1NUS,

J-

Notice.

Dress

Janl.l866d&wly

ance.

THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND

JOHN J. W. REEVES.

Evening

nothing

safety

England

Street,

THE
Inst.

Infirmary,

LADIES.

Is now enured to the afflicted throughout the .Uuuuy,
a/t r hiving brm proved by the test ol elev an years,
»n 'ho New
States, where its merit* have
bee >me ca well known os the tree from which, In part.
It derives Us virtues.

W. C. HOW,
HENRY L. PAINE.

The subscriber v/fil continue the biudness under the
game style as heretofore at 267 Commercial
Street,
Smith's Wharf, where a choice assortment of the
debt qualities of Coal and Wood
may be found at
the lowest market prices, delivered in any part of
the

THE

Principal Depot

PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.

subscribers offer for sale a large quantity of
desirable building lofes in th6 West End 0/the

Portland, Aug. 19,1865.

Street!, Portland, Me
Stamp for Circular.

a

DRUG AND CHEMICAL WAREHOUSE,
504 Broadway.
Sept 20, tSGf>—eod l yt

Any Kind of Packing Boxes,

FOB

a

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases and a
full and healthy restoration ol the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,

or

Great

impure Coition, are

the Barometer to tho whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Lots of Beauty
and Complexion.

Notice.

SARGENT,
FREEMAN,
ROBERT A. CLEAVES have this day formed
WM.
under the firm
of
H.

profession,

or

HELMBOLD’S

Try lH2.it!

long and favorably known
of Portland, will remain with

Copartnership
a

bo consulted
privately, and with
confidence by the mulcted at all
from » A. M. to 9 p. M.
Ur. H. addresses those who an suite ring under the
aftllction ol private diseases, whether arising from
the terrible vice of
sell-abuse,
Impure connection or
lievoting ilia entire time to tbat particular branch oi
he icels warranted hi (Iuahthe medical
XAXTEE150 A CUBE IB ALL Cases, whether of long

the utmost
WHEEE
hours rally, and

usualiy

These Extracts have been admitted to use in the
United States Army, and are also in very general use
In all the State Hospt aUand Public Sanitary Ins 1 utious throughout too land, as w llusiup ivate practices, and are considered a* invaluab t- remedies.

tv

so

to the Hardware trado
the new firm.

Temple Utreet,

can

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

In nil disease* of those organ,, whether existing in
Male or Female, from whatever cause originating,
and no matter bow longstanding
It is peasant in
taste and odor,i7nm*di«/eln action and mere strengthening t an any oMlie preparations of bark or >ron.
Thoa sutt'enn» from Bi okeu Down or Delicate Constitutions. procure the remedy at oi ce.
The reader must be aware that however slight may
be the attack of the above diseases it is certain to affect his bodily heal li, mental powers and happiness.
All the above diseaseo reouire the aid of a diuretic.

J. D. DEXTER.

Portland, Sept. 22, ISpd.
Mr. D. D. Chass,

lie

VCIIV,

And having purchased the stock of Chase, Littlefield
& Co., will continue tho general HARDWARE BUSINE: S at tho old stand, 175 Middle and 113 Federal
Streets.
JOSEPH A. KING,

Arrangement.

Monday April 21th the
snd
steaiu r “UEGULAl'oK.” t-*pc w B. M. wur, WfU leave Railroad Wha’f, 'oot of State Street. Portland, every
Moxdav, Widsusdat an-i Fbidat evening, at 10
c’cioofc,connecting withthen p, n. train Irom Bos-

FL UID

Helmbold’s

never

as

°”

_

Will radically exterminate fr^m th© sj-stem Diseases
arising Irom habits of dissipation, at litt e expend©,
little or no change in Uiot.no incouveni noeor exposure; complete y superseding those unpleasant ami
dange ous remedies, Copaiva aud Mercury In all
these diseases

DisSblutionof Copartnership

Is this

AT HIS

i®

lor the purpose of doing a general COAL BUSINESS
at Sawyer’s Wh'arl, foot of High Street.
S. R. JACKSON,
OSCEOLA JACKSON.
Portland, June 12,186C—tf

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE.

^SEgS^CHESAPEAKE, ICapt
Mfeifeaflaat. wood and

EXT. BUCHU

FLUID

arise

From G18 Broadway, Now York, has returned to
Portland, and can bo consulted at her office, No. 11

run as

Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
Monday, Tuosda.v Wednes"
''"day, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock P. M and India Wharf, Boston,

/

HEMBOLD’S

blood

at

Arrangement!

complaiets

Not

l

Chase,

Summer

ensues.

COMPOUND FLUID EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA.

name

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE I

"inent, iriiemtv
o'^I~®“0

in afTce'fons peculiar to “Females” ia uneauallod by
any other preparation as in Chlorosis or Retention,
Painful ness or Suppression of Customary Evacuaiuna Ulcerated or Seh rrous State of th * U terus: and
all
incident to the sex, whether arising
from habits of dissipation, imprudence in, or the dc
e iuo or change of life.

Helmbold’s

of
THE copa*tnarship

STEAMBOATS.

Consumption or Insanity

Is the Great

feeble-—confined to my bed.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT,

The Company

Catarrh

Eye, Ear,

,10h

enjo
The Oouatituiion oncea*KtedwiU,
requires the alii ol medicine to rtromithen t2 I
invigorate the System, which Uembo/iTs Extract Hu
chu iii variably does. IT o treatment issubmitted to
ness,

Use

WCtSLOW k TidAJEK.
Westbrook, Oot.lO—dtf

The

aro

iSdinposhiun fflT, T""
HorrurorwJeSi Si v>'*^SA,,®“L«witud«r

MORRILL’S CORNER,

ease

Canada.

many
will be found
ory, Wakeful nee..
ol Evil; In lock Universal
and inability to enter into the

and well

21 miles from Portland, has been re-ftirrddied and
open for the reception of Company and Pleasure
Parties. Every attention will be given to the comfort oi guests.
tW-Taa Cars from Portland every hall hear.

>

lessf

TIIAYER, Proprlctois.
lnlormeo
P’,,pobIio,&re

that this spacious, respectfully
convenient
Known House, situated at
..

“ch

.0

AND IMPROVED ROSE WASH,

CLAIRVOYANT!

SPECIAL NOTICE.

iud

AB TBB

A.

EDWIN NOYES, Superintendent.
a
iin* in*
April 27,1865._aprJOti

Engravings.

Manufacturer of Mirror & Picture Frames.
No. 28 MARKST SQUARE,

bL-w,'1

^tlS*,n&Sta"a
*?? BIocks 01 lhe
saved in per&ct orrUr
S°ni old measurement.
new

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They
act directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disap-

&c.

LARGE assortment ot all
grades of FLOUR
now arriving anil for undo
by tho CAR LOAD, or
otiierwise, at fair prices.
The patronage of my former customers solicited.
XT

junel6tr

F*

4

40

°0mmercil1 St-

FLOUR! FLOUR

coolige & co.,
Commercial and Franklin streets.

House Lots.

E

AND BEAUTY!
Mrs. S. A. Allen9s World’s

by

oet.i-aawis

and 112 Federal at.

ExchangeUpstairs*

LIFE, GROWTH

pire,” from Nova Scotia.

Commercial Street.

To Let.
CHAMBERS
LARGE
Apply to

Office 31

POLLOCK,
QUINTALS COO,
from Schooners ‘‘Aurora,” and “Um-

1

LITTLE, Agent,

Sept 21—d&w6w

1600
QUINTALS
500

It

STEPHENSON,
121

W. I).

POLLOCK AND COD!

For Sale or to Let.
French Cottage, on the Cape Cottage
road, opposite Capt. Green Walden’s, containing
fourteen
new

favorable

The rates of Premium are less than with most other companies, while the Dividends are
larger, and
the security greater than any other.
Dividends declared annually, and may be
applied
to the payment of tutnre premiums, or to
augment
the amount insured. Policies with this
company are
constantly increasing in value. All needftil information oheerfully furnished on application to

CHEESF.

Oct 6— d2w

Portland, Me.

rooms, with about seven acres of land.
on the Cape.
Enquire of

sale

very

Cash Assets, $14,000,000.
Which, as is well known, offers greater advantage*
than any other Life Co. in this country.

HIlDS. CHOICE MOLASSES
BOXES

on

Hair Restorer and Dress-

50 BOXES OOLONG
1000 BBLS. ONIONS,

one

YEARS,

OF NEW YORK.

t

Molasses, Cheese, Tea,

residence in (’ape Elizabeth.
AVERYmiledesirable
from Portland Bridge.
The hou&6 is

unsurpassed

94

Oct 6-IkBw

l*eal Instate for
Hale,
In Cape Elizabeth.
stories, containing

FIVE

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

SUPERIOR
QUALITY
OO PORTO
„HIrDS* RICO
Ai\J
SUGAR,
* or sale by
Harris Brothers*

JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
entfn!re o{ 11,9 Attorneys, Messrs.
68 Exchane« Street.

..

or

AU losses equitably adjrsted and promptly
heretofore.

Wltv the Great

SODA,

Sugar

at 6 45

....

CANADA PEAS.

SALE.

finely located Real Estate, on the

as

Life Insurance

GKO* H* STARR* No* 30 Exchange St*
Portland, Oct 12, 1865.—dlw

Dr«T<R»riic'rtar8
Jul'y 6!-dU'ACK30N’

is

terms.

SALE !

m-CARB

Valuable Real Estate!
of

THREE,

MOLASSES,

Sherbrook

Freight train leaves new depot Portland
M

#350,000,

Particular attention given to the insurance oi
Farm Property, City and Village Dwell*
inns, aud Household Furniture, on ONE,

& Cranberries.

JulyUdtf

FOR

Capital and Surplus,

_

Commercial St.

Company,

Atlantic Mutual Insurance Co.
OF EXETER, N. H.
Capital,
#100,000.

and WINTER APPLES,
BBLS. CRANBERRLES,
for sale by
C. W. SMITH,
Nos. C and 8Silver St.
Oct. 12, ISCg.
oc!3dlw

Real Estate for Sale.
and LO r No. 37 Middle
Street, known as

On and after Monday next, trains will
».g!y ,1reaVe Portland daily for Bath Augusta,
Water vi lie Kendall’s Mills and Skowhegan, at luO
"M. and on Saturdays only for Bath
and'Augusta «t
815 P. M.
The train from Portland at 1 P. .vi oonnectsat Kendall’s klilis with the t'ain for
Bangor
and other stations east same
night Passengers from
lortlami
to take this route, can
desiring
purchase
tickets to Kendall’s Mills and inform the conductor
in the cars that
they g > through to Bangor and he
will so arrange their fares that it shall cost th.m
no
more by this ioute han anv other.
Trains due in Portland to connect with trains for
Boston on Monday at 8 20 A. M, and
every day at 2 30

New England Fire Insuragce Co.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
#250,000.

Just received and

137

#450,000,

HARTFORD, CONN.

200
BBLS. PALL
3d

House Lot for Sale,
on
cornor of Deerlng and Henrv
Enquire of
R. W. GAGE,
dtf Is

CONN.

North American Fire Insurance Co.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
#400,000,

Bbls. Standard Crushed and Granulated

Apples

purposes,

the
SITUATED
Sts, 5t) 100 fbet.

j uly23

Cash

paid,

HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.

Aug. 4—dti

OF

TWITCIIELL BROS. Sc CHAMPLLV,
82 Commercial Street.
Portland, Oct. 13, 1866-—dlw

DOW, coiner of Milk and Exchange Streets.
of5*2h*
Portland, Sept.
1SC5.

OF HARTFORD,
Capital and S urplus,

Merchants’ Insurance

Sugars:

Shoes. Will be vacated this month or
further information inquire of DR.
NEW PON, Office 115 Exchange Street, up stairs, or

further

Gornam for West Gorham,
I^T^Stagesconnect
Standish Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark,
Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell. Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish Porter Freedom, Mad son and Eaton. N. H
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonnv-Eagle,
South Limington Limington, Limerick, Newfieid,
Pareensneld and Osgipee
At Saccarappa for South Windham, Windham IlHL
and North Windham, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland April 6 IS65—d*f

City Fire Insurance Company,

by

50 Bbls. N, Y.
For Sale by

WBUMV IC3J0WK

_

Sugars and Syrups.
BOXES choice Havana White and Brown
200
43 blnis. Muscavado

To be Let.
A FOUR STORY BRICK STORE, centrally located
-cl on Eicbtmge Street, Buitablo for a Wholesale Dry
Goods business, or far tbe manufacture of
Clolbing, or
of Boots and

s,

may bo found, from and after
at the office of the Portland Rolling

Western Massachusetts Ins. Co.
OF PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Cosh Capitol and Surplus,
#250,000,

TW1TCHELL BROS. Sc CHAMPLIN,
82

Merloss or
FIRST

on

Phoenix Insurance Company,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
#1,000,000

Raisins.

For Sale

issue Policies

wanted, viz:

BOXES New Layer Raisins.

Ol/U

fellows, until

attached.

Agency.

Buildiugs*
chaudiae, and other good property against
damage by FIRE, at rates as low as other
CLASS Companies, to the amount of ftdOyOOO if

Merchandise.

octlSdlw

_French Fluting!

Removal.

continues

Also,

New

as

—

Leave Saco River for Portland at 5 45 and 9 20 A. m.
and 3 45 p. m
Leave Portland for Saco River at 7 43 A. u, and 1 50
and 6 20 P u.
The I 50 p m. train oat and tho 5 45 A m train into
Portland Will be freight trains, with
passenger cars

Arrive Brunswick,
7.30
'W. HATCH, Train Manager*
Augusta, Sept. 25, 1865.
sep30dtf

undersigned having the Agency of the followTHE
ing well-known, sound and reliable Companies,
to

Cash

!

will ieavo

Ijigiyag^gjjtrams

notice

Established in 1843.

load lumber at same place for Galveston, Philadelphia and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No. 4 Central Wharf.
Aug. 20-dti

Oct 4—<13w

Fluting.

door behtw Oxiord Street.

Insurance

a

To

MITCHELL.

and niter Monday. 10th Inst, 1365,

Ot

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B., for English and Irish Ports, at highest*rate3 of freight.

~

On

£3|gKg3Cl

LIFE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY,

FIRE AND

Wanted.

-w*

CAPT. J. A.

Agt.

State

Wanted l

Wanted.

In the Pleasant Village of Freeport*

Or

SPARROW,

LITTLE’S

family withoutchiidrcn, a small genteel tenement, near the centra’ part oi the
City.
Address X. Y. ZM Press Office,
aug5eodti

Valuable Real Estate for Sale

may25dtf

one

scp29d3w*

Sagadahoc, Lincoln and Waldo
Counties. Preference given to wounded soldiers. Apply soon; send 6tamp for answer. Address
WM. I. RICE, General Agent, Portland, Me.
P. O. Box 1737.
sep.8d&w3w*

County Treasurer’s Oflicc, Portland, Me.
August 8—d&wtf

AouUdiApply
Udre,ilIt“net?J11yd1<>cf't®d’

Sept 21 —13m*

private

a

Velume, with 1350 Engravings; and several other
valuable Works, and a fine Cabinet Size Photograph
of Lincoln, in every town in
Cumberland, York,

BY

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

choicest 8upp*rs served.
UtiO W. MURCH.

FOREST AVETCUE ROUST

YORK & CUMBERLAND R. R.

Central Office 30 Exchange Street.
Portland, July 18,‘ 1665—dtt

canvass

TO

buddings

year.
c.

S. SIIEPpa,,...

WARREN

for “The History of the Gr*at Rebellion,” in Two Volumes, elegantly Illustrated. Al“The Encyclopedia of Animated Nature,” One

so

HOME FAEM of the late
JOSHUA E. HALL, of Gorham,
Me., near Great Falls Village, containmg about ninety acres, well dtTide. I into wood, pasturage and tillage land; produces forty-live tons of bay. Laud and
in excellent condition.
A uesirable property and for sale on reasonable
terms.
Inquire at the subscriber, or of Mrs. L. A. HALL
on the premises.
P. E. HALL,

wnh a two story building
thereon, 20
ther particulai*s inquire of

and see Samples at Mrs.
CALL
40 Preble Street.
Notice

lady and two children, In

Address P. O. Box 1693.

Tlie

Merrill’s.

French

a

Portland, April 3,1865—dtl

Leave

FOR MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Valuable Farm for Sale.

recommended.
Enquire on the premises of

LESS to insure

Those wlio really wish to know all the fhcts, vitally
important to their own interests before paying out
their money, are invited to call at this office, where
every facility is cheerlully offered to understand the
whole subject.

Androscoggin.

F:ve minutes walk from the Corner.
\ A very desirable Farm of 25 Acres
iSrekSMgfca. oi good land, well fenced and waterembra ing bay-field, orchard.
large garden and pasturage. A good
two story house and out buildings, with stable and
bai n; all in good repair. To any gentleman
wishing
a country residence, tills
propta'ty is particularly

it costs

£IP* Comparisons will Confirm these Pacts.

oclSdtf.

Gray, Sept. 15, 1665—eo«l&w3m

THE

vrealistsbKo.’F'V?!"
hll dapwitv .P1?

Hern

em-

Wanted.

with barn and other usual out-buildings.
There
is a mill privilege on the farm, with a good supply of
water.
He will also sell a yoke of oxen, two
cows, two
ho scs, and ether stock. Terms liberal.
Enquire on
the premises.
GEO. DOLLY.

j uly2odtf

's-yej.affi&sssMis^
0j-_seP2odftw6w

Tlic necessary result is,
in it than in any other.

to whom constant
pay will be given, at

a Factory
Boarding House in Saccarappa. Apply to the
Agent of Westbrook Manufacturing Company.

er

i

Because it is paying hack to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.

SUITABLE person to take charge of

A

1 bo
~U

2nd,“ITIS THE CHEAPEST; PORTLAND & KENNEBEC R. R.

Wanted.

ty of location is unsurpassed in. this Ticinty
Term easy. For particulars
enquire .at
***** C'oHvrtms St.,
tiwor Me

and Italian
Singing l
And also on the PIANOFORTE Mr ican

S OUT

two

No. 31 Exchange St., 3clStorv.
7

A. & S. E. SPRING.

13 rooms,
Ac.. aU to
complete order. Also well arranged Stable
and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 foot, and for beau-

Etiglish

Store, Middle St.,

10—dtf

7—dtf

Oct

Farm and Stock tor Sale.

two

TO!i riTi is
ready to receive pn-

among his past pupils many who nnw
nent positions as musicians and
country and abroad, and
conadratly
past success as a guarantee for
teacher.
Orders may be left at P

or

Tenement,

FIFTY
ployment and liberal

State and Danforth Sts.,
Now owned and occupied by the subscriber.

MANNER,
the day, by the week, or
by Special Contract.
Correct estimates of cost of Painting made from
measurement, aided by a Judgment, matured byJ
twenty-tive years* practice.
Communications con erning Painting in City or
C
Adireas^y “"U> PromPfly answered.
B-

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any IAfe Insurance Co. in the
United States.

Wanted.

CPHE subscriber offers for s: le his farm, situated
A in Gray, one mile and a half from the corner. It
contains about 57 aci es of land, divided into tillage,
pasture and wood land. It has on it a story an; I a
half house, well finished, and in good repair, togeth-

MThe

PAINTING,
and

one

good Talloressos,

AT

ner

Capt. & A. Q. M. U. S. A.

HOUSE

St.

A

Possession given Oet. 1st.

Co.

Co.

1st,--IT IS THE SAFEST;

Wanted.

Horses for Sale.
#
the Railroad Stable on Spring street, several
goodflorses, suitable for work or family use.
Sept 13—d3ra

Srt,!“frTt!

Glazing, Graining

general housework
children. Good refer-

suitable for

a

Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

Coolidgo &

BENEFIT

Life Insurance

TENEMENT of five or six rooms, pleasantly
located, for a family of four. City references
given, Adaress K. A. H., Box 2105,
Oct. 11. dlw*

of

Sopt 27—dtf

conform t.o
With a samplo of each article.
tb ri*bt to itJect
any bid
lor tho Interest of the
Government.

ectbdtd-

T

Oct

THE

Then,,’ lt“S<?,,wr

peon
ized

D

For Sale.

l.iT’1.31 h?,1"
,iw
eidered

no

tenement
small families, with good water privileges.
WANT'
Please address
Box 1503.

desirable dwelling house No. 4G Brackett St.,
adjoining the residence of J. G. Tolford, Esq.

J-Oiter Paper, per ream
Foolscap Paper,

co
co

House occupied by the subscriber on the corof State and Deering Sts.
Inquire at No. 65 Exchange St.
JAMES D. FESSENDEN.

x

Qiillls per 100
Wafers, por ib.

MUTUAL

Tenement Wanted.

Sept 29—d3w*

Lot 45

the-

do the

Clapp’s Block, Congress

7

Oct 12—dlw

To Let.

Assistant Quartermaster's Office, U. S. A.
Portland, Maine, 0:tot er 3,1863.
Proposals will bo received by the undersigned, until October 16111. 1863, lor Ihe
supply of the toDowin?
articles o' 8 ationery, in such quantities as mav be
required foe the use of the Quartermaster's Depart-

S'col

-nr

Pro-

To Let.

or

Chambers for
wholesale or retail, in the

Proposals for Stationery.

not

Girl

a

required.
Enquire at No.

ner

Enquire of
Sept 27—d3w

Fort Knox.
Fort Sullivan.

ing Paper,
g';
Printing Paper,

approar h it.

can

-.----

auire

Oct 5—dtd

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

drawing

ences

Lime Street.
----:-

J&HlL

to ten teet ol water

to
ANforexperienced
small family with

C. PROCTER,

For Sale

of

so

Wanted.

Portland, Sept, 29—d3w

PROPOSALS

^

Street*

4lioLLSOiOU808hail ^ k°Pt

and300p.

A. u.

intention of the Troj rietor
a Crat*°ift;58 rt&0

iae

and 250 P.

n

/oUND

cess.

.J,!e Pablio are rcspcttlblly informed tbai
tl>*t

Wisely” PORTLAND UENNEBEC R. R.

“Jh. ct

posals lor the same addres ed lo JOB A. TURNER,
Treasurer of the Bay State Brick Company, 56
Washington Street. Boston, stating loca ion, price
per acre, &c., will receive prompr attention.
oc!2dlm
Boston, Oct. 10, lS6o.

SALET

Cumberland

eight

from

No. 42’Middle St.,
oc6dtf

for Portland at 7 30

n

Fb*u”“kpo“e?lS,^S2SlI*d1!“J,!‘Ionby
alwmiuL"

Tfce ex‘
««o<ni«n-

Heinbold’s Fluid ExtractBucbu

THREE miles FROM PORTLAND.

m

jjPj'JiJEyjMLed,

Assistant Quartermaster's Office, I
Portland, Me., Oct- 4, 1865. }
are invited by the
undersigned, until
October 2l3t, 1865, for the delivery ot Good Merchantable Hard Wood and Anthracite Coal, (Grate,
Stove and Furnace,) in such quantities as
may be re1 during the season, for the troops stationed at
tie tpllowlng posts:
Portland, including the Forts in the Harbor,
Port

house

FOR

JOHN

T

Capt.

or at

fcy;; For
Jfihil
particulars Inquire of

PORTLAND, MAINE,

October 3d, IK65.
r.
BOPOsALS
are invited by the
undersigned, tor
tho dellvory of good,
table Timothy hay
median
and straw on board of vessels, at such wharf In Portland Harbor as may be designated.
Tho Havand Straw must be
securely baled, ard

REASONS

TWO

WHY THOSE WHO

more or
a

mostly hard, and

The two-story BRICK HOUSE and Lot, No.
112 Cumberland Street, corner (Quincy Lane,

son

Straw!

Aug. 2G—dly

acres,
lees, Wood Laud;
it must be covered with
ONE
heavy growth of wood,
situated that vessels

in

corner

july26’65eod'y

McALPINE,
State Agent for Maine*

14.—dlw*

thousand

and

Brick Store
Commercial and Franklin
THE
Streets, at present occupied bv Messrs. Jeffer-

HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY.
Office and Depot, No. 562
Broadway, New York.
Du Humphreys is consulted
daily at his office,
personally or by letter, as above, for all forms of

HAY, Agent, Portland.

the Post Office.
Portland, Oct.

Store to Let.

VETERINARY SPECIFICS.
Mahogany Case lu Vials,
tio 00
Single Vials, with directions,
1 oo
These Remedies by the Case or
single Box,
are sent to any
part of lie country, by Mail or Express, free of charge on receipt of the price. Address,

disease.
II. XI.

the main Ave-

For Sale and to Let.
Stock of Goods for

CASES.
00
00
00
3 00

S. H.

A

Store to rent
Sale,
THE
Payton Block, No. 37$ MUlu’e St. Apnlv to P.'

35Vials, Morocco Case, and Book,
$!0
large Vials, in Morocco, and Book, 6
large Vials, plain case, and Book,
6

20
20

Office Ho. 64 Middle Street, Room Ho. 1.

Wanted.

address Box 69G 1\ O.

^25

Dance,

44

Congress St.

Wanted to Purchase.

j

44

•*

432

Leave Bost

CAN BE

JVo. 8

G&PISIC POK'D HO US

M.

at

Oct 4—dim

\

44

given.

II. T. CUMMINGS, M. I).,

SITUATION, as Matron or Housekeeper (by a
Lady of experience), in a Hotel or private Boarding House.
A situation in a select private fhmilv would be desirable. Address “C. C. B.,” lor one week, through

Said lot is composed of two lots in one,
very handsomely laid out. For further par-

ticulars,

25
25
25
Salt Rheum Erysipelas Eruptions,
25
Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains.
26
Fever and Ague, Chill Fever, Agus,
50j
Piles, blind or bleeding,
50j
OphthcUmy, and sore or weak eyes,
500
Catarrh acute or chronic,
Influenza, 50j
Whoopinij-C'-uijk, violent Coughs,
60l>
Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
50
Far Discharges, impaired
Hearing, 50
Scrofula enlarged Clauds, Swellings, 50
Ueueral Debility Physical Weakness, 50
Dropsy, aud scanty Secretions
50>
Sea-Sickness, sickness Iroin riding,
60»
Kidney Disease, Uravel,
50)
Nervous Debility Seminal Emissions,
1 00)
involuntary Discharges,
Sere Mouth, Canker,
50
Urinara Incontinence, wetting bed,
60
even
with
50
Periods,
Painful
tipasws,
100
Sufferings at Change of Life,
1 00
Epilepsy, bpaerns, St. Vitus’
Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Throat,
50

44

29
30
31
32
33
34

bick-Headache, Vertigo,

Dyspesta, Billious btomuch,
Suppressed or p&iutul Periods,
H\iXes, too profuse Periods,
Croup. Cough, difficult Breathing,

44

Oct 14—d3w*

nue.

and

merits of this Company.
sources (0 r the past or

libera! terms, If returned clean and in

v,

25
25
26
25
25
25
25
25
26

Worms, Worm-Fever

Cryinj-Co\\o

cn

thereon.
For particular* anply to
A. B. STEPHENSON,
Oct 2—lsdtf
121 Commercial St.

Cts.

Thoso Intending to effect new Insurance, or inexisting policies, will do well to examine the
Information from official
precediig year, cheer fully

crease

or

go d order to

on

convenient a topping place.
The Fairy of the hake !
A beautiful Steamboat starta from the wharf a few
rods from the Kveleth
House, and makes a trip to
,he “Kineo
House,” every dav, and once a week
through the Lake. Cant. Thomas Robinson command., the
the hotel”
Steamboat, and a!s> “Keeps and
lust a3 it should
be kept. Good shooting
angling
all about.
octSJtf

1863, I’rssnger

3

leave as follows:
6<e»««ay>#Tr»ii»»
Leave Portland for Boston at 8 40 A.

FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.

THE

Aperient Bottles, emptied, for
which good price in cash will bo
CUMMINGS’S
goodB
paid,
exchan ged

the northerly side
LOT, situated
THEof desirable
Free Street, above Oak St., with the Stable

big

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.

Dividends of this Companv are exactly what
they appear to be, being payable at the close of
each year, in cash when the Premium is paid in cash,
and in cancellation of noteB when notes are given.—
On the payment of each renewal, commencing with
the FIKST, a Dividend is paid, thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by an immediate
return. The advantages ot this system, over that
of scrip Dividends without interest pavable in four
or Jive years, or “on vote of the Directors,” are obvion s.
No other Company ha3 ever paid a Divlaeud in this
way. The Dividends are equal to those of any Lite

Wanted.

ocl2utf

Ufcs-sK.swffl On and after April

This is a most exee'dentjhouse for the tra vThe liouee is well kept, and contains
all the modern improvements. 1 hose trai
for healtli or'pleaaou'e will linu here a

rjS' eller.

if

Portland,

One-half of a double two story house, on Neal
Street, containing nine finished rooms. It is
pleasantly situated, and in good repair.
Enquire of J. & B. JORDAN, Morton B ocx;,Con-

M

tion.

Settled.

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

DIVIDENDS ANNUAL.

WM. GRACE & CO., offer better inducements
to returned Soldiers, and others, than
any other
house m the Eastern States, to sell line Steel
Engrav.ngs and Books by sub:cription.
Address at once, with
stamp, WM. GRACE & CO.,
161 Middle St.,
Me. P. O. Box 1732.
Oct 14—d&w3m

For Sale.

For Sale.
LOT in Evergreen Cemetery, on

Promptly

THIS COMPANY HAS NEVER LITIGATED
A CLAIM!

Wanted,

Gentlemen.

or

water.—
A in cood renair. with bothBARBER & CLAPP,
For^Switaquireoi
No.
86
Federal
street
octlldlw

PORTLAND

HR. J. B. HUGHES

Fluid Extract Buchu! PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

Foot of Moose Head Lake !
..

—

on
to Portland, in
cars on the loth inst..
wallet containing betwoen one and two bumlred
dollars.
Tbe tinder will be suitably rewarded by
leaving it at this office.
A. M. DAY
Oct 13—dlw*

Agents

To COMMENCE MONDAY, June <Xth
Trains leave Portlaud. Grand
1865
and Auburn, at 7 00 A.
M., and 1.25 P. M.
For Pangor and intermediate Stations at 1.25 P. M.
Returning—Leilve Lewiston at 6 20 A. ai and arrive in Portland at 8 30 A H. Leave Bangor at 7 30
A 31 and arrive in Portland at 2 15 P 31
Both of
these trains connect at Portland with trains for Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. 31. andre31.
turning is due in Portland at 1
Stag-8 connect with trai. s at principal Stations,
daily for most of the lowns north and east of this line
C. M. MORSE, Supt.
Waterville June 22 1SG5.
jbno23tf

rpaaroan

_Medical.

HELMBOLD’S

Maine,

Gre©nvlU®i

Trunk station, for Lewiston

Endowment Plans.

feiture

a

For Sale.
story and a halt HOUSE, pleasantly located, and
hard and soft

cient, and Reliable. They are the only
perfectly adap ed to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot be made in using thorn; so harmless !
as to be free from
danger, and so eflicieut as to be alw ays'reliable.
They have raised the highest commendation from all, aud will alwaysrondur satiliae-

jjiurrcra of children

Policies Issued
Life, Ten Tear NonForfeit 11 re, and Ten Tear Non-Forou

the way from Boston
WHILE
the morning train ol

second

or

HUMPHREYS’
HOMOEOPATHIC SPECIFICS,
PROVED, from the most ample experiHAVE
ence, au entire success; bimpio—Prompt—-EffiMedicines

C. WALKLEY, President.

Losses

a

41

J.

octl3dlw

oct0d2w

gresa St.

COMf.

Lost!

Offices to Let.

The path is long to Pagan shores;
Their skies arc sunny: God o’er all!
Tue Winter's deadly harvests fall
Around you! Deal your Master’s stores!

Company,

Organized A. D. 1553,

Thursday arternoon, between the Post Office

ON

large and convenient offices,
FOUR
floor, at No. 30 Exchange Street, suitable for
to
Corporation
Insurance
A Coutgaiiiojc^A^jE>p'
Street,
23 Exchange

Here i3 your Mission! Yo who feed
Your lavish fires! Not afar,
If uf at your doors, your Heathen are!
God’s Poor!—your creditors! Take heed!

<•

OF HARTFORD,

OCtTJtf

The Forests grow by His command,
Who saitlii “He lendei a to tho Lord
Who givetli t) the poor!” Your hoard
Isliis! Ye stew aids of the land!

2
3
4
41
5
**
o
44
7
4
8
44
9
44
10
‘•11
44
12
••
13
44
14
44
15
44
16
41
J7
44
18
44 19
44
20
21
22
23
4
24
25
•26
4
27
28

Life Insurance

and Vi kcry & Bowen’s Store, an Old Fashioned
WALLET containing Seventeen Dollars and some
Currency. Any person having f tund the same will
bo liberally rewarded by leaving it at this Offiae.

the Subscriber at

to

JONAS IT. PERLEY.

For every gleaming hall he spares,
A hundred ucarthioss hovels hold
Hearts pulseless, crisp with ice and r id,
Watched by a hundred grim Despairs!

•*

CHARTER OAK

Medical.

HOUSE,

EYELET H

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

TH

Lost!

PEULEY,

or

On the
Hurl laud,

—

44

-WITH

■«

Mr. F. A.

The curtained couch, the glowing hearth.
The frost-rimmed Greybeard’s power defy:
lie Curses as Ire hurries b
And gtria.es the Beggar, dead, to the Earth!

an

Hotels.

RAILROAD^

MAINE CENTRAL

insure

to take

Mud, Dirt, Snow end Ice.
An interest In ttie Paper* now being prepared for
the.Patent Office ban t>e secured by assignmc.it and
Address,
mortg ge.
K. I,. P A L M E H,
So. 110J Federal Street,
Portland, Maine.
octmtl

BOAH,

Wood

hand,

of

coveeed with WOOD.

The Buildings are a Two-story
B.;rn and
with good Carriago House,

at

the Wheel Track

Clearing

C‘nmberl*“d Cenler,

One Mile fr«m

means

interest in a New Machine, whuh is now built
and ready to be applied to Hors3 Cars and Locomotives for the purpose of

INJUMBERLAND!

ON THE BLANCHABV

GENTLEMAN, with

A

FARM containing about Seventy-Five Aches
good Land, sltuatsJ

A

Immediately,

Wanted

Railroads.

_Insurance.

W.

Laying

out

NcwStreete.

SYKES,

PUBCH ASER FOR EASTERN

ACCOUNT,

OF

FLOOR, GRAIN, 8EEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD,

BUT-

TER. and WESTERN PRODUCE
generally.
attention (riven to
hy quickest
and oheapeet routed. Ao. IS*shipping
South H ater St.,

Copartnership.
this day entered Into
CorftllE subscribers hare
X partnorahlp uudet the Arm name of
MORSE » WITHKRELL.
for the purpose of earning on tho Clothing and
Furnishing bnaipese, at No. OJf Erehange Street.
N, W Morse,
" If UEB*LI“
Tortland, Oct. 2,1S6B.
oct9U3w

._^arlicolar

JPor Sale Cheap.

Two second-hand FIRE ENIllinois.
Hose Carriages; all la
-—S^vf1
471.
Rrfermctt— Mosers. 8. G. Bewdlear A Go; Mayrard A Hone; U. A W. Chickerh g; c. II. Cmrm'n.s
A Co; Chae. H. btone; Hallett, Davis A C*>; Bo.'ton. I
*'^RA RUSSELL, Chief Engineer,
w>
r\r
i. N. Bacon, K-q, Praddent Newt n National
Bay*. land Flie VC R?AN» Chairman Committee on PortNewton,Hass; C. B Coffin,Keq, N.Y.City- ftbSM'F land
Department.
Jun«l«li
P. O. B

x

Chicago,

*t-S^with

a

p<*rf

